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SALE—Ou Lewis street,
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and piped
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or
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throughout

and
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ut the

Agency for Sewing Machines,

season

sale and to let.

Repairing.

Street.

MAINE.

Bonnet and Hat

Jv13dtf

8

BREWER,

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEl A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

Leather Belting®. nuw>er

»

minipheii >o
Sides and

sale
L»*a h-r
Leather. Be't U oks, Coppei Rivets
Portiaud, July G, 1871.
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F. STMONDS, India St.
dyed aud finished.

J. ll. I.A1ISOI,

PACKARD A
eor.

{PORTI.AIVD, HIE.
order

Congress

HARDV, Fluent
Exchange Sts.

order.

to

Merchants,

Post

Exchange Street.
Id. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble
holstering done to order.

63 South Oanal Street,
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decl8#3t

A i*o p'easam
o t10-u

the above either at the
gress street.
(decl8)

Evening

finder will be
TUESDAY
Commercial st.

hand a good as or ment ot Itahan
keep
niid tuuericiii Mai hie, and a 111 r*tvlve orders to
cut to size all kiln's of Monumental stock, at props

O

Carpet-Bags.

aug'22
e»l._
BUES1DAN 8 OEifliTHB,

and

116 Federal Streets.

Masons and Builders.

ER8,

SMALL A KNIOHT.No. 154 Exchange

«0. 6 SO cm ST.,
PORTLAND, MR,
%r Prnni|it itMtilton paid to all kimliinio'obblnii
o mir ling
apritiMtf

Street.

VAX8,

COUNSELLOR AT

liKO. I.. l.OTlI HOP A CO., No. 153 Ex-

change

LAW.

A. S. DAVIS A

__

___

Plumbers.

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,
AT LAW,

JAMES MII.I.ER.No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Flxtnroa arranged and met np In the heat an an urr.

removed their office to No. 115 Rmluuigr
fftreet, over the Portland Saving* Bunk.

1)oetuaher

$,

1871.

Jobbing promptly

U3w

j. n. bro wn &

lin

Sta._

GEO. R.
u re..

BAVIN A Co., No. .301 1-9 Con-

PEARSON, No. ‘JJ Tempi* Si., oror
CoitKrt'M. All kiu«la ofMilvrr and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 CoiiKre» Sired.

ENGLISH nud FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
C'ongr«‘tia Hired.

rood.
_

Stair

REMEMBER

LIUBV, 17 l.!i Union Street, np
stairs.

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.
S. DEEMING St CO., 4S Indin ltt‘4 Sc 104
!

C'oitfjrt ss

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

nnd Low

the head will be affected to that de-

gree that renders it irksome aud
ollcntimes impossible to attend to
the ordinary duties of lile, from
which stage of the disease one is
soon carried
beyond the reach ol
remedies. Salety lies in tlic use ol

FOR

Prepa/ed only by
H. G.

WHITE,

87 Court

Street,(Opposite

ALL

SALE

BY

DRUGGISTS.

Wholesale Agcnta in

d

PHILLIPS & CO.
that

HILBORN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and lias
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
MARY S.

same; and all jiersons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Executor.

Th

noviMdlaw

MRS.

THE Undersigned

has returned to his

business,

tire

FOR
foil 'e*i

for.

no9lf

new.

Great Reduction
denying and repairing clothing, lower
prices
bau ever
I shall cleanse
*
Coats .or
^5 aDli ?! *
Punts lor
37
Vest tor
!.adit-,' garments cleansed cheap, and with myusnal
pru- ,.tuess. Second-band lothing tor Bale »t lair
oi

*

VS

#»4 tv-lew street
wit,I,IVM fIRnWN
_

I. O. O. F.
jlFONTHLY
Meeting of the Mutual Relief AssoI. O. O. F„ at Odd Fellows’ Hall,
«utl°".
-■i’V, evemug, December
Tuesday
19th, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
H. C. BARNES, Secretary.
Portland to,
Portland, December 18, 1871,
dcl8-3t

Fancy Goods
new

store,

FOll

Anatomy, Physiology

and Science

Informs his friends and ,.ntlouts (hat ho has opened
au ottice for the practice of his
profession at
BROWN

STKKKT,

ho may bo

confidentially consulted,
WHERE
especially in all the
of diseases and de-

more

cases

bility for the treatment or which he Is so justly celebrated. It. is loo well known tluit hundreds softer
from tho etteots of early hidMrelion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but tho educated
physician
who lma made these suhjeotH a
specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring tho
patient to health ami
I)r.

Jacques,
his

announce

BOVS!

tended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the morning
and 5 till 8 in the
evening at ids private office.

IB

decl2 tf

till 2,

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

PIANO ROOMS,
The Dr. Hall Treadle
The most important improvement ever made

A

t'ahoon Block, next City Hall, Coi|ren it

on

ED. B. ROBINSON,

Machines.

Ilcalth Preserving and Labor Saviny
Invention.

Which can be. applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now in use. The points therefore are. greater
Speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
•all and see the operation of this invention at the

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

GEO. C. HOBBS’

*

Has the Exclusive!v Agency for the
X11 PnpD) a.'d the elegant .1 ewstt

W L Dfc.il

Also other standard
reduced prices.

FOR

pIAIVO

a

‘SfUbTKS!

makeis all sold at the
oo25sntf

loweit

OF IMITATIONS!

nov21tf

Removal.
P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
St., Portland, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
no25-3m
A. M., and 2 to 5 P. M.

DR.

Present!

The Largest and Most

ou

those days.

Complete

second hand Horizontal
Engine
ONEwith
Gearing attached for hoisting.
der is 7 inch. It

The

cylin-

was made by Lawson &
Hittlnger,
Has been used about 3 months
and is in iirst rate condition for use. Can be Been at
J. -I GERRISH & CO’S, No 35 Commercial
st, Portland, Me.
dct*lm

Cambridgcport, Mass.

THE
give notice, that it is their intention to
of their

ask fora
that they can lay their
charter,
chango
track on the west Bide of the Saco River, in the town
of Hollis.
Per order of the Directors.
A. K. P. LORD, President.

Dec. 1,1871.

dc5

No decent young Mormon

To be fouml in the city.
dcfltjl A. LOIVKLL, .'101 fo.(wu St.
WK HAVE TAKEN TitK STORK

No. 3

Bankrupt

Clothing.

they ?”
“Yes,

I inquired.
but such cases

are rare
among intelliRecently a rich young Mormon
fellow fell in love with one of the
belles
ot the city and
proposed to her.
The youii"
lady s patents were strict Mormons and she
had a young lady friend whom she hail loved
from infancy. They had always been together.
So she stipulated that the lover should
marry them both, which he did, and you will
see them almost
any night at the theatre, apparently happy. One is a blonde, the other a

gent people.

brunette.”
“Do

they have perfect fail h in Brigham?”
‘Yes, perfeo*. If ho should say burn Utah
to-morrow and lly to some other
place, they
would apply the torch and raise the knife.
They are religious fanatics—and when we
think that twenty-five years
ago to reach
Utah they travelled thousands of miles on
toot, over trackless deserts, to get away from
civilization, it does seem almost mournful
that we should go among them and break

them up.”
“vfiiat do you think of the flight of Brigham Yonng after the indictments were gotten

“Are the indictments sound—will
they
stand against Brigham ?”
“I have no doubt of it.
Murders were
committed. Everybody believes it, and believes they were instigated by Brigham Young
himself.”

DEFALCATION,
STORE-BREAKING,
BANK-ROBBING,
&C.y &C.,

shall

OPEN THE LARGEST

BANKRUPT
STOCK

Holidays

READY-MADE
CLOTHING
In the United States.

!

IT IS

Consisting of

NO

TOYS, GAMES, &o.
RAND & THOMES,

IMPROVED

SEWING MACHINE.
of tho fact that “various opinions do exist,
IN views
to which is tho host” Sewing Machine, do not
allow

POSITIVELY NEW

“singer” in the house, always ready to
with any reasonable demand, here is no good
reason why
you may not havo a “Men v Christmas”
and a
Now Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of kkThc Singer”
of which you will find a full assortment at
a

comply

331 CONGRESS STREET.
^ou have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
Fnimcr’e Combination” adapted to all kiuds
of Machines. It will
cord, rutile, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

ulm<*teaso and exactness.
A full assortment of
Noedla$ Thread and the various Sewing Machine
Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
machine* Mold on monthly InatalmentM.
and Stamping for Braiding
fi3£*Maehine Stitching
and
Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to
give entire satisfaction.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

of Cost.

A LARGE PART OF THE

STOCK IS MADE FROM
THE

BEST

VERY

IMPORTED

GOODS

-AND-

Made up in New

York,

For First Class Trade.

Shall Positively

We
SELL

PRICES

AT

THAT WILL

Astonish

Everybody.
THERE IS

NO HUMBUG
ABOUT IT.

WE

BUSINESS.

MEAN

Opportunity.

CLASS Manufacturing business for Sale.
FIRST
J.
Safe, reliable, and large profits; thoroughly
tablished.
Chance seldom met with, as owner has
other business demanding immediate attention.
TA\'LOR<& CO., 20 State St., Boston Mass.
decl8 3t

First Class Drug Store for
of great value, regular run

Sale.
of A No.
will bear

Well selected stock;
thorough investigation. Satisfactory reasons for selling. A clmnce which is seldom offered.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State Street, Boston.
decl9d-3t
to Loan upon easy terms. If you
MONEY
business* send One Dollar for particulars,

dcl8*3t

STOCK

Regardless

“Happy

1 customers.
LOCATION

WE SHALL SELL

ENTIRE

justly celebrated Singer Sewing machine n« a
Chrisimna Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady
Friend.

GARMENT

—is—

as

yourself to be g tverued by any one’s opiulon,
hut call and examine “THE NINLKU” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that
you will not, pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Hewing machine
extant.
Now is the time to Bccurc one of these far famed and

TRASH!
v

AND

SINGER77-

Business

OLD

EVERY

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
tf

“THE

mean,

JACOB A. MYERS,

nrilR «wvln»

“It will die out with this generation. Emigration will kill it.”
“Will the Mormons move again?”
“No. They will live and die in Utah.”
“What about the Emma mine, in which
Gen. Schenck is a director?”
“It is a very valuable silver mine—one of
the best in Utah. I've examined it closely.
The company will make money.”
“What other mines are there?”
“There are mines of bismuth, coal, salt,

Epsom salts, saltpetre, copper, tin, iron, ammonia, and almost every mineral in the
world. Roll up twenty States like Pennsylvania, and it would not make one State so
rich in minerals as Utah. It is the Eldorado
of America.
This
well

gentleman is a practical miner and is
posted on mines, ores, transportation,
and everything in connection with mines,
that I’m going to have a long talk with him
soon, when I will let out some mining secrets
so

which will put up

let down

or

of the

some

fancy mining stocks.
Liquor Drinking and the Temperance
Cause iu Great Britain.
In the United Kingdom, in 1869, there

150,599 taverns. In that year the sum
£112,835,603 was spent for drinks, which
was a larger amount by more than £20,00b
were

than was spent in 1858-61. There was one
liquor to every 33 houses. The
amount of grain consumed to produce the
drinks in
1869 was 62,772,572 bushels.
it is estimated
have

gentleman

Portland, Ma*^.

also

says that he saw in
in Manchester

liquor shops

drinking men and women on a single
Saturday night than he had seen in six years
in New England. It must be recollected,
however, that in Old England, owing to the
absence of prohibitory laws, the drinking is
done in the highways, while in New
England, through the enforcement of prohibitory
statutes, the smiling is done in the by-ways.
On the other hand, Mr. Vibbert says there
are hundreds -of parishes where no
liquor is
village

in

Lancashire, containing

a

Moor.

popula-

tion of 1,100 people, where no intoxicating
liquor of any kind L sold, and where “tiwro
is neither a policeman, prison, pawnbroker,
doctor nor lawyer.” The United Kingdom
Alliance, inaugurated in 1853, is advocating a
permissive bill, by which the inhabitants oi
any district may veto the issue of licenses for
the sale of liquor by a vote of two-thirds of
the nnmber of votes polled. Among the
supporters of the Alliance are some of the
most distinguished men in the country.
The
principles of the Alliance are rapidly gaining
ground. In 1871 one hundred an I thirty-six
members of Parliament declared for the permissive bill, against only ninety-four in 18W;
and it was conceded by the liquor dealers tha
the tinat adoption of iis provisions was only
a question of time.
There can be no doub.
that if the ram-shop*, both in Great Britain
this
and in
country, depended upon the will
of the voters, there would lie considerable
in
the
ranks of the keejicrs of those
mourning
establishments. Mr. Vibbort prophesies the
ultimate triumph of the temperance cause m
Great Britain, and speaks feelingly of the
special kindness shown him as an American,
itt London, Kdiukttrgh, Glasgow, Manchester
gnd other places where he addressed temperance assemblages.

Title Ifw ATTOHNHYGteNKKAL'sPoUCY.
—A large number of gentlemen from the Pacific coast, including the members of ConII. Wilgress, called one evening, on George

EVER OFFERED

ALSO, A LABOR

With

18th,

WE SHALL

Ware,

KEROSENE GOODS, &c.

Dee U

the

MONDAY,

Table and Pocket Cutlery,

Stock for tho

raonlt

permitted to be sold, and instances Low

Crockery, Glass, China
anil Plated

mar-

theatre.”
“More than one young lady does
marry the
same husband
sometimes, even now, don’t

a

Herring Hlock,
we

now

with the express
stipulation and
agreement that she sliail be the only wife.”
"Punkey, one of Brigham’s favorite daughters,” continued my friend, “and a very beautilul young lady too, was married white I was
there, but she held out against every entreaty
ot her lover till he would swear never to
take
another wife besides her.
One night 1 saw
sixteen of Brigham’s daughters at the

would, if made into
pr’Mluced enough loaves to pave a
road ten yard- vide more than 1,800 miles
long. So says th Rev. G. II. Vibbert, (as
quoted in the Bos to.: Journal), who has been
to England to lecture on Wmjwnuuw.
Tfaa

ALL IN THE SHADE.

es-

and Boiler

there.

This

Stock

Where with Increased facult ies for business
keep a full stock of

replied.

of

C. L. GORHAM.
dcl6
3t

French Clocks and Fancy Goods,

Excellent

SALK

so

R.

call

tF* Call and examine at

no30

Sewing Machine Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and Notice to the Legislature of Maine.
Directors of the Bonny Eagle Branch, hereby
every job warranted equal to any in New England.
BE WAJtE

Old Pianos taken in exchange. Our New Pianos
sold on easy instalments, if desired.
N. B. I can remain in the store only two days.
Weilnefttlay ami Thursday, Dec, 20th and 21st.
It is desirable that parties wishing to see me should

music,

and Itlu.icai Iu.truu.cnt., which
will gin the public an opportunity
to .elect a ITSKFl'L

2 Doerliijr Block and 2ft Market Sqare.

PORTLAND, ME.,

School

r

Sewing

price.

AND LAVA GOODS,

after many years’ practice, bogs to
treatment as eminently successful in
curing Nervous, Mental and Physical Debility, Languor, Depression of Spirits, Painful Dreaiu.*, Loss of
I At* Master ot Modern Languages in the Provln
Appetite, Memory, &e., ami having had great expe•ul Tininina School. High ami G ramiuar Schools
rience during an extensive
practice ami received high
tt. John, V. B.
honors and tesiimonlals for ids
superior treatment
Kelereuces: Gen. J. M Brown, J. W Symonds. of those
diseases requiring skilful and conlidential
Esq.
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and
speedy cure.
from
one
p.
3G
m.
to
three
o'clock
v.
at
Apply
m.,
The Doctor particularly invites those
patients
Free street, or in writing P O Box 18UG
whose cases may have been
or pronounced
neglceted
oc4(Hy
incurable at once, to place theuiselveB mulerids care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
ST. J UGVST1NB
lie distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guarnmeed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, $5, and
fully <lescribing the case, will be immediately at-

Language,

•

PARIAN, BOHEMIAN

J A C <1 r E S,

strength.

Day

And I have just received the Finest Assortment

“""I

IS

Ch, L. Morazain,

COMING!

LKCTURKH ON

at

5-p'v Rubber 2 1-2 inch.
SCO leel Lcitber 2 1-2 inch.

21 >0 l -et Linen 2 1*2 inch.
All in g, od older and nearly

!

erm will begin on Monday Sept 11.
Hdmi»«ioo app v t*»
REV DaNIEL F. SMITH. R-ctor.
sepSdil

si ree*.

,,-!w
an *

Gorham, Me.
nol7di!2wtf

Academy

and

These Tianos will bo set up in the above Store in order
that I may tune them, and put them in perfect order
and see them carefully delivered to the parties wh »
have ordered them. They have all been finished
with a great deal of care, and are very elegant instruments. I shall be pleased to show them to all who
may favor me with a call on these two days, and
also to receive further orders for Pianos from aDy
who may desire a first-class instrument at a moderate

CHRISTMAS

Holiday

he

ries un.ess

bread,

FINE WATCHES,
Rich Jewelry,

Vicinity.

D K. J.

FROM PARTS,

F

Hose

and

Which she Is selling very low at her

Chrbtmas 'I

his former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern,
he inteuds to devote himself outirely to his trade, as
E. D. GAMMON.
above.
3m
dcl3

Second-hand

Millinery

or

WINTER

arditg

Free Street Block.

$60,000.00.

dc4

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.

Term begins Dec. 4,1871. Terms, $1 00
per week. Two or three more pupils enn bo
attended to evenings.
ETTA A. FILES. Principal.
Residence No 11 Elm street.
dc2eod3w

B

At Store No. 3

invite people to call

J. 1ST. DAVIS.

CUSHMAN

THOSE

No, 45 l>anfortb s\, Portland, Me.

Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
stand, No 31 Union Street, where ho hopes to see

__

the subscriber has
hereby given
bceu duly appointed Executor of the Will ot
NOTICE

Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.

139 Mid-

N O TIC E
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS ?

in

,f
eodlm

is

No.

J. W. & II. If. IfIC'DIJFFUE, Cor. Middle
& ('aion Sts.

Portland,

PERKINS Sc CO.,
ff
dell

MERRILL,

die Street.

‘•ALE b} J. L. SHAW & CO, 1G2 1-2

$1.00 peh bottle
FOR

J. AMBROSE

Court House),

BOSTON, MASS.
price

Nt«*

DEC. 30th and 31st, ISM.

318 COIMC3RK88 STREET,
Opposite Mechanic's Hall.

LATNER.

mining,”

“Oh,
dead.
The people had got
ready*o kill it before Judge McKeon got

seller of

dim

N 29

No. 3 CHESTNUT ST.

.Teacher

Builder.

B. F.

Headache, Dizziness, Sleeplessness
Spirits. In a short time

O. IN. BODGE, Principal,
Bethel, (until Nov. 90th),
J.) A. WATKH.HAN, Rrrrrlitry,

of the French

shall be in the city for TWO DAYS ONLY,

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,

_

F.

“Alines auu

more

Folio.,

Branch,

Of

Jules

I

together with

To llie LADIES

Schools.

Kail-

Desires to thank the citizens of Portland 'for the confidence and very liberal patronage which made his
Exhibition and Sale here last month so successful.
The whole number of Pian >s br >ught were disposed of before I left the city, besides which I took orders for several additional instruments; these arc
now finished, and will leave New York Dec 16th.

Scotch Gingham Umbrellas

reor New

Bonrd for Young I.miles $40 per Term, Corner CoKign'R niul Oak Streets.
Young Iguiles desirous of boarding themselves will
SVAl.o mourning Good, nnd Bnrtal
be tarnished with rooms In the Seminary Hulldlng.
Shroud, at
noSMSw
n.unl,_
Each room Is designed for two persons, nnd will lie
tarnished with all necessary artleles except quilts,
comforters, pillow east's, towels and toilet soap.
Hoard for young men can bo obtained In private
families on mason able terms. Facilities are ottered to
(hose wishing to board themselves.
Portland
English Similes or Teachers'Class.$ It OS
English Sludlea and l,nltn am) Greek. 8 00
wishing to purchase li.vi'N & bon.
French, German or Spanish, oach. a no
WKTM,I> will Its to** tl.olr H.i«rt,.inUo
a tin
Hook-keeping anti Penmanship, both,
on Mr* M. II
NI.AI., HvIK «'.„a r..
4 00
Prawlng.
honrl of t'aar*. wo.ro ,hev crir have Hot-clas,
1'ulmlug. ... son
work dunv u< to.tsouablo pnct*.
ltofF.lm
Plano Music... Hi00
Vocal... a no

M.

PIANOS,

BURLEIGH & CO.,

liams, recently appointed attorney general.

In response to their congratulations, Mr. Wil**I aciams expressed Ills thanks and said:
cept the position with diffidence, blit to the
best of my abilities shall discharge the duties
so as to promote the true Interests of the
country and rellect credit upon the present
All the abilities uuii eneradministration.
gies that 1 possess 1 shall devote to the enforcement of the laws and the suspcnsl >n ot
When-1 am
violence, disorder and crime.
placed at the head of the department of jusso
far
as
the
tice,
Jurisdiction of that department may go, its mandates will tie dispensed without fear or favor, and with
equal vigor and respect for all classes uud
I know not what may
conditions of men.
lie In the claims now madu about official dein federal offices, but so lar as the
exoosure and the prosecution of such deliuquunts devolves upon the department ot Justice, no partisau consideration* will have
weight, ami no pains will be spared to bring
the guilty to speedy and condign punishment.
I deeply regret that In some portions of the
country a spirit of lawlessness seems to prevail. I will favor every consideration of kindness to induce obedience to the laws, but, i!
no other means will answer, then I am for
using the whole power of the government in
the most vigorous and effective manner, to
crush out every conspiracy against the peace
of society and the safety of unoffending citiI am ashamed tlrat any considerable
zens.
number of persons in the country should
engage in acts of violence and disorder
for”there is nothing to ire gained and much to
to
be lost in that way. Life without
persons and property, and society without
good order and peace are comparatively of little value, hut, if tire passions of hatred and
revenge are allowed to overcome these considerations, then it becomes the government
fo interpose with her strong arm to subdui
and repress those passions. No one, in tin
light of recent events in New York and else
where, can take an office now and escape tin
vigilant eye of the people, and nothing hut ac
tivc and upright devotion to duty will givt
general satisfaction. I shall struggle to meet
the popular demand as.well as to meet tire ex
how much o;
of my

linquencies

safety

peetations
success

friends,—with

time and events will determine.

The New Attorney General. Ex.
of Oregon, th<
Senator George II. Williams,
is a native of New
new Attorney General,
He emigrated t<
York and 48 years of age.
it was yet a Territory, soon af
Oregon while
of his preparation for th<
ter the completion
few year
bar, though he meantime served a
*

as oue

87 Middle St.

Oregon, and subsequently

Co-Partnership Noli«e.

1S7L my connection

the 30th of November,
ler
ONwith
the firm existing
un

the

name

of

OEOROE STINSON & RO.,
roceased, and I hereby give notice that I will not be
firm
sponsible for any llabUUies contracted liy said
after that date.

Portland,

of the district judges of Iowa. He wa 1
Supreme Judge of the Territory o f

appointed

Dec 16-tf

Dee.

14tU, 1871.

GEORGE STINSON.
dcl8*lw

j

of

p»T,i»v.or

pond.™

j«Hj

***" and
enviable reputation. His
judgment is
larly cool and dispassionate, an.i his singu-

mental
powers are vigorous and admirably trained
Few men in the country possess in go
nent a degree all the qualifications for the office to which he has been appointed as Jud -e

enijl

Williams.

about polygamy ?”
^‘liowthat
is

“six or more”

Dog

usual,

TUITION.

THE

Portland

GORHAM

Also a FULL ASSORTthose
"W AR RANTED

335 CONGRESS STREET.

iwssible.

Gorham, Me., Not. 10,1871.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

Company.

The Symptoms of Dyspcpsiu are
Loss of Appetite, Wind, Rising ol
Food, Heartburn, Palpitation, Distention of the Dowels, Costiveness,

as

Advertiser:

I met a New Yoker last
evening who has
spent the last four months in Utah.
“What is the great thing talked about
there?” I asked.

reverena

18

MINES.

amy?”

MENT of

them less than Boston
York prices.

New York

For tarther Information apply to

M

General Agent* for the Male of the Bond*

“WHITE’S SPECIALITY
DYSPEPSIA.”

Frank-

Street.

Portland «uga

O^druahnrg

and

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exrhnuge

Tairu aud stint* Boun* Bought uud
Sold*.
(>■!)•■• ^'olltcied or Purchnard.
Mlrrliug Kxrhnngr Bought unit Mold.
I*ohm* Nt gotialed uud t;«iiniuercl*l Paper
Bought ami Mold*
Advances Hludr on approved Mccurily.
Deposit Art on inn with I niciest its ngicc

of the Fori'aud A

Teacher of Classics.

Seminary Iliill.llng will lie devoted to the accommodation of young ladlca for boarding, yet
the classes may tie arranged so a* to tncludo both
sexes In recitations.

Real Estate Agents.

Mrrnrtllfa, Uold. lln»!roiid,

A grata of the

F1CENV, Cor. Cumberland

P.

we

mercial

“What, will hp tllP final

To be found In the City.

Rlnck nnd colored
Ribbon, in all
widths nnd beat qualities; Also Frr nrh n nd German Comet, of
the Wat
makes, KKo.irry,
Fleece Kilned nnd Cloth Gloves, Linen Embroidered nnd I.ncr Handkerchief., Hnmhurg Cdging. nnd Kn.rrting«, Mhcll nnd
Gilt Jewelry, Ac., Ac., Ac., al

M., Principal,

AND

To the PEOPLE of PORTLAND.

SILK UMBRELLAS

Fringes, Gimps,
Velvet

Winter Term Commences Derember 5th,
«nd Continues Eleven Weeks.

BOARD

which he offers

CLOCKS,

goods which

CARD!

middle Street.

AT LATNER’S,

....

RAUKKKS,

Ulntinging

attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.

sons,

1)7 Exchange Mreet, Fortin ml,
UoTrryiusni

CO.. No. SO Middle Street.

J.ll.I.AMSON, 153 Middle SI.,eor. Cross.

Mt’OOBR A HINOKRURr,

UAVK

Street.

Photographers.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tt
Oyl

•

86

HAS A St-UC.NWt) A8S01lnMEItT0ir

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

Jewelry!

PEARSON,

and see, at

Gauntlet Gloves &c.

tailing

Vocal and Piano Music.
Precept
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER.
Teacher of Modem Languages.
MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, ami Teacher of Rhetoric.

as

of

UTAH

agaiust him ?”
He always
“Oh, he has not fled at all.
goes four hundred miles to the South to
spend the winter. He’ll be back again in tlie

TW 11./Uw

500 dozen in all shades and colors for
Ladles, Gents Missess and
Children. Also Buckskin and Kid

Gents Castor and

or Instruction.

soon

variety

CONTINUE?—THE

spring.”

OPERA GLASSES,

Kid Gloves !

Skin Gloves, and

and Teacher of

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

other

Silver and Silver Plated Ware,

a

(Under Mechanics’ Hall.)

The Manufacturer of the Popular

Gold and Silver Watches,

And

SWIFT,

Mr*. C. L. GORHAM.

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD CHAINS,

two, three and four buttons, for street and
party wear, plain nnd stitched, comprising

of

Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in
Mathematics, Drawing ami Painting, ami an
Aslsslaut in Music will be secured ns

N. K. REDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

PLAIN AND OliNAMKNTAL

STUOUO & MASTIC WOUKEItN,

Navigation

and

of

fine stock of Ladies' and Gents'

a

B.

Congress Street,

A

Presents !

FRENCH

With one,

Seminary.

BODGIC,

Ribbons,

Ostrich Tips!

Gloves,

Kid

dlw*

A.

as-

patterns of real Malta Laces just received
them lower than cost of
Also lOO pieces of
real Malta, machine made,
something new,

new

vocation

MISSADELA BARNES,
ress

JOHNSON, 111 Middle

DI KAN A

_

School.

Portland, Dec 14, 1871,

G. m.

full

AT LATNKR’S.

In all its branches, including the usual manner
doing business lu Foreign and Domestic Ports.
Terms reasouable. Apply to

Board

a

Real Malta Lace* ?
300

B.
317
dec 16-dlw

positively ottering
importation.

health,has retired from his
ship-master, and proposes to

Gorham

Also

•A.T LATNER’S.

dclGtf

Navigation^

and

GERAISH &

FOR A

STREET,

fine selection

IT

out

SPOONS,

Have just received

For Suits and Trimmings, colored and black.
Also
colored and black Matins, Ac. Ribbed
Matins at unprecedented low
prices,

EDWARD BREEN,
No. 97 Franklin st.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yaliscs and

mtiole tvoik-

Th
it at No. 12

leaving

a

OF

Sets, Pins, Ear Jewels,
Bracelets, Sleeve Buttons,
Studs, Charms, Ac., Ac.,
SUITABLE

53T*Call and examine.
77 Nliddle Street, Fox Block.
Dec 18-dlw

selling

Gros Grain Dress Silks

EDUCATION All

on

WILLIAM A. £

Real

Sleeve Button

a

Tench

and

STOCK

CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Gold and Siver

AT LkATZNTICR’S.

Argus Office or at 323 ConSi. A. BRIGGS & CO.

Gold
rewarded by

Has in stock

Romnn Mnahennnd Henris, Ac., Ac.
at panic prices,
-A.T LATNKIt’S.

LOSS*

and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

4;< PKEBI.E NTHEKT.

F* LASTEH

tbout board,

w

MIDDLE

Christmas

And Long Feather* in Plum Color and Garnet.
Also a full line of Black and all
colors, of Ostrich Tips, at astonishing low prices,

opp. the Park.

,

le:

Saturday evening in the vicinity of the head
of Casco St., about $100 in greenbacks.
A reward of $50 will be paid to the finder by leaving

Jewelry

Office Jl‘4 CONOR! Mi NT KI1T,

ittiliolehUtlAiaoioiyioall

rooms to

Suite,

sortment of colored and black Manta

accommodated wi h good

209 «'onsrress »t

as

Clapp’s Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Italian & American Marble,

that alii njt

D E R S

be

can

in-

Gold and Silver Plated Ware !

Gros Grain Ribbons !

WAN! I-:i>.
FEW Boarders
Ho4id ac

anti

In all colors to match the Velvets.

0~/T R

B

77

Of the most reliable
manufactures,
for sale at the lowest prices.

less than wholesale prices,
AT LATNER’S.

Address, Books, Press Office.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

in

we

NAPKIN RINGS,
PRUIT KNIVES,
ALSO,

REASONABLE PRICES!

AT

Sacks, Trimmings

A

poor

to order.

JEWETT,

J. F. SHERRV, No.

SHALL

For

Wanted.

The undersigned, in consequence of

DAVID tV. DEANE, No. SO Federal St.
All kinds of Upholstering and Repairing

Elegant,

EXCEPTION,

CHAS. H. LAMSON,

SILVER

-A.T IsA/nSTER’S.

MAN of long experience in the wholesale business, whose time is partially employed, would
like business or the remainder, at moderate pay,—
is acquainted with book-keeping.

Furniture and Upholstering.

Will give e*re iai attention o the purthise and
shipmentoi Flout, Grain and Piovlslans tor Eastern

WITHOUT

Velveteens,Colored & Black

Office,

Street.

This Stock is the Most

Studs,

&C.

Green and Navy Bine
Velvet t

ALL

CLOCKS IN LARGE VARIETY,

particular-

WATCHES,

Garnet, Invisible

situation
take care

children, or as an attendant upon an invalid.
or address Portland Daily Press Office.
Dec 11 eod2w

eral Streets.

EATON, Old

to

JEWELRY,
JEWELRY,

JET JEWELRY,
FA NCY GO OD S,

Gold Chains, Charms,
Finger-Rings, Sleeve Bnttons,

In fact Bonnet and Trimming Velvets in .all colors
and shades. Also uncut Velvets,

Call

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
ABANIN, cor. Exchange nud Fed-

HOOPER &

Yard

Situation Wanted*
middle-aged American woman, a
in a small family, or to

a
as housekeeper

BENJ.

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO,

Dealers

or

ON

TAKBOX, Nos. 1.58 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

—WITH—

Wholesale

of six

Lost*

No.

numerous

Street,

GOLD PLATE

LARGE

Wlxitney.)

—ALSO—

R lock

CO., Arcade,

other article* too
ize.

FOR CHRISTMAS.

puITcolor
SILK VELVETS!

N.

done

BLUNT &

to Woodman &

_MILLINERY,

Communications addressed to
recoive prompt attention.

and

WALTER COREV A
18 Free Street.

K, A. O’BUIOJN,

act ou tit.

803 will
30dtf

BY
of

A

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

All the new styles, Berlins. Reanbraits, Mcda’Mon
the Porcelain, or M« zzoinil c ard and tue retouched
card bv width new process #c pe r>d of tieck'es
mutes, wrinkles, ami all iiu per tedious of the 9 in.
Cali and Jndve »or yonrg»iv*s.
*rolfo— Good work at Moderate Prices.
Aim to Pleune.
ina> 2‘J

Commission

seven rooms.

Cloaks

JOSIAH HEALD, No. 105 Middle Street.
I>R. «V. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.

No J52 Middle Street.
to

Velvet

Dentists.

PHOTOfiRAPHHR,
Copying and ^uiaiging done

A

Bleachery.

SAWYER & CO., Bleachers, No. 131
Middle Street.

Street,

lm

Rent, Box

wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SUACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Streeh

th**patronage

52,

Rent Wanted*
SMALL genteel and convenient Rent

Nov

thinking my former customers and
they hove le*towed up n
th** l*-»?t fi teen years, i have ihe pleasuie in
recommending 10 lliem Mr. VV. L. KEIi KK tor
a continuance of ih** stoie, »eeling •oafident that l.e
i? dble lo please all who rna, give b in a call In his
line.
CHAS. s. SCHUMACHER.

COST !

54 & 56 EXCHANGE STREET.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Book Binders.

A CARD—In

ot
Manufacturer
Hose
Belling
tor
Be.t

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, (Successor
Nos.

ONE

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOCCi & BREED, No.99 middle

Painter,’

AT

Boarders Wanted.
or two gentleman, or a gentleman and wife
can be accommodated with board in a private
dc9
family, at 119 Brackett St.

Bakers.

TOWEL RACKS,

ever been exhibited in
Portland, and
our friends to call and examine.
Dec 18-dlw

Carpetings, Crockery Ware, Window Shades, Plated Ware. Cutlerv.
J
W oden and Tin Ware, I shall sell at Cost until the
entire large stock is sold.

nov28

w. S. DYER, No. 148 middle St., over II.
II. Hay’s.
All kinds of machines for

EASELS,
And many

HARMON,
(Merhanics’ Hall.)

RUBBER

STANDS,

that ha*

HAVING DECIDED TO CLOSE OUT MY STOCK OP

pub-

lishers’ lowest rates.

STREET.

No. 90 Middle

Secret*!'.

.Tom D. Jokes, President.
Chahles Dexkib, Vice-Pretident

When I intend to make n Specinlify of the Furniture Business.
Hnvimr
the Largest Stock of Furniture in the Slate, nearly nil of my own
manufacture, which
I can warrant to give entire satisfaction.
Please give me a cull before purchasing
r
lt
and save money by so doing.

w. C. COBB, No. 19 Pearl St.

M.

Oh A nr A v,

SELLING

ATWELL & CO., 174 1-9 middle St. Advertisements inserted in papers in .Heine

OfBoe at Fchumachar Bros, 6 Leering Block

an

presses,

Advertising Agents.

w. i

H.

---

RECEIVERS,

MUSIC

$13,000 000.00]

A.

Japanese Jewelry.
Japanese Jewelry.

POCKETS,
BRACKETS,

vite

Frescoed

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

always on
band, and ail r*ork personally attended to aitb
neatness ano prompters.
m>4n

me ior

near Pine.
cn the

lor

merchant Tailor,

friend? for

than

d 1 m-eod 11 m & w6 w

Mew Rouse

GOULD,

PORTLAND,

Policies

ONE

oc2*tf

Fresco

H

LOWER THAN EVER BEFORE.

decl6-dlw

WALL

CARD

J OHN W. MU IN GrE R, Corresnondent,
Office, 1GG Fore Street, Por f/and

2 Tenement Hou»“. situated on Horton
Place, nee Dow st. One or both tenements
will be sold. P ice *70j and $8u0 each
The above
property is well fituuied, puppli d w lb Sebago waier, ami is a bargain. Ennui*-, at 6J Dow st.
oi'18
t|Sw

OF

Up Stairs,

MIDDLE

4

For Sale.

FRESCO PAINTER

tXT The be?t good? of every

Coiup’y

SOLD

BE

317 Congress

elegant work tables,

IN

POLYGAMY QUESTION—HOW LONG WILL

Eli Perkins thus writes to the N.
Y. Com-

Leontine

WHICH WILL

found

will be

8TYLE8

Gold

GEORGE
Among the great variety

WARE,

THE LATEST

Watches, (Ladies’ size.)
Chains, Silver
Watches lor Boys, Large Stock of
Gold Ckaias foa Gents, Charms,
Seals
and
Keys, Napkin
Bings, Fruit Knives,
&c., Ac.,

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

Portland.

1842.)

Hewleti.S I \ ice-Prest

_»epJ8dtfW. SHEA, 27 Pearl st.

UEORIaE D.JOST.

137

J. D.

and land on Pearl street, and store
pier. Enquire of

The Portland

CONGRESS kTIIEET.

NATHAN

Security of its

--

Retail

136 Middle st.,

Street,

William, New York.
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks
And will issue Policies tnakinc Loss payable in England.

Its Assets for the

Jewelry,

expressly adapted

on me

SI Wall st.f corner of

JLlilUS,

ALL

-FOR-

Insurance
(ORGANIZED IN

AND

SILVER

GOODS!

Hon«e«, Lot* ana l arniH for Sale.
are more
He would refer parties abroad to the following
•
gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. Shep*
j fiamed
The Profit* of the Company rrverl to the
! ey, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kinj-g- !
nmared, and lire divided annually, open
bury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch. ! the Premium* terminated duriu* the tear, rn tificnics for »hit h me
issued, bearing in
*1.0.
ere*t nntil redeemed.
•
Portland. Nov 1,1870.
noltf

WINES,

Wholesale &

^ E W

THE

Watches, Jewelry,

18,

tht'lfo'nr^t Sifn<!te> he was appointed one

i

Mormondom.

F

™,E
.rtti.

Presents !

I FINE

Opera and

SISK,
171 Fore

Physician.

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

1111(1.0.

Sc O

MONDAY, DECEMBER

ATLANTIC

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate aud Mortgage Brokers.

WM. H.

on

Peyret

a

bargain.

F.

1>c6tf.

on

dc!2eod2w

8THEET,
f'lii/ioreA
v

J.

ST.,

Several Invoices

$4 00.

to

the press.

reaTdyT-

Y S ! Christmas

COREY & CO.,

18 FREE
ON

Thin is your last chance to
buy WINTER CLOTHING less than cost to make.
My friends and patrons will please accept my heartfelt thanks for the liberal patronage bestowed
my residence in this city.

To Rent.

or

isrow

HAVE RECEIVED AND WILL EXHIBIT

during

TWO STORY HOUSE
Brown street ; eight
A
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Mutual
Lot 35x40. In
fair location for
Will

S. GIBSON.

,296 State »t., Boston,

Sale
a

Merchants,

CANAL

tipper

For

Chicago after Jan-

to

remove

REEFERS, $6 00, $7 50, $10 50, $13 50,
CARDIGANS, ail prices, from $1 50

Tavern Stand for Sale.
Tavern Stand at
Gloucester Corner,
three miles from Railroad
Station, and two
miles from Danville Junction;
consisting of a 24
story house—10 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; large
'' u* bo Bold cheap.
Apply to W. It. 8AW\ ER.bi’iUh Auburn, or GEORGE
K. DAVIS & CO.,
RealI Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
dec 12-dJw

THE

CHRISTMAS.

TUESDAY MORNING, DEC. 19, 1871.

D^A

WAtTER

Balance of our MOSCOW BEAVER
OVERCOATS, $15,00,
CHINCH ILL A OVERCOATS, Blue and Brown, $10.5
A few Odd Sizes, $5 00, $7 50, $9 OO,

House

and Provision

Chicago.

■

CLOTHING!

iJO per cent* leas than coat, till 30th of
Dec., as the proprietor intends to
uary, 1872.

on park st. for rent, a three
Btory brick rcsiienceon Park street, bet we, n
Spring ana Congress sts, can be hired for $500 i*er
year.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
<lcl4-eod3w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

guests._
GAGE & ])A YIS,

C. F. Davif
K. W. C; ag
no2'

necamm-

R. DAVIS dr CO.,
Real Eatate Sc Mortgage Broker*.
■ep2ltt

tUF' The house has been thoroughly refurnished
and repaired, and every arrangement will be made
which will contribute to the comfort and convenience
ofits
dcl2
d&w2w

Commission

be

0U0

can

«EO.

COOMB* & GIBBON, Proprietors.

Flour, Grnin

WINTER

«ani

nm**ani

building

of

Miroua

HOUSE,
M.

to

odated with loan*.

PORTLAND, A£X2.

COOMBS,

loan money «n

to

deaired, ou tirmt
Portland, Cape Elizaor
Wemtbrook.
Deering. Partial de-

beth.

_____

PREBLE

prepared

are

*jj<IOO

H O L I

CLOSING OTJ'r SALE OF

'*•

TEltMsj
it-MS aoo
,K, PER
,,riI1
ANMTM

FOR THE

Loan t! /

tc

nuy
clnui mortgage* in

RE-OPENED.

CHICAGO !

B ULLETIN.

*

BUSINESS CARDS.

19, 1871.

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

from

and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

DECEMBER

CHRISTMAS.

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, in
length of column, constitute? a “square."
$1 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; c^ulinuing every other day after first week. 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, .$1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmemrnts.” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less Si 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) f»>r $1 00 per square for first- insertion,

MORNING,

_miscellaneous

$20,000

Is published every Thursday Morning at
82 50
year; if paid in advance, sit 152 00 a year.

TUESDAY

_—

REAL ESTATE.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

L. A.

■

the

109 Exchange
St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

•

ID._PORTLAND,

-:

■■-

took active part ii

the deliberations of the Convention wliicl
framed the Constitution of the young State
In 1804 he was elected to the United State
Senate, and served with great credit fror
1865 to 1871, being a specially prominen 1
member of the committee on the judiciarj

He had also positions on several other impo'i
At the expiration of hi
tant committees.

A Lesson in Democracy.—The Hartford Courant says that, during the grand
duke’s walk through the Bridgeport cartridge
factory the other day, he pointed to several

working-men
“Are these

inquired of Gov. Jewell,
what you call the common

and

men

people?”
were a

The governor replied that they
fair specimen of the
working classes

in this country.
“But do you mean to say
that these get into official position ?” further

asked the imperial scion.
“Perhaps not any
of these men,” (pjoined Gov. Jewell, “but
men of their class do; they are educated
men,
most of them—that is, they can all probably
read and write, and most of them take and
read the newspaper.” “Do you know of any
cases where such men have actually been
elected to office ?” again queried the curious
Alexis. “O, certainly,” the governor said;
“I, myself, worked in the shop as a tanner
till I was' twenty years of age;” and the announcement seemed to puzzle the duke a
good deal. Here was the governor of a state,
as well dressed and as well
appearing as himself, who had aciually worked in a shop, aud
this man was welcoming him in behalf of a
hundred thousand voters; it was more of an
enigma than the boy had ciphered on previously; but as he goes through the country
he will ascertain, upon inquiring, that very
many of the public men here have come direct from the workshop.
In Massachusetts,
where he is now visitiug. Gov. C'lailiu was a
a shoemaker, Senator WUson was a cobbler
also, and Geu. Banks was a inachiuest. In
every sta' e just such self-made men can bo
found. They till the highest places.
Presi
dent Grant was a tanner, and Vice President
Coltax a printer.
President Lincoln split
rails for a living. There is no end to
theso
of
examples promotion.
..

\jr

outfit'.—oueep are look-

ing up. The tide has turned. But unless
sheep are to be taken up as a permanent part
of the l'arm stock and proper care and attention
to them it would be better for the farmer
to let them alone.
Sheep properly cared

given

the most profitable and least troublefarm stock; but if neglected and improperly managed, none so soon become out of

for,

are

some

condition and become diseased and die. Winter is the most

dling”
feed

trying time

is the most hurtful

for them.

“Cod-

With

thing.

good

uobk of sheep would do better to lie
out of doors in the snow the whole winter,
than to be kept in a close, warm stable. Runa

at the nose and lung disease will surely
follow too closely penning up.
Unless the

ning

weather is

stormy, or the ewes with lambs
time, they should bem turned inday. They should'liave fresh
water (access to a spring is best) at least
once every day.
It is a mistake that sheep
will thrive with snow for drink, and yet
many flocks are permitted thus to quench
their thirst every day during the winter.
Clover hay is the best standard feed, with
half a pint of oats, rye or buckwheat daily.
Sheep do better with a little change in their
teed occasionally.
Salt, in which a fourth
part of sulphur is mingled, should be placed
where they can aiways have access to it.
Corn-stalks may do as a c larse feed to pick
are near their
to a field every

amongst, but
•eem

as

a

standard feed it
for them.

palatable enough

does not

They will
Separate the

live ou it but do not thrive.
flock into at least two ) ortions.
The lambs
and iu-lamb ewes wide i may be weakly,
at
all
be
taken
from the
-hould,
events,
strong, hearty ewes, wethers and bucks, and
extra care given to them. It is still better to
keep the wethers and bucks by themselves,
and thus make three divisions. Guard against
dogs, which at this season are more than ever
tnischievious. If a dog is kept on a farm, let
him be well acquainted with the flock and
they wi h him. Above all things, be patient,
quiet, attentive and exactly regular in feesling and watering, not overfeeding nor stinting the flesh, but having found the right way,
persevere therein, and do not swerve one way
or the other from it.
One cannot neglect his
sheep one day and make up by extra care the

next.—American AijriculturalUt.

Herrings and YVeddinot.—The connection between herrings ami marriages
may not
be obvious to all, but the Scottish
registers
make it clear enough. Iu the returns for the

third quarter of the present year the Registrar of Fraserburgh states that the
herring

fishery was very successful, and the value of
the catch, including casks and curing, may be
set down at £130,000, and the *»arriages
were

80 per cent, above the average.

*

On the

o^ier hand, the Registrar of Tarbet has to report a steady falling off in the fishing at that
o.ceK, and, consequently, the quarter passed
without an
untry in the marriage register.
The Registrar or
Lochgilphead also returns
that the herring fishing lias boon a failure in
tlie loch, and states that tills accounts for the
blank in the marriage column this quarter.
One Registrar,, in his return for the quarter,
reports marriages in his district, “like angels’
visits, few and tar between;'’ at the fishing
vi.liges it may be put more briefly—no herring, no wedding.
A Chicago newsboy

was

run over by an
propounding a conundrum to another newsboy.
“Why,” he
asked, with a guilty leer, “are the—,’’ at this
point tlie horses darted madly over him; he

omnibus

dodged

just

as

lie was

unhooked the traces and lav
mstant, so as not fo obstruct the
passage of the vehicle; then lie brushed oil
dirt, stood on his head, and gathered up the
question, “Why are the candle-fed Esquimaux not troubled with
dyspepsia?’’ All gave
it up—even tlie
polieemati who had come to
arrest him.
“Because "—and he laughed
hoarsely, “they are llght-eatem I”
tlie

down in

an

pole,

Accident on the Eastern Railroad.—
As tlie Bangor Pullman train, due in Boston
at (1 o'clock Saturday morning, was approaching the Somerville station, andjUst alter leaving the Mystic River bridge, the axle of a pair
•f wheels of Uie smoking car,
belonging to tlie
Maine Central Railroad, suddenly broke, owto
a
Haw
iu
the
iron, and demolished tlie
ing
trucks before the train was stopped.
No serious damage was done to the car, nor wore
Tlie train was detainany persons injured.
ed about an hour, tlie inward trains in tlie
meantime passing around the locality by
inoaus of switches.

Clipping*.
—A Kentucky conversation: “Hello, dar,
you darkey, what you axe for dat old blind
mule, hey?" "Well, 1 dtumo; uuess I must
take thiriy-flvo dollars.”
“Thirty-live dollars I “I'll give you live?'.
“Well, you may
have Itn; I won’t stand on thirty dollars—in a
mule trade.”
—A little boy, watching the burning of iho
school house until the novelty of the thiug
had ceased, started down the street, saying:
“I ni glad the old thing's burned dowu; I
didn't have my jogfry lesson no how!”

—Washington Irving once said of a pompous American diplomatist: “Ah, he is a
great man; and, in his own estimation, a very
great man, a man of great weight. When he
goes to the West the East tips up.”
—The Interior of Chicago, whose establishment was burned out in the fire, asked the
Chicago Times tor a puli', and here is what it
got: “The most noticeable thing about it is
that the Interior insists that everybody should
recognize the judgment of God in the great
If it was consistent, and really
believed In this dreadful state of things, would
it not have been more humble and pious in
the Interior not to have resumed publication
after God bad judged it worthy to be burned
out ?„ •

conflagration.

—At an Indiana breakfast table a few days
ago, a traveller from the east handed to one
of his fellow-travellers a plate of sausages,
was asked,
“Is it
whereupon the question
safe?” To which was replied, “This is a
prolific hog country, and it is safe to eat
sausages wherever hog is cheaper than dog.”
—The last jibe at the expense of H. G. re“in an agricultural essay on tobacco, he asserts that the fine cut will not ripen
well unless the tin-foil is stripped from the
growing bud early in the spring, and that
plug tobacco ought to be knocked oil' the trees
with clubs instead of being picked off with tha

ports that

hand.”
—A Philadelphia reporter states that the
afghan presented to the Grand Duke at a
church fair in that city, “is the work of an
old lady whom it took six years to finish.”
Our very much married contributor remarks
that if he thought that afghan, or any other
afghan, capable of finishing an old lady of his
acquaintance (his mother-in-law, to wit) in
six years, he would cheerfttlly barter all his
worldly possessions for it.—If. Y. World,

—The native birds

displaying

a

on

Boston Common

are

spirit. They
dog-in-the-manger
kill the worms that inlest

won’t themselves
to
the trees imr allow the English sparrows
instead. The sparit and fell the latter
before the combinrows’are fast disappearing
and the other winged attacks of the robins
cd enemies of the little immigrants.

fb.

f
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18»1871,

n..d it.
The Mub.idi». <1 M»ilrond C'o,u,...u,
tjH,,,l »|»r«-MlafioM*i.
the cost before the Press

We counted

begun

ami powexpose and denounce great
corporations. It was to lie ex-

to

erful monied

•

and missrepsentation
pected that invective
would be employed to divert public attention
.from the facts which are set forth in pursuof Maine
ance of a purpose to show the people
how their generosity to the European &
North American railroad and other corporations has been abused. We do not flatter
ourselves that we shall escape with so moderate a reprimand as even the Bangor Whig’s
intimation that the Press is actuated by hostility to the road in question, and “to Eastern Maine.”
Now we proposo to put it out of the power
of any reputable newspaper or honerable
man to reiterate hereafter these or any similar charges. We shall compel our opponents
to face such facts and argumeats as we may
be able to present instead of sliding easily
and comfortably into “You are working for
some hostile interest,” “You are jealous of
Eastern Maine,” “You are attacking the
credit of the European * North American
road. The Press has called attention to
the doings of that road and its agents solely
in the interest of the State. It has absolutely
motive. Portland is now so
wo
other
intimately connected by commercial ties
with Eastern Maine that the most fercan

imagination

tile

suggest

no

citizens

our

or

reason

Clark, whose zeal in their behalf was so
conspicuous and so valuable, is now an offiMr.

cer

ropean & North American road has accepted
the bounty of the State.
That corporation
VUUlgLU

that has

it

U

•-'■■‘•‘IV

k-llllglL UUIJ

sum

remaining lands and
besides paying off its

How lias that sim-

the act of 186(5.

been met ?

inexpensive

requirement

No attention whatever

was

paid

Legislature of 1871 made further
neglect of it o penal offence. Since that time
the company has issued a little circular, prepared by a clerk in their office whom they
have elevated to the dignity of “immigration
agent” in tardy and reluctant compliance
with the requirements of the act of 1866.
This and a little advertising in a Banto it till the

pretensions.
precisely what any journal, in >v estern or
Eastern Maine, believing what we believe,
ought to do without hesitation and without
stopping to consider the effect upon itself.
pose

We have exercised the more freedom in
this vindication of the motives of the Press
because we are most unwilling that its influ-s
ence in this and other needful work in which
it is engaged should be impaired by allowing

gor paper is all that has been done to encourage
immigration by the corporation into

whose coffers Maine has poured so great a
Meanwhile the
part of its modest estate!
people of the State have been at great ex-

position.
defy men or

place
opponents
Accordingly, for once and all, we
angels or devils to cite one fact which is calculated to throw even a suspicion on the purity of the motives that have influenced the
Press in the matter of the European &
North American Railroad, State subsidies and
collateral subjects.
But to the matter in hand. The Whig
wrong

pense and trouble to divert the rich stream of
Scandinavian emigration to Aroostook—a
work which the railroad
in

good

ought promptly

faith to have taken on itself.

and

It is

a

curious circumstance that the State has settled its colony on the very lands of which the
road is now trying to dispossess it!

says that the rumor to the effect that the
Pennsylvania railroad has the control of the

Gov. Campbell’s iWomax Suffbage Message.—The message of Governor Campbell of

North American road is not true.
Our statement in regard to that matter was

European &

Wyoming, vetoing the bill repealing woman
suffrage, and which the territorial council sustained on Friday, reviews at length the famil-

We said it

guarded
was only “a rumor,” but we did not say, as we
might, that our informant, who is a prominent
man and who has peculiar facilities for becoming acquainted with the internal economy of
Maine roads, s tated to us that his belief in regard
to the matter as amounting to certainty. With
such authority, We must decline even now,
as much as we respect the fairness, intelligence aud integrity of the Whig to accept its
loose, general denial in place of the distinct,
authoritative, almost official affirmation on
which the original statement was founded.
The rumor may prove false.
We hope so
most sincerely.
But the probability is, according to our present information, that even
if it should be found that it is nominally in
independent hands, it is virtually controlled
by the gentlemen connected with the Pennsylvania Central who have so largely investmanner.

til

it all its

by
ple, reasonable,

to what we conceive to be the
unmistakable duty of a public journal, to opWhat we have done is
its

most

large

*1

given

of money,
This duty was the encourincumbrances.
agement of immigration, which was laid upon
a

regard

a

of the road.

There is another matter that deserves attention as illustrating the spirit in which.the Eu-

courtesy

made in

iar argument of the advocates of woman suffrage and some of the practical results of the
experiment, as follows:
In this Territory women have manifested for
its highest interests a devotion strong, ardent
and intelligent. They have brought to public
affairs a clearness of understanding and a
soundness of judgment which, considering their
exclusion hitherto from practical participation
in political agitation and movements, are
worthy of the greatest admiration, and above
all praise.
The conscience of women in all
things is more discriminating and sensitive
than that of men; their sense of justice not
or time-serving, but
pure and
compromising
exacting; their love of order not spasmodic or
sentimental merely, but springing from the
heart. All these the better conscience, the exalted sense of justice, and the abiding love of
order, have been made by the enfranchisement
of women to contribute to the good government
and well beiug of onr Territory. To the plain
teachings of these two years I cannot close my
eyes.
The message closes with the constitutional
objection that the repeal act exceeds the limits
of legislative power, that a legislature has no
power to disfranchise its own constituents.

ed In its securities.
The Whig proSo much for the rumor.
ceeds to show that no investigation is needed
in regard to the formal transfer of the public lands by the Governor and Council to the
road by the following statement:

Tub case in behalf of this Government to be
laid before the Tribunal of Arbitration at GeThe act of the Legislature of 1868, conveyneva makes a printed
volume covering 480
ed to the Company the ownership of certain
pages prepared since the adjournment of the
timDt. „rid
of
the
character
the
grant
lands;
Joint Higli Commission by Hon. J. C. Banwas specified in
clauses of the act so
repeatedmoocn
that, thrt nnrnnrt nr Ov
rn
uroe
o nno
I croft Davis, agent of the United States before
the Tribunal, who has been assisted by C. C.
ent. Certain lands set apart for settling were
excepted from the grant, and the only oues- Beaman, Esq., the whole work fiaving had the
tions are as to some lands which it is held
counsel, inspection and co-operation, as it pro■were not so set apart, and tlm t/mber on some
gressed, or Hon. Caleb Cushing.
townships. It is well Known that the bonds
of the Company are secured by lien upon the
The Chicago Tribune says, Vanderbilt wants
property thus granted by the Legislature, and
to buy the Hoosac tunnel for a family vault.
the bondholders are entitled to the benefit of
The Pennsylvania railroad requires the Boston,
all that was granted by the State.
A conHartford and Erie road to supply Thomas Scott
flict of opinion having arisen as to the proper construction of the grant, and the
with wooden nutmegs and shoe-peg oats for
company being advised that permits had been given
feeding liis numerous State legislatures, First
for cutting timber which is claimed under the
class in geography, stand up!
What is the
the
of
the
officers
have
simgrant,
Company
of the United States? Answer:—
ply requested the State authorities to with- population
Thomas Scott, Cornelius Vander.
Five, viz:
hold permits for cutting such timber, or to
appoint a trustee to hold the stumpages until bilt, Leland Stanford, Jay Gould and William
the question of title can be adjudicated by
S. Orton.
the Supreme Court. That it is the duty as
Hon. Ben Field of Albion, N. Y., got on
well as the right of the Company to obtain
the train for Rochester and took a seat with a
all that the legislature granted them, no one
will question; and there is nothing reprehenstranger, who, after riding some ways accused
sible in their request to have their interests
the ex-Senator of stealing $00 from his pocket
the
final
of
protected, pending
interpretation
book. Mr. Field protested his innocence, but
the conveyance, by the State Court.
This is
the irate and excited stranger insisted that “he
the plain statement of a case which has been
distorted
the
assailants of was the feller,” and demanded of the conduca

recklessly by
the railway company.
So far from deto
interfere with
siring
settlers, every

him. The conductor refused, stating the character of the man,—that he was a
member of the last legislature of that State.
Hearing this, he demanded Field’s arrest more
vehemently, probably deeming this the best evtor to arrest

must see that the company is more
interested in the settlement of these lands
than any other party, and they are ready to
extend every encouragement and facility in
this direction. The State has granted them
certain lands and timber and if there is any
dispute as to the limitations of that grant, the
Supreme Court is the proper tribunal for its
adjustment. The Company are not trying to
evade this judicial scrutiny; on the contrary,
they desire it, and in asking for it they have
aroused a storm of misrepresentation.
In support of this statement the Whig
one

idence in the world that the accused was

a.

_

1_

e
u

Council.

..
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viuvcruur

telegraphic report published yesterday
morning that Ex-Gov. Seward was very low
with paralysis, is entirely without
foundation,
is a telegram from
Auburn, N. Y. yesterday
itates his health to be “perfect^ good.”
If you want to make your little ones a
Christmas present that will make them
happy
throughout the year and the best possible exof
sent
that
penditure
amount to JnhnL.
$1.50,
Shorey, 3(1 Broomfield street, Boston, and get
the Nukseby.
Items*
H011. Frank Jones, of Portsmouth, N.
H., did
Qot appear at Lowell, Monday
morning to take
his wheelbarrow ride to his
home, thus forfeiting: his S475 grold watch.

History repeats itself.

The cry of the Democracy is, “How can we beat Grant?” General
R. E. Lee strnggled in vain over the same contndrum a few years ago. And,
strange to reate, it remains uusolved to this day!
Gen. Benj. W. Brice has been placed on the
retired list at his own request. He entered the

auu

that letter nor the
meets our point, which is

Military Academy

from Virginia in 1825.
He
paymaster two yearsin the Mexican war
and was again appointed paymaster in
1852, remaining in the corps until lie was commissionid as Paymaster General in 18(14.
Beverdy Jonnson is said to be completely disgusted with the Ku-Klux trials in which he is

that ths company claims property not conveyed bf the State, and that it has wrongfully endeavored to establish its title thereto by
a series of adroit but reprehensible maneuvres, including the insertion in the deed of
an
improper schedule obtained from the land
office in the absence of the head of that department. That the road will obtain only what
the State meant to grant we
verily believe,
but that it founds on the too
generous deed a
much larger claim is certain.
We

was

■ngaged.
ng guilty

The Grand Duke has given $1500 to the poor
if Boston.
The superintendent of schools at Hunter’s
Vint repudiates the late compromise, and the
lible war will probably be resumed.
John Cooper (colored) has beeu convicted of
nurder in the first degree for
killing James H.
’wing (also colored) in Cleveland, Ohio, about
month ago.

to state the case once more so
that it will be impossible for anyone to

misunderstand it

original grant

to

or

misrepresent

it.

The

the European & North

American railroad gave that corporation all
the public lands on the waters of the Penob-

igwftlftST1

scot and St. John

except those set apart for
settlement under previous acts of the LegislaBut in the year 1808 the road came
once more before the Legislature with a
petition that the State would remove an incum-

ture.

brance resting

the ceded territory in the
shape of a large debt due Massachusetts. The
Legislature, with its accustomed munificence
when
dealing with this favored corporation,
granted the modest request, but while its attention was occupied
solely with the matter
which ostensibly was the main
purpose of the
bill, it did not observe that the grant had
been changed, and that the state had now
given “for. the defence of the Northeastern
frontier” not simply the lands, but “the timber and lands” pn the waters of the Penobscot and St. John
Members of the Legislature of 1808 have assured us that this change
in the phraseology of the grant was so quietly
and deftly made that it entirely escaped their
observation.
But this piece of neat legislative work had
on

The revelations made by those plead
are enough to shook less sensitive

nen.

mean

plainly

day.
is

Tlterc

are

details of the event, which

no

surprise

a

to .many.
Mr. Tuckerman was born in Boston, April *20,
death in the 59th
1813, and was therefore, at his his
education in
He received
year of his age.
not cuter college, as when
our schools, hut did
of
the
state
his health
alanit to do so, in 1833,
Induced him to visit Europe,where he remained
of tlio time ill Italy. Tile
a year, passing most
result appeared in his first literary effort, entitled “The Italian Sketch-Book,” published in
1S35. it was a collection of sketches, descriptive and historical, essays anil talcs, and was
well received. In 1837 he revisited Europe, and
passed nearly two years in Sicily and Florence,
next
embodying his aobservations in part in Ids
laiok, "Sicily, Pilgrimage,” published in 1838.
From that time onward his pen was busily at
work, producing “Rambles and Reveries"

(1841): “Thoughts

on

the Poets” (184C). devot-

of the English school
(translated into German by Muller); “Artist
or
of
American
Sketches
Painters” (1848);
Life,
“t’httracteristics of Literature” (1849), of which
a second series appeared In 1851;
'The Optimist” (1850), a collection of miscellaneous esa
“Life
of
Commodore
Silas
Talbot"
says;
(1851); “A Month in England" (1853), the
fruits of a brief visit to Europe in 1852; “Memorial of Horatio Greeuough” (4853); “Biographical Essays” (1857). In 1851 a collection
of his poems, embracing an elaborate metrical
essay, entitled “The Spirit of Poetry,” was
published in Boston. Among his later productions was a comprehensive “Sketoh of Ameri-

ed

chiefly

can

to

masters

Literature.”

In 1845 Mr. Tuckerman removed from Boston to New York, where, with the
exception of
his summers passed at Nowport, he resided for
the remainder of his life. In 1850 lie received
from Harvard
University the honorary degree
of A. M. In addition cliiofly to the works enumerated above, Mr. Tuckerman was a frequent
contributor to the lending literary reviews and
magazines of the country. As an essayist lie
ranked high, uniting to great accuracy of statement, suggestiveuess, a genial, liberal tone, a
well balanced judgment and a stylo lucid and
elegant. He was a fervent patriot, and the
moral spirit of all his writings was singularly
pure and healthful.
The Death of Mayor Dale.—The Bangor
Whig gives the following particulars of the
death of Mayor Dale:

Mayor Dale had been attending to ids busi-

ness

as

usual

Saturday

on

and had

given

no

signs of serious indisposition. It seems, however, that on Sunday morning he was not feeling entirely well and concluded to keep the

house during the forenoon while his wife attended church. No apprehension of serious
illness was entertained by Mrs. Dale, and she
went to church, leaving iier husband at home
alone, without a presentment of the blow which
was so soon to fall.
On retumimr a little before
1 o clock 1\ M., and repairing to their
sleeping
room Mrs. Dale was terrified at finding her husband prostrate on the floor. Instantly raising
his head in her ai ms, she hurriedly dispatched
a messenger for the physician,
endeavoring in
the meantime to restore her husband to consciousness. All efforts were
unavailing, as the
dying man opened his eyes but for a moment
to close them in the
sleep of death. On the arrival of the physician it was found that human
skill could do of no avail, the dread stroke of
apoplexy having done its fatal work. There
were indications that Mr. Dale had
begun preparations for taking a bath, having
partially removed his clothing, when a feeling of faintness
or some other circumstance induced a
return to
the chamber, where the attack seized him and
he fell. The sad news quickly spread
throughout the
neighborhood, and kind and Sympathizing friends were soon gathered where the
hush of a great grief had settled down upon
the once cheerful and hospitable home.
In all those enterprises that have made Bangor and Eastern Maine conspicuous, Mayor
Dale was one of the foremost leaders. His
success in business lias been due to a rare sa-

gacity coupled with great

energy and industry.
In connection with the Maine regiments that
rendezvouzed at Bangor, the generosity,thoughtfulness and efficiency of Mayor Dale will be

long remembered. Among its many enterprising and valuable citizens there is no one whose
loss would be a more general calamity than that
of Samuel H. Dale.
years of ago.

Mr. Dale

was

lay'was $5tW,0(Hx"leUt

hands at

a

dog

from New Y”'k Sa‘>-

The Mausficld-Fislc case has been
postponed
(gain on account of the sickness of the plaintiff.
A New York dispatch says a lawyer named
Ilatchford was robbed of $50,000 in bonds in
, he street Saturday.
John U. Norton, of New York, who stole
1 ome $115,000 from the money order department
f the Post Office a few months ago has been
.nested by Government officers. lie had been
j n the office sixteen years.
English merchants, when the illness of the
’rince of Wales was alarming, bought the enire stock of black
gloves, black artificial flowrs, drygoods and jet ornaments in Paris.
The agents of the International
Society re1 •ort that the French army is composed of relublicans and imperialists; the latter are much
he strongest in number.
The Home Secretary is likely to
request par1 lainent to
give him authority to expel Carl
! ,\lrx from the United Kingdom Marx’s resibe placed under tlle watch of
police
■

J

j

!
J

igentsW‘
WMd'to'a return to Pari,0’’
f.an®» though
ikelv tliat thf»
uoved thither.
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quite

is

will be re-

STATE

The Lewiston Journal understands that the
French Catholic Society in that city are taking
church. Recentsteps towards errecting a new
ly five hundred assembled to look over a lot
that they have talked of purchasing for this
purpose.
The Journal says about eight millions of brick
have been laid in Lewiston and Auburn the past
season—about live millions in Lewiston and
three millions in Auburn.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Times says the the town of Houlton has
voted to exempt from taxation, capital not exceeding $50,000 which shall be invested in manufacturing establishments, for a term of ten
years.
We learn from the Voice that Neal Shannon,
of Moluukus, lost his house and barn, and their
entire contents, including two good horses, and
two cows, by fire Dec. 8th. He barely escaped
the flames with his
family, and had to run to
the neighbors, about oue-ualf mile, bare-footed.
The 1'ofce reports a big bear killed in Sher-

one

which had been

names

improperly placed on the pension rolls were
dropped, and nine attorneys have been convicted of fraud, while others are waiting trial. He
thinks that an annual publication of the roll of
in their various localities, would
expose many impostors.
President Grant is said to feel the attacks indirectly made upon him in the Senate as sanctioning the use of the the public service as instrument of political or party power, it is further reported that lie is preparing a special
message to Congress, in which he will indicate
his position as an earnest advocate of civil ser-

pensioners,

vice reform.
The House Committee on Military Affairs
will have presented to it for
consideration, after
the holidays, the of a law providing for the re-

organization, equipment, uniforming and discipling of the militia, and the. cnmne.nsation of
a portion of it for annual camp duty under the
instruction of a United States officer.' The
West Point officers, it is said, do not favor the
proposition to improve the efficiency of the
militia.
Sir. Hoar’s bill establishing a National Commission of Labor is much talked of. The Democrats oppose it, and a few Republicans, prominent among whom is Judge
Bingham, do not
fancy it. But if nothing prevents, Mr. Hoar
will

it-,

lin nn

Tnoarlov

on/1

if will

nnl.tm,l

by the House,

with excellent chances of sue'
cess in the Senate.
Senator Wilson stated in a speech Sunday
night that during the present session the
Congressional Temperance Society will hold
a grand temperance
revival at the Capitol
that will go out to the world, showing the people that the spirit to do good exists in Washington.
It is now stated that Catacazy did his utmost
while Hon. C. M. Clay was Minister to Russia,
to have recalled.

“Perley”

says President Grant will, before
the close of the present week, take a position
on the Civil Service bill that will convince the
people that he is in earnest, while the removal
of what is known as “patronage” from Con-

The Camden Gazette says Dr. Isaac llartlett,
Hope, a man over 00 years of age, and weighing over 200 pounds, says he never tasted of a
bit of meat of any kind in his life! He lives
almost entirely on bread and milk.
of

'fhnobscot

Legation here,

county.

The late Mayor Dale had

$15,000

of
of

Our

correspondent

informs

of the Gilbraith Knox
famed all over the State for
colts.
owner

liavn Iviwm

that

THE

HOW IS
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YORK COUNTY.

mu

ujjvu mm. Jir. w mis McHenney, of Saco,
endeavoring to move a sled on Friday
last, slipped and broke his leg, as we learn from
the Independent.
About 700 men are at work on the B. & M.
extension. The work is rapidly progressing.

whilo

IN GENERAL.

A few days since a horse and top
buggy was
hired at a stable in Lewiston, by a man
calling
himself Harry Bartlett, who stated that he
should return in about two hours.
a
Saturday
team of a similar description drove into Portsmouth, N. H., the pretended owner asserting
that he came from Portland, and wished to sell
his horse.and carriage, as he had no further use
for them. He succeeded in disposing of the
latter, and after leaving the horse at one of the
livery stables in Portsmouth, with the remark
that he should return for him in an hour or
two, went directly to the depot and took the
half-past five train for Boston. The City Marshal was absent from Portsmouth at that
time,
or the tlnef would doubtless have
been secured.
There is no doubt that the team alluded to is
the same that was stolen at Lewiston.
The Gardiner Reporter says that Wm. H.
Bigelow, Es<p, of Clinton, who has resigned the
supervisorship of schools for Kennebec county,
has taken the position of route mail
agent, between Augusta and Portland, on conductor
Bodge’s Uain.
Two men are now in our State
prison for
stealing baggage from the Bangor and Boston
line of steamers, and a third has been arrested
for attempting the same game.

NOTICES.

AT HIM

powerful competitor
rapidly replacing the popular
“English Cannel,” at about one-third the
price of the latter—uneaualed as an OPEN
GRATE COAL, and also n FAVORITE
of—anti

COOKING COAL with many. ’Ti» onr
impression that we hare the ouly ACADIA IN TOWN—nt any rate consumers
will be sure of getting the GENUINE AR-

|3F"A11

are

10

OLD

SANTA
IS

and

Toys.

(dcl9sn6t)

H. G.

York

BLOCK,

STATE OF
INSURANCE

OF

to

his certificate to me, that the Company’s standing and
credit are not thereby effected. Its present responsi-

eod

PRESENTS.

LADIES
save

nearly

20 p>er cent,

by making tlioir

HOLIDAY PURCHASES
-A.T
Wo

OTJR

have

LACE

STORE.

large and choice stock of

a

HANDKE ^CHIEFS,

LADIES’ AND GENTS’ INITIAL HDKFS.,

WORK
GLOVE

BOXES,
HDKF.

AND

BOXES,

JEWEL CASES,
writing;

desks,

Together with
LARGE

a

ASSORTMENT

OF

FANCY ARTICLES.
YELSOY & CO.,

QUINCY.

MORTON BLOCK,
OLD STAND FItiV & SMITH.
Dee ll-ss2w

The following notice just received from tlie Department is respectfully commended to the consideration of the citizens with the suggestion that by
compliance with its suggestions, letters can be delivered silently, and the too early interruption of repose avoided

the winter months.

during

C. \V.

GODDAltD, Postmaster.

P. O., Portland, Dec. 16,1871.

H. M. PAYSON,

)
Department,
Washington, D. C., Dec. 7,1871. S
Sir:—With a view to avoid the delays occasioned
by tbe tardiness of servants in answering the letters
by carriers, this Department fovors the adoption by
the public of private letter boxes or devices for the
reception of their letters.
You will therefore encourage pat rons of your ofilce,
by all proper means, to provide some safe and suitable box or ©tber device at their residences, stores,
&c. Very respectfully,
JOHN A. J. CRESSWEL,
Post Office

32

dcl8

Exchange St., Portland.
tf

sn

EXCHANGE
-ON-

England,

Sc tland and Ireland!

DRAFTS ON HAND

Bendy for Immediate Delivery
IN SUMS

TO

Postmaster General.
decl8
Postmaster, Portland, Maine.

!

SUIT.

WILLIAM E. WOOD,
07 Exchange
Agent for Henry Clews & Co., N. Y.
juu27-tf

LEA & PERRIYS’ SAUCE,
“

St.

sn

STERLING EXCHANGE

Pronounced by Connoisseurs

The

(rood Sauce.”

Only

It iin rovps appetite and digestion, and it is unrivaled lor its flavor.
We are directed by Messrs LEi & PERRINS to
prosecute all parries making or vend*re counterfeits.
JOHN JDUNCAN’8 SONS,
&Ggl2sn6m
Ageuts, New Yoik.

Destructive Fire in Unitv.—We loam
from our correspondent that a disastrous fire
occurred at Unity, Waldo county, Sunday

night, destroying four stores aud one dwelling house, viz.:
House, store and stable of Josiali Harmon.
Insured $3500.
Store occupied by J. & J. W. Harmon almost
all saved in a
damaged condition.
Store owned by C. E. Mitchell. No insurIt was
ance.
Thomas B.

occupied by

Cook,

said to bo insured for $1000.

Total loss.
The Law Office of A. F. Watson,
Esq., was
destroyed with all his books and papers. Store
occupied by J. & H. T. Crol, and owned

destroyed;

Goods were removed in
condition, but insured.

a

by
store insured

partially

dam-

aged
Another store owned and occupied by J. It.
Page was destroyed, total loss. Store insured
for $500 or $000. Goods were insured, but
*
*
jd in a very imperfect state.

sav*

CHEAP AT

SELLING

UNION BANK of LONDON,

W. Li. SNELL'S,

Provincial Sank of Ireland,
BRANCHES

snms

to

suit, by

J. II. BROWN & 'SONS,
07 Exchange
je!3 sntf

St.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tintsordisagreeable odor
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye products IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or
Natural
Brown, leaves the hair dean; sof.t beautiful; doeB not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound
This

Sold

by

all 1 truggists.

SN

jyll

Factory, 16 BOND STREET
D&W
1Y

N Y

DR. E. F. GARVIN’S

REMEDIES,

TAR

—FOR—

COUGHS, COLDS AND LUNG DISEASES.
For sale at Wholesale, at
PHILLIPS & CO.,

W. F.

dc8sn3w

No. 46 Middle

Drugginto,
St., Portland, Me.

HOW TO LIVE.
There

seem, to know
earth should seek to live;
they
With blessings though their cup o’erflow.
But little to the poor they give;
While those of large and generous heart,
Mindful of the unfortunate,
Will often something good impart,
To reconcile them to their fate;
Perhaps will give a Suit of “Clothes’*
To some poor Boy—“from head to feet,*9
Which they have bought at George Fenno’b,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
Boston, Dec
arc

How

bnt few who
on

14-__tc

Stock and Stand Eor Sale.
As 1 con emplate leaving the ci y will sell
my
stock and place ot business it great d sc-.unt.
I shall sell at retail cheaper lhan ever until I close
out my stock ot

Ship Timber. Plank. Spam, Knees, Decking, and Tr. emails.
Also 30.000 Cedar R. R. Sleepers, extra size.
For particulars call on
Ia. TA1TLOK,
176 Commercial st.
sept 10 snit

337 Congress St.

order to close out

In
-AND THE-

For sale in

CiUOLS

iYLXJ_j-Lairs ILJrt x

BILLS ON BARING BROS. A CO.,

Desirable Goods!

Charleston*
Ski fm doremie 28th ult, sch C A Farnsworth, Benson, Now York.
Ar at Cardenas 5th inst, sch Ralph Carlton, Patten,
St John, NB; 7th. brig Gambia, Gilkey, Wilmington;
8th, barque J E Holbrook, Leuvitt, Liverpool; brig
Hattie B, Daggett, New York.
Ar at Havana Htli, barque C S Rogers, Dickerson,
New York; sch Anna, Whitmore, Mobile.
Sid 7th, brig Clara .1 Adams, McFadden, NYork;
seh Elizabeth DeHart, Lowe, North of Hatteras.
In port 9th. barques G W Rosevell, Herriman, for
New York, ldg; LT Stocker, Bibber,*wtg.
Ar at Matnnzos 7th inst, brig Raven, Spencer, New
York; J H Lane, Fnuikliu, Portland.
Sid fin Nassau NP. 7tli inst, sch Skylark, Lorlng,
(from Pictou) for Galveston, having repaired.

WOOLEKS,
BEAVKK AND CASTOR CLOTHS,
TR l COTS, BROA DC LOT IIS,

CASSIMERES,
FANCY DOESKINS,
BLUE CHINCHILLAS,

LADIES’
CLOAKINGS.
Blue and Scarlet Pelisse Cloth,

SPOKEN.
11, no lat, Ac, barque Sierra Nevada, from Sun
for
Francisco
Iquique.
Nov 19, lat 22 40 N, Ion 41 17, barque Caro, from
Sarilla River for Montevideo.
Dee 13, lat 39 30, ion 70 20, barque C O Wbi jmore,
Oct

for New York.
Newport
lat 30
Ion

from
Dec

13,
50,
68, brig Carrie Bertha, from
Leith f»r Boston.
No date, off Cape Horn, ship St James, from New
York for San Fraudsco.

LADIES’ CLOAKING',
GERMAN BEAVER CLOTH,
BLACK ASTRAKHAN,
SUPER. GENOA

our

Fall and Winter Millinery Goods,
We have this day marked our prices down from 10
to 25 per cent. We are now selling clear quill
Ostrich Tip* front 42 cent* to 91 25.
O.trich Plume, from 75 ct* to 93 50.
Flower* marked down in proportion.
Velveteen* 05 cent* to 91 25.
Frame*, Etibbou*. Cares, Friugcs.
And in fact, our entire stock at correspondingly low
prices. Now is the time to buy your Winter Hat.
Hats and Bonnets trimmed in the most approved
dcl5
sn-lw
styles, at short notice.

gtn

1

X X E R

A ]\ I)

THAN ANY

CHEAPER

OTHER

BOOTS -AJSTB SHOES:
THOSE FASTENED WITH

CABLE SCREW

WIRE!

BETTER—Because they arc more Pliable, more
Comfortable, and Water-;: r.;cf, and are warranted
not to Rip or Gaj>e.
CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not

in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
Shape much better, and the wetalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth imitations, consumers should be sure that every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.

Sold by Dealers Everywhere.
no28sn7w

The Neatest,

Cheapest

and

Most Serviceable Present
FOE

CHRISTMAS.
The question is often asked, what is the neatest,
cneapest, and most serviceaole present, I can make

Christmas.

DURAN

JOHNSON,

A

Can answer the question, by saying, they have one of
the finest assortments of Ladies* ami Gentlemen** Satchel!* ever offered in Portland, at pricCome early
es to suit all, from 91.00 to 915.00
and examine our stock, as the assor .ment is now

complete.
jy*Rem«nber the

name.

DURAN & JOHNSON,
No.

dell

sntf

171 Riddle Street

1-9 Exchange St,

Initial Handkerchiefs in Boxes, a Novelty.
Initial Handkerchiefs, 25 cents.
Full line Ladies' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs.
44
44
44
Children's
Gents' j Linen Handkerchiefs, J dozen in a box,
44

at

DRESS GOODS!

An

SATINETS,
DIAGONALS,
CRETONNES,
EPINGLINE,

65c.

44

75c.

44

44

$1.00

Extra Article
50

$3.00.

EMPRESS CLOTHS,
VELOUR REPP,
BRUSSELS SILKS,

DOZEN

Ladies’ Linen llandkfs,
WORTH

PRESENTS!

BLACK SILKS,

UPWARDS.

AND

$2.00

per Doz.,

LYONS SILK.

$3.00.

POPLINS IN ALL SHADES.

flue assortment of

A

GRAHANI FLOUR!

SCOTCH AND GALA

Ladies’ Embroidered Linen Sets,
Lace Sets, mourning Sets, Neck

|

Ties, Needle Cases, (Nobby
Styles) Thread Cases, Ac.

OF

Job Lot Silk and Wool

*

QUALITY, FRESH FROM TIIE MILL.
celebrated “POSTELS,”
And Other Choice Brands.
sn-oc»-d3m SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY.

ROLLED

A SUPERIOR

new (wo ptory French reef house, juat finished, <>n Cushman s?t.; hou*e piped tor Sebago,
and ail the modern improvements.
on the
J. A. TENNEY.
premises or No 25 Emery st.

THE

THIBET'S,
CRAPES,
ALEPINE.

Poplins,

BRILLIANTIN E,

9 0 c.

CRETONNE,

Best quality Roubabe Silk Poplins,

30c, 6O0, 55o,

sep5dit

62o,

to

DRAP DE EVE,

$1.25

Lyons Silk Poplins, best im]>orteU,
BLACK ALPACAS,

Ei.qntie

1.50

ALPACAS,

©7 l-2o.

SHAWLS.

BRILLIANTINES,

su

Cashmere &

SOo, 75c, 8O0, 87 1-So, to $1.25.
MARRIED.

Westport.
In Damariscotta, Nov. 3^, David S. McKenney, of
Bath, and Mrs. Ellen A. Alien, of Wiscasset.

Saccarappa,

Dec.

If, Mr. Geo. W. Goodridge,

quality all Wool Poplin Plaids,
Thibets, one yard wide. 85c.
Job Lot bright Plaids for 25c.
All Wool Serge Suitings, 37Jc.
Best

MARINE

FELT

At Great Bargains!
$3.45.

Plaid A mixed

Long Woolen Sliuuli,
Striped and Basket Shawl*,

A FINE

BLANKETS.

24x40, 35c.

Superior Extra California Uiaukcu,

200 PAIRS, at LOW PRICE.
White and Grey Blankets very Cheap.

Yet —$3.30.

ASSORTMENT OF

Cashmere

FLANNELS !

Shawls,

6-4

LOW PUCES.

AT

WOOL SHAWLS AT COST,
AM

Ilannels in

j

Lovell

ancl mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New England, Field, Boston for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Wig 1> n aouie, roi Portland) Orr, Pictou, NS—520
tons coal to Jas L Farmer. Vessel to C P Ingraham.
Brig Merriwa, Waterhouse, New York—coal to L
Billings. Vessel to Geo S Hunt.
Brig Ben Nevis, (Br) Forest,, Boston.
Sch Mary G Collius. Endicott, Georgetown, with
loss ot foretopmast—coal to Portland Glass Works,
and James & Williams.
Sch Teazor, Hamilton, Hoboken—coal to T C Her-

WHITE SHAKER
—AND—

sey.
Sell

Valpey s,

CORNER

Linen

N.

TURKEY RED

LARGE VARIETY CHEAP.

B.—Everybody ought

to

have

a

White Blankets at S3.00.

pair of

10-4

declSinlw

kell, Bangor fir Boston.
SchsHW Wellington, Thompson, and Waterloo,
Buck, Bangor for Bosotn.
Schs Mary E Pearson, Pendleton, and
Dexaloo, Leland, Bangor for Boatou.
Sell Almo Odlin, Stover, Bluehill for Boston.
Schs Castillian, Simonton, and Arkansas,
Mcservy,
Rockland for Salem.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry

Falco, (Br) Walden,

St

John, NB—John

OF ALL

Fancy Goods,
VERY

dclt

3w

We

835 Congress St., (Between Casco & Oak.)
—BY—

A. G-.

CORLISS, Agent.

t^yPlease call ami examine.

Santa Clans

brigs Wenonah, Bahrs, Havaua; Clara Louise, Wass,
Naguabo.
MEMORANDA.
See general

news

Joiiesjiort.

columns for loss of schr

dcl9-lw

Headquarters

have jnst received from New York

Suitable for holiday Presents, or
good for any time
We call special attention to our stock of

GLOVES&MITTE^S

GEO.

FOR

HUDSON'S,

337 Congress Street,

Large Variety

of

Toys,

Dolls and Sleds !
ALSO

BEST OF

THE

NEW

In the
Calf

Where may be found

A

Gents and

CONFCTIONERY.

Julia,

Sch More Light, which got ashore on Bantom Ledge
13th, has been towed into Bootlibay by U S steamer
McCulloch. See general news columns.
Barque May Stei son, Spates, from New York Nov
22 for Aspinwall, was abandoned 5th inst in lat 27 22
N, Ion 65 W, in a sinking condition, and the crew
brought to New York in ship Tantallon Castle, from
Calcutta. Capt Spates rei>orts having had moderate
nciuuci up me
in Hun uicii
iun& a g;ue iromaw
which soon after shifted to NV with hurricanes, and
sprung aleak, and sustaiucd other serious damage.
She
301 tons, was built in Maine and hailed
from New York.
Sch Oraloo, (of Macliias) Small, from Boston for
Machias, was blown off the coast during the late gales
an l put into Quaco, NB, last week, where she will
winter. She lost Jibs aud foresail, aud one man froze
both feet.

registered

Skin, lined with Milk,
ihuuiou!

Harry

Cld lltli, ship Kendrick Fish, Watts, Liverpool.

Ar at Sw Pass 10th, ship Ellen Southard, Mordb,
from Antwerp; 11th, barque Patmos, Nichols, from

Liverpool.*

10th, ships Tlicobold, Kate Prince, Crescent
City, 11th, Northampton.
MOBILE—Ar 16tli, ship Criterion, Sheldon, from

and

Embroidered

Shirt

Fronts!
AND A PULL STOCK

LET US SEE IF YOU HAVE ONE OF

Broad’s

Patent

Shawl

edged by

all who have

Furnishing

('has.

C'ustis &

them to be the neatest

seen

dcH

strap ever invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
all kinds;
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents,
27* Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD

declO-dtf

if

293 CONGRESS ST.

YELLOW CORN

& CO,

NOW LANDING

of

ah

persons

navmg

PORTLAND,

BEST

TOILET

OATMEAL,

with neat-

lew

dePeod

a

SOWELL'S SHOE STORE,
Under Falmouth Hotel.

tf

FREEDOM

NOTICE.

is to certify thaf I do this day give to my
THIS
Frank B. Richards Lis time to trade and act
for
sen

himself.

I

shall claim none of liis wages, and
shall pay nune of his debts after his date.
THOMAS T. RICHARDS.
Portland December 18th, 1871.
dec 19-dlw

For sale by

CHASE BROTHERS,
deel9eodlw

SOLED
GENTS’and dispatchSLIPPERS
at

QUALITY

Buck-Wheat,

NEW

ME.

Toilet Slippers.

de-

mandsi upon the estate of said decease* 1, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted wo said
estate are called upon to make
payment, to
DANIEL CHASE, Adm’r.
Portland, Dec 5th, 1871.
dc ly 26 ja 2

New

U# CO.H71ERCIAL 8T,
dcl8-lw

Cumberland, deceased, and given

muuuvis.

SALE BY

GEORGE W. TRUE,

Administrator of the estate of
DAVID T. CHASE, late of Portland,

County

Co.,

new

AND FOB

—Luc

Goods!

Baltimore:

is hereby given, that the subscriber hes
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the
trust of

in the

OF

First-C.ass

Straps.

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowl-

Tuxpan.

Cld 8th, barque Clara Eaton, Merriman, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 10th, ship C II Southard,
Woodward, Liverpool; barque Ellen Dyer, Lelaud,
Port Talbot.
Below 12th, ships North Star, Owen, from Bristol;
Morse, Wyman, from Liverpool; Prussia, Patten, from do; Lydia Skolfield, Meleher, from Cardiff.

Wool

In the latest styles.
French Silk Mrislcrs and French
Wool Wristers, Suspenders,

Dec 19-dlw*

m

DOMESTIC PORTA.
GALVESTON—Ar 8th, sch Anna G Webber, Ould,

Ladies,

best of

ELEGANT SCARFS,

shawl

of

w3l

A SPLENDID STOCK of GOODS

STOP!

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Baltimore 18th, sch Onward, Bunker, Portland, (was ashore at New Point 16tli.)
Ar at Havana 17th, brig J Polledo,
Dyer, St Marys.
Ar at New York 18th, barque Clympmg, Portland;

street.

d&w

AT

York.]

Ar at

is

HOUDAYGOODS!

C H E Y D
—AT—

ly

framed out.
Dec 18—Cld, sch Hastings, (new, 84 37-100 tons)
Chase, of and for New Bedford. [She was built by
David Clark, for Capt Chase and others, and will be
employed as a packet between New Bedford and New

middle;

Toys, &c.,

—FOR 8 ALE—

[FROM OUR COBRESPONDENT.l

KENNEBUNKPORT, Dec 16—Sid, ship Hamilton,
(new, of Boston, 1262 35-100 tons) J M Small, for New
York, to load for San Francisco. [The Hamilton has
been sold to Messrs Thayer & Lincoln, and Alonzo
Hamilton, of Boston, and Capt Small,— the builder,
N L Thompson, retainiug one-quarter.]
Capt Thompson has a crew at work making improvements in his newly purchased yard, where he
has materials for two large'ships, one of which is part-

DESCRIPTIONS,

FOR SALE CHEAP BY

J. R. COREY & CO.,

OF

Clocks, Jewelry,

Port-

Sch John P Collins, Thurber, Boston—Chas Sawyer
Sch Tairy Not, Eastman, Boston—James & Williams.

LARGE ASSORTMENT

A

DAMASKS,

DOMESTIC GOODS

GOODS?

HOLIDAY

Damasks.

Xapklns & Towels,

Ambassador, Warren, Boston.

Seavey,

Fox.
Sch

Twilled Flannels in All Colors!
OPERA PLAHNELS,

NUBIAS !

Abble,

Sch
Cleaves, Salisbury.
Sch Young Sultan, Barter, Bath—salt to Dana & Co
Sch Montana, Sawyer, Macliias for
Newburyport.
Sch Adelai ie, Chase, Machias for
Newburyport.
Sch Ida Ella, Smith, Pembroke for New York.
Sch Owen P Hinds, Clendennin, Calais for NYork.
Sch Mist, Newbury, Calais for Porthmouth.
Sch Alligator, McGregor, Calais for New Haven.
Sch Van Buren, Seavey, Calais for Boston.
Sch Sea Flower,
Rockland for Boston.
Sch Edward, Dodge, Ellsworth for Boston.
Schs C Matthews, Lunt, and Porto Rico, Wentworth, Bangor for Boston.
Schs C H Snofford, Thompson, and C Grant, Has-

eous.

BLANKET FLANNELS,

CONGRESS & BROWN STREETS

A

Shirtings

and Checks,

Stripes

AT

<v

And

Sackings

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Monday, Dec. 18.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chase, Mulligan, Halifax, NS—passengers

Shawl*,

Gent*9

SKIRTS;

Lowest

water. 5.45 PM

NEWS.

AND OPEN & CLOSE CENTRES,

•

BEST QUALITY

miniature Alumnae.Ucceinbcr 19.
Sun rises.7.26 I Moon sets.
AM

| High

AND SQUARE,
IN STRIPES

Velveteens, all colors, $1.00.
Seven yards Sliirtlng Flannel, $1.00.
3-* Serges, Job Lot, 30c.
Kibbed Wool Hose, tivei>alrs for $1.00.
A Lot Bleached Table*Daniask, 85c, worth $1.10.
A Lot all Linen Doylies, 65c.
All Linen Bleached Huck Towels,
Another Lot 24x36, 33c.

Paisley Shawls,

LON6

75c.

Silk Plushes, all colors,

In Brunswick, Dec. 7, Mr. Joseph Sylvester, aged
79 years 9 months.
In Freeport, Dec. 10, Abigail McFarland, aged 75
years 9 months.
In Harpswell, Dec. 8, Abbie Coffin, aged 17 years
2 months.
In Bath, Dec. 14, Mrs. Jane Doten, wife of Hon.
B. C. Bailey, aged 74 years 9 months.
In Waldoboro, Nov. 25, Mrs. Sally T., widow of the
late Dea.. R. C. Webb, aged 74 years 10 months.

Sun sets.4.29

IN

TYCOON REPS 23c.

In Westport, Nov. 11, Rufus R. Wright, of W., and
Esther A. McFadden, of Georgetown.
In Bristol, Nov. 27, Sam’l F. Erskiue and Martha
V. Richards.
In Wiscassot, Dec. 3, Miles A. Blagdon. of Dresden,
and Lizzie Cromwell, of Westport. Also, John E.
Robinson, of Wiscasset, and Miss Clara Cromwell, of

PLAID,

BLACK CASHMERES,*

Also the

For Sale.

in All Colors,

Fancy Cloakings

FRENCH Till BETS,'

44

44

I

VELVETS,

Heavy Plush Cloakings!

X-M-A-S
PRESENTS.

dcl6eodsN

lw

CHRISTMAS

at

rntra

“A-CINTE CLTJB SKATES”
Are preferred by professional skaters!
Are the best in the World!
Common Skates, Skate Strans etc.
so far as known,
Pocket Knives, Scissors, Razors, Tool
Chests lor Boys. &c., &c.
G. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8t.

PAINE, Ins. Com’r.

ALBERT W.

QUINCY,

BY

CHRISTMAS

bility is fullv established.
su

New

The Third Annual Dinner of the Bowdoin Alumni
in Portland will take placo early in January. All
graduates of Bowdoin who desire to join the Association, are requested to notify the subscriber at
once that they may receive due notice of the dinner.
EDWARD M. RAND,
dcl8-3t
Recording Secretary.

aged 56 years.

MAINE.

Bang ob, Dec. 11,1871.
Tlic Republic Life Insurance Co., of Chicago was
admitted to do business in this State, in May last, and
i s license was renewed on July 1. The expensive
building which formed an important part of its assets
having since been burned, and other losses incured
in the Chicago Fire, it is hereby certified, after a very
thorough examination into its affairs by the Commis-

dcl3

t.liA lowril

af.

or

Reliable information cheerfully furnishod
all times.
aug25sn tf

In

Massachusetts, according

Boaton,

PIED.

COMMISSIONER,

sioner of Insurance in

tlasirful

notnf

Olllec 49

N

To the Citizens of Portland.

BOUGHT

nnv

ANDERSON’S,
3 Deering Block.

PERFUMERY, JEWELRY, &c.,

COEPO NS,

-OF—

Boston.
Ar at Liverpool 13th Inst, ship E S Thayer,ThompNew Orleans; 16th, Fawn, Luce, New York.
Sid fin Mayague* 28th ult, sch E K Dresser, Reed,

beet and moat
or

W. D. LITTLE A CO.,

Sacqucs

Knit

t.o

!

buyers.

JANUARY.

GOLD

hue received

A FINE ASSORTMENT

iPOKfCICS!* PORTS.
Sid ftu Singapore 14th lust, ship Radiaut, Chase, for

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

the old and reliable Union Ticket Agency, of

and Infant shirts. Rom;ui Scarfs
and Tics. Wallets, Fancy Boxes,
Fans, etc., all of which will 1h> offered at prices to suit the closest

AGAIN

AT THE WINDOW OF H. G.

reliable route, from Portland,

.PRESENTS

ToiletCovers,Infants

through Ticket., by the

tain

CO.,

will And the best assortment at ANDERSON’S, 3 DEEIUNG BLOCK. All
kinds of Wool and Merino Hose,
for Ladies and Children. Balmoral and Tartan IIosc, Men’s Merino half Ilose and henvv ribbed all
wool IIosc; Kid Gloves in endless
Kid
variety and choice colors.
Gloves and Mittens with fur tops,
lined Kid Gauntlets with Otter fur
tops. Buck Gauntlet Gloves, children's blue and scarlet clotliGloves,
long wrists. Also a great variety of
Linen Handkerchiefs, for Ladies’.
Gents’, Boys and Girls Linen Handkerchiefs in half dozen boxes at
tlic wholesale price. Embroidered
Linen Sets, elegant styles, Lace
Collars, real and imitation. Lace
embroidered and Hem stitched
Handkerchiefs. Under-Wear for
Ladies’ and Children, all sizes.
Skirts, Corsets and Faniers, Seamless Felt Skirts for Misses and Ladies. Nubias, Cashmere Hoods for
Misses and Children. Bibs, Tidies,

COME!

CLAUS

TICKETS

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA,

If you nne looking for useful nrticlcs for Holiday Presents, you

FANCY GOODS STORE, North Corner of old City
Hall, where we otter a splendid lot of presents for
Christmas and New Year. Fancy Goods and Jewelry
in great variety.
Baskets, Bird Cages, Carriages,

Sleds,

A

CLAPP’S

HOLIDAY

Dec 19-sndlw

WOULD

STREET,

MIDDLE

W. L>. LITTLE & CO S,

dcl2-sn2wCONGRESS STREET.

days.

HE

old and well authen-

And the Went, Mouth nad Northwcnt, may ob-

NO.

Prices marked down for the Hoi-

KNEW

§1

an

Is one of the Anoint Landmarks, well known to all
habitues ot Maine where Dry Goods arc sold cheap,
deldsngw
alike to Patrician and Plebian.

invited to examine the same!

DAVIS

Will

Satisfaction guaranteed.
HINDS, UNDER THE PREBLE HOUSE.

STORK.

bo it is

HOLIDAYS!

SPECIALTIES IN PERFUMERY.

Ourassuiimont of Extracts, Colognes and Toilet Water is the
largest in the State. Try our Lavender Water our Florida Water,
and onr different Colognes. Examine our Cnt Crystal Bottles, Pungents, Toilet Sets, Puff Boxes, Dry
Perfumes, Pocket Books, dec.

KAf.

a

CO.

I. «. CORFVA

OLD PASSENGER TICKET AGENCY.

TICLE FROM

JOS. II. POOR & BRO.

PRICKS,

V

However thia may
ticated fact that

ADAPTED FOR THE

OFFICE

n

LOW

‘‘old man” should be

Ho will know enough to manage

useful Christmas Present.

rod

deft_lW8

ACADIA COAL

the

DRY GOODS!

NEW AND DESIRAbLE WOODS

Haydn-Tliomas Concert,

I

ever

PROCURE

the accommodation of those wishing to attend

endtf

If

Unfortunate in the Czar Business,

WE ARE RECEIVING EACH DAY

NOTICE.

Dec 19.

PRKMKIT

So that

Writing Drska, Revolver*, Tea
Bells, Gulin, Rifle*, Pocket Kuives
Arc., At.
a

WOULD

peddle out hi*
DRY UOODS

Tho only kind used by Club Skaters

Auy of which will mako

THE

LEA C H,

Q.

of those

ono

BOV TOOL CRESTS,
NEW YORK ( LI U SKATES.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

This Evening, an extra train will be run to Gorham,
after the close of the Concert.
W. H. TURNER, Sup’t.
dcl9-lt
Portland, Dec. 19,1871.

DUKE,

UBAND

Can afford to

LUCAS,

It.

stallion, and was
raising superior

On
Wednesday of last week Eben Todd, of
Old Orchard, while at work in the woods, had
his leg broken and ankle sprained bv a log roll-

For
the

THE

N J: \ V A1 )VEKTI s E \ [ EN TS

Ham,3m

son,

IS TO FIND OUT IF POSSIBLE

And purchase

sn

OBJECT

REAL
—OF—

ALEXIS,

Should not fhil to call at 99 Kxchnugc Hi.,

dc!4

RUMNIAM

sending his boy over tho sea Is to study AmeriInstitutions; but Lho sly old Diplomats do say

SANTA CLAUS

that J. H. Gil-

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Our correspondent states that John French
a laborer
living at what is called “Little Kennebec” in the town of Machias, fell dead last
Friday morning while walking across the floor
of his bouse. It is supposed to have resulted
from heart-disease.

AND ALL ITS

$500.

us

:_t,

Hon. Thomas C. Fields, and one or more
against other parties connected with the city
park management.
Judge Bedford on Monday granted the grand
jury till the 30th to complete their investigations in progress of the frauds
upon the citv
It has leaked out that James M.
Sweeney lias
been indicted for felony, and that the
proofs
against him are even stronger than against
Tweed. It is alleged that the
grand jury had
copies before them of his bank account, and
the dates of his deposit of the ten per cent,
dividends in the Woodward frauds corresponds
with the dates of Woodward’s drafts.
It is stated that one of the police commissioners is numbered among those Indicted, and
that an effort is to be made to indict a
gentleman high in financial circles.
Fifteen or twenty of the inspectors of the late election, it is
said, have been indicted, One notorious fellow
who voted (100 repeaters has had four or five
true bills found against him. A well known
police judge living on the east side of the town,
in the German district, has also been indicted
for his connection with ballot-box stuffing.

Jas. K. Tabor was

For
can

'-’w

J.

THE—

AUTOCRAT OF ALL TI*K

to

“gravel
contract,” and one or more gentleman holding
are
high positions
implicated. It is stated that

goods

SN

da6

KEASON

OSTENSIBLE
—OF

00

A. S. DAVIS A CO.

0

Frauds Coming to Light.—A New York
dispatch says there have hcen large frauds porpetrated under what is knuwu as the

were

price $1

For me a

centes,
Former price $1 00
Picture* in Frame 75 cents.
00
doz.
$2
per
Photographs
jyFor children under five years of age, an additional price will bo charged.

braitli, Eso., the famous horse breaker, died at
Kendall’s Mills on Sunday. Mr. G. was the

of those “rotated” to make room for them.”
At the dinner given to Gov. Washburn Mon-

whose

THE

Former price §1 00

50

72 Tin types

Newport, a month ago, and who failed to find
the $1500 bail required for his appearance at the
next term of the Supreme Judicial
Court, attempted to a few days since to commit suicide
but
was
by taking laudanum,
unsuccessful.

fact, however, that some of the very
Representatives who talk the loudest about
Civil Service reform, are the foremost
among
those who claim and who use “patronage” to
secure their own re-elections,
generally regardless of the qualifications or the fitness of their
appointees to place, or of the length of service

two irwlietnrWArifa

of the prices.

cents,

12 Card Ferrotypes 50 cents,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Bangor Whig says that John E. Simons,
Pittsfield, who was arraigned on the charge
forgery before Trial Justice McUrillis at

curious

the institutions of the
country, and cannot fail to give satisfaction.

some

50

The

Gortscliakoff to act as charge d'affaires pro
tempore, until a charge d'affaires shall arrive.

the-occasion.
Members of the new civil service committee
who have conferred with the commissioners as
to the recommendations in the
forthcoming report of the system agreed upon, state that it is

Large Ferrotypes

Marriage.

Sleilft,

Tripp, has been lecturing
in Dexter.
Hay is selling in Bangor at $28 to $32 per
ton; eggs are selling at 30 to 32 cents; potatoes,
In small lots at 50 cents; turkies 12fc to 18 cents.

ordered by Prince

day evening, invitations were not extended to
objections made by Gen. Butler who presided

Look at
8

his life.
The Morman Elder

St

It is hardly probably that a new minister will
be immediately appointed.
A Washington correspondent says: “It is a

No 60 MIDDLE STREET.

on

Louis, and Monsieur
Secretary of the Russian

as

Portland Photograph Grallery,

insurance of

accompanied

has been

admirabiy adapted

an

received before,

ever

On

money, than you
call at the

Ar
brigs M A Hetrera,
Palermo- AnI) Torrey. Ourtta, PhibwU'l|,uiu;
kins, Port Johnaou; sobs ('roseent WWVL
Elizabethport; Mary Brewer, 8auml<»r» New York*
A J Whiting, Carter, Mt Desert; William, Brigham’,
Bath.
Ar 18th, steamer Clotilda, Isaac, Portland, in tow
of steamer Chas Pearson; sells Ella Frances, Bulger,
Port Johnson: F Arthemius, Mitchell, Elizabethport;
J Clark, Dix, Bangor, with losa of jihboom by collision.
SALEM—Ar 17th, schs David W asson, Jones, Hoboken; J V Wellington, Parker. Camden XJ.
Ar 16th, sells Belle, Poole, Damariscotta; WmH
Archer, Melvin, Boston for Ellsworth.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th. sells Majestic, Wyman,
Bangor; Astoria, Sadler, Ellsworth.
na

effect*
■Innny Relief for Yeung Men from the
i»f errors and abuses iu early lire. Manhood restored.
of
meth-Mi
New
removed.
Impediments to marriage
treatment. New ami remarkable remedies. Book*
Address
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
South Ninth St.,
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No.
aoylenddm
Philadelphia, Pa.

pictures for your

more

KNOX COUNTY.

gressmen will showr why some of them wished
to get control of the matter, and to talk loudly
over its abuses while
they really profit by them.
Monsieur Catacazy has at last been directed
to return to Russia, after having
Prince Alexis as far
Boris Danzas, the

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
If you want

man.

SPECIAL

undeserving pensioners stricken from the rolls,
and in punishing frauds. During the past year

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Washington Mattees.—Commissioner Baer of the Pension Office has been
indefatigable
since he was appointed in having the names of

three hundred and

NEWS.

about fiO

on

But neither

Whig* statement

pick

The

—

liiu

a

pocket.

quotes an irrelevant letter of ex-Govemor
Chamberlain, written for the sole purpose of
replying to an intimation of the Argus that
the Governor and Council had been guilty of
negligence in signing the deed. The Governor sa^B in his note, which has been published in these columns, that the description in
the deed followed strictly “a schedule from
the land agent’s office, purporting to include
the lands coming within the effect of the
grant” from the the State, and that “the
Governor’s deed could not convey anything
not granted by the Legislature.”
Gen.
Chamberlain’s letter was just what it was ina._J-J

Death of Henry T. Tuekertnaa.
The death of Henry T. Tuckerman, so intimately connected with American literature, is
announced to have occurred in New York Sun-

since the transaction above described while

Press who have had occasion to pass over
the road have been treated with such uniform
that it is doubly unpleasant for us,

a

referring
legislative act.

clause

plain.
the excepted townships was reserved for the
State, and it is on this pretext that an atthe people of Maine
tempt is made to deprive
of the meagre remnant of the public domain,
in the interest of foreign capitalists. Mr.
for
no
Clark had
authority to act
of
in
a
matter
Laud
the
Agent
so
importance, and the latter
grave
officer, had he prepared the schedule, would
not, as he has since avowed, have made it in
such a way as to render the present preposterous claim of the company possible.
The
precipitancy with which the company, acted
is calculated to throw still more suspicion on
its good faith.
It has been stated on the
very best authority that the Secretary of
State, whose duty it was to sign the deed,
wits not given time even to read it, though he
earnestly desired that privilege. It should be
added that the managers of the road, have
not concealed their hostility to Mr. Burleigh

our

it in

a

in the

excepted

The whole purpose of the company is thus
made
The lands and not the timber in

time no reason to suppose that the officers of
the road have looked upon the transaction in
that Fiskish light.
Representatives of the

to

the deed contained

to the lands

daring the past year more money for
advertising than from all the other railroads
in Maine. It has#not, however, regarded itself as bribed by receiving money in a mere
business transaction, and there is up to this

its

difficult one in Order to be of any avail.
Phis alone would have profited the company
lothing if the deed made in pursuance of the
ict had included merely the lands granted,
or both timber and lands within those limits
tad been conveyed by the State. The way
,hey obtained another sort of deed was this:
Yfter the passage of the act of 18(38 the pffi>ers of the road, taking advantage of the ablenco of Mr. Burleigh, the Land
Agent, denamlcd their deed. Their urgency was exreme, and yielding at length to their irupor.unity the Governor and Council gave a deed
jased on a schedule prepared and signed by
t. H. Clark, a gentleman now, if not then, in
the employ of the road. Among the lands
.‘numerated in this schedule were the townships set
for settlement, though of
course

pany

out of

much

mire

apart

newspapers should
cherish anything but the most cordial feelings
toward that locality and its people. Portland
depends in no small measure on Eastern
Maine for its business prosperity. And as for
the European & North American road the
Press certainly has a pecuniary interest hi
its prosperity. It has received from that com-

why

supplemented by another and

lie

o

120 Commercial Hr,

Sid

Valencia.

PENSACOLA—Ar 10th, brig Sullivan, Perry, from
Havana, to load for Aspinwau.
Cld 9th, sch Petrel, Curtis, Giilveston.
Cld 12th, sch Naonta, Smith, Matanzas.
CHARLESTON—Ar 13th, schs Old Chad, McClintock, Mayagucz; Irene E Meservey, Wall, Providence.
Cld 14th,

barque Devonshire, Havener, Liver]>ool.
RICHMOND—Sid 14th iust, sch Roswell, Copp, for
Galveston.
BALTIMORE—Cld lotli, barque Am Lloyds, Park.
Bristol, E; Conquest. Small, Marseilles; schs May
Morn, Babb, New York; A P Frye, Alexander, Belfast, Me.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 16th, barque Henry Knight

Gilkey,

Ardrossan.

Cld loth, brig Geo E Dale, Smith, Cardenas; sch
Sophia Wils*n, Wall, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th. barques C O Whittemorc,
56 days; Voyager, Vanvell, fin
Humphrey, Newport
Zante75uays; Frank Marion, Duncan, Boston 10
lays: sells Keokuk, Gates, Aquin 27 days; Maggie P

Smith, Grace, Newbem; Margie, McFadden. Philadelphia for Portland: J W Woodruff, Haskell, Bangor 20 days; Addle liyerson. Pike, Boston; Maggie
Bell, Hall, fm Rockland; Abbie Emery. Emery, uo;
Ida & Annie, Cook, Tliomaston; Pavilion, Clark,
Frankfort; M L Newton, Murphy, Fall River; ltobt
Byron, Sawyer, Frankfort; Sullivan. (US) Brown,
Portland for Norfolk*
Cld 16tli, shin Alice Ball, Guest, Sydney: barque
Ironsides, Tapley, Gibraltar; brig John Wesley, Ford
lo; MarySobb, Tracey, Providence; sch Garland,
Lindsey, Brantford, Ct.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 16th, sch Addio L Cutler,
§mith, Hoboken.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th, schs J B Knowles
Merritt, Weehawken for Boston; Mary E Staples, i
Dinsmore, Philadelphia lor Salem.
Ar 16th, schs Citizeu, Upton,Newport for Portland;
Challenge, Bickmore, Hoboken for Boston; Mary A
darmon, Hutchins, Lubec for Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 16th, sell Kate Robinson,
Pendleton. New York.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs ^Caspian, ThompBOU, Manias; W H Prentice, Flagg, Damariscotta; Samuol
vuight, Tracy, Lamoine, Me; Hattie Anna, Rich,
md Wm Pickeriug, Gray, Bangor; J P
Merriam,
31ark; Adaliue. Darby, aud Jasper, Collawore, do;
Vfalanta, Elwell, and Lake, Miller, Rockland; G W
Baldwin, Morton, do; Sarah, Curtis, and Revenue, j

Morse,

Bath.

Cld 16th, brig Kremlin, Wyman, Richmond, Va, to
oad for Rio Janeiro; sch Advance, Waldron, Wlnerport,

Lost,
FORENOON,
line, a Lady’s Kid

MONDAY

finder is

Congress street, near

on

Fur Back Mitten.

The

requested to leave it at

decl9-d3t*

CHAD BOURN & KENDALL’S,
62 & 61 Middle street.

HAVING
A

Wanted.
FIRST CLASS BOOK KEEPER,
BY
from tlie first of January.
Address
a

A B.

deel9-d2w*

a

Full Line of

GOODS,

situation

Suited to the wants of the

C., Press Office.

HOLIDAY

“THE OLD CEOCK.”
There is in Thomas Block, Commercial street, an
For time it is of no earthly use; and in
fact, hardly think there is a wheel within its bowels
But for all that It Is of Borne use. It serves as an excellent land mark for those in search of a cheap and
reliable place to bay good flour. Opposito this sams
old clock is where the celebrated GOLD DUST is for
sale, wholesale and retail, 85 Commercial Street,
dcclfisseodlw
w. H. HALL.

HALL L.

old clock.

Oranges, Oranges.
25 Cents Per Dozen !

TRADE !

Would rcsjiectfully invite the public to call and examine my stock before making their purchases.

DAVIS,

BOOKSELLER AND
dcl9

...

tjanl

STATIONER,

53 EACHANCE »t.

Maine Savings Bank,
No.
100 IIIDDLE MTREET.

HAVANA ORANGE^ T)®?0SI.TS
Only 25
AT
lcl3dlw

Cents Per Dozen'

B.
Is

W.

JONES'

_55

TO

Commercial g|.

_EET

convenience.

H-

N-J°3E-m

S"*,3*
month.

F»'«

miM*®
this Bank, on or belbre Jandraw interest from the first dajr of

MATH’L,
!>ee. 17 1871.
dcl9
w51
dtjant

F.

DEEMING,

Treasurer.

Western City ami County Bond*
SALE at prices which yield lO to 1J per
FOR
cent, interest.
desirable
for investment.

Store Vo 142 «• 144 « otr imrctal *t
.XORNKE ol
Wirlger ’s Wbnr>, pariwulsil
Kj alapt.dt ■ theKi. r urd Cam busings
|,ra
Iron age o> 30
apieir. hn.lug
feet, a ,,l d, D
eet ,c,e-»H.le ny wsieror
rail, fiieu up
F with
even
nodern

il»°U

Kii.i
said

dclltf is

A very

security

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28

Exchange St.

Eost!
OLD Bracelet, Sabbath morning, Dec. 17th, be.
W tween Neal and Cas< o Streets. The finder will
gieatlv oblige bv leaving the same at Ibis office*
dc!9
2t

THE

PBESs!

TUESDAY HORNING, DEC. 19, 1871-

VICINITY.

CITY AND

--

AdvertiacmeuO To-Day.

2VCW

Christinas Tree.

good many openings of holiday
goods at the stores to-day; some of the traders
anticipating a great rush this week; and let us
are a

hope that many others as well as ourselves are
looking for fru it for their Christmas trees.
Evergreens are getting plenty, and the sleds
that bring them in are garnished with mamThe displays at
pretty wreaths and emblems.
the

BOOKSTORES,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Millinery u« 1 Fancy Goods—F. O. Bailey.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Gran 1 Ball—Typographical Union.
Assembly—Lancaster Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

which

and beautiful last week,
have been augmented, and all the dealers offer

large

were so

strong temptations to the lovers of literature.
The book-makers have gone a step beyond previous attempts and have given their juvenile
publications a degree of beauty never before

January Coupons—H.

M. Payson.
Acadia Coal—Jos. H. Poor <£ Co.
Old Sima Claus—H. G.
Quin -y.

reached. At
Hall L. Davis’s, where there is always a
charming stock, we find the counters groaning
with elegance.
We take especial delight in

Specialties in Perfumery—Hinds.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Portland & Rochester Railroad.
New Buck-Wheat—Chase Brothers.
Santa Claus Headquarters—Geo. Hudson.
Admiulstrutor’s Notice—Dan’l Chase.
Lost—Gold Bracelet.
Veil »w Corn—George W. True.
Freedom Notice—Tin*. T. Richards.
H di-lay GxmIm—Hall L. Davis.
M due Savings Bauk.
Wanted—A. B. C.
Stop—G. B. Broad & Co.
Holiday Goods—A. G. Corliss.

t ie series of English classics, put up in substantial leather bindings, ornamented in an-

tique style;

U. 9. District Court.
BEFORE, JUDGE FOX.
Monday.—John B. Nash, petitioner for discharge
in bankruptcy. Discharge opposed by bis creditors;
Not finished.
Mattocks & Fox.
Strout & Gago.
Butler & Fessenden.

Superior

A

There

Horace and id genus omne; Robiuson Crusoe,
Arabian Nights and Don Quixote, done up in
a manner that would have
frightened our fathers and mothers by the seeming extravagance.
Lee & Shepard, J. R. Osgood & Co., the Harpers, Roberts Brothers, and all the favorite

publishers, have contributed largely to the
stock, and the taste that caunot be gratified is
an uncertain
possession for its owner. In fancy articles, desk materials, writing desks, port
folios, bronze articles, diaries, port-mouaies,

pocket-books, &c.,

Court.

Homer, Dante,

translations of

Mr. Davis’ collection is al-

,*uost inexhaustible.
Dresser & Ayer, just below Davis’s, enter ina
on
of
debt
S une vs. Moody F. Walker. Actions
to sharp competition with their
neighbors.Their
the
coodiof
one
poor debtor’s bond. Defence, that
store is large, and
thoroughly filled. Beauty
timsof the bond has been complied with. Decision
and system are the cardinal points here, and
reserved.
DECEMBER CIVIL TERM—LANE, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—Alford Dyer vs. Charles B. Varuey.

A. A. Strout.
Williams.
The following assignments for trial by justice have
boon made:
TUESDAY, DEC. 19.

188—King

Taylor.

vs.

2U—Braokett vs. Parker.
309—Cressey vs. Merrill.

Hunt.
350—Van Valkenbui g vs. Smith et al.
375—Thayer vs. Richards.
385— A Ulrich vs. Dyer.
386— Kenney vs. Pennell et. als.
392—Damon ct als. vs. Robinson.
02—Pink ham vs. Tayl >r.
263—Stephenson vs. Hilton et als.

345—Emery

vs.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 20.
181— Drummond vs. Inhabitants of
183—Schahl vs. Dummer.
241—AJauis vs. Chadwick.
252—Perham vs. McMilan.

Fairy Realm, collection of old tales, told by
Tom Hood and illustrated by the matchless
pencil of Dore; here are editions of Motley’s
a

Lowell.

280—Hayes vs. Clark.
281—Molus vs. Mains.

charming histories; all the poets in their holiday garb; the greater and lesser novelists, waiting to be gracious; Shakespeare and the minor
dramatists; Dante’s Divine Comedy; tlio Iliad,
the Odyssey; Starr King’s White Hills, and a
range of books for boys and girls that can be
measured by the eye, but cannot be enumerat-

317—Folsom vs. Staples.
320—Chase et als. vs. Cotton.
321— Ray vs. Larrabee.

323—Doughty

401—Ingalls

vs.

vs.

Libby.

Howard.

Municipal
JUDGE

MORRIS

there is no lack of customers. A whole hour is
necessary to get a proper idea of the extent
and variety of their publications, and one is
sure to leave the store with a somewhat
lightened .purse.
Bailey & Noyes, on the other side of Exchange street, do not seem to have much room
for an “extra” display, for both sides of tile
store are piled with books to the ceiling and
the center counters arc overburdened with rich
goods. Let us look at some of these elegant
books. Here is one of the eems in its wav—

Court.
PRESIDING.

Monday.—New entries 9; defaults 8; continuances

ed.

Here also

are

elegant writing desks, al-

pens and pencils, colored
toy books, water colors, &c., in endless variety.
And while music is a source of home joy, this

bums, cutlery, gold

Beven.

Itrief Jottings.
The Scandinavians in Portland are about to
form a Society. There are about one-hundred
in Portland, and forty-five of these sigued their
name last week for a Society.
A temperance meeting will be held at the
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust street, Wednesday evening next, commencing at half past
The meeting will be addressed
seven o’clock.
by Francis Murphy, and also by Capt. Dutton

Arm will continue to make a specialty of Chickering pianos and Mason & Hamlin's organs—
costly presents, it is true, but they will bring
the wife or daughter an enduring pleasure, and
to relieve the “Head of the Family” of the fatigues of business.
WALTER COREY AND CO.

It is surprising to know how far a comparatively small sum of money will go towards pursrcumsiiip
chasing elegant furniture at this well -known
Goff & Plummer’s dry house on the Prestore on Free street. It is a gratification to
was
Great
about
a
mile
above
Fall’s,
sumpscot,
visit it if only for the purpose of seeing. Here
burned last Thursday night. Loss 04 the stock.
are
centre tables with Tennessee and French
and building $5000; no insurance.
marble tops, of wonderful beauty, fancy tables
Two of the lady teachers in our public schools
in marqueteire, fancy folding chairs in emhave very recently entered the state of wedlock
broidered green and crimson satin, from $35 to
and retired from teaching, and rumor says that
40 only; music stands elaborately carved and
a third, who has
occupied a very prominent
ornamental and convenient; Swiss easels
position in the same profession will leave her highly
carved in black walnut offered at the mere bagpost at Christmas with the same intention in
atelle of $20; French work tables and parlor
view.
writing desks which would put a lady in rapWe understand the first class in the High
tures; library and extension lounging chairs,
School are to give an exhibition at the City
the picture of luxury, exquisitely carved brackHall soon, to consist of an original comedy by
ui

rruBBiiiu.

the class, to add to the fund for the establishment of a reference library.
Mr, Francis Murphy will lecture at Saco this

evening and at Cumberland next Thursday

evening.
The collection at State Street Church Sunday
evening, for the benefit of the Women’s Christian Association, amounted to $50.
The Fakir of Vishnu is coming.
Officer Wiggin, of Lewiston, passed through
this city yesterday with a team which he found
in Portsmouth. It had been stolen in Lewiston
and driven to Portsmouth by the thieves.
A correspondent suggests that the Army and
Navy Union fill the vacancy made by the declination of Senator Fitch with a dramatic

reading by Charlotte Cushman.
An elegant private party was given at the
Falmouth Hotel last evening by a well-known
gentleman of wealth.
The “Combination Concert To-Night.—
Some of those unfortuuate people who have not
secured tickets to the grand combination concert
to-night may not have observed that the first
part of the evening will lie occupied exclusively by the Thomas Orchestra and Md’lle Krebs
selections from Litolff,
Mendelssohn, Beethoven, and Wagner, giving
an opportunity to listen to their charming music before the oratorio. The Haydn Association
have been at a great expense to procure the services of Mrs. H. M. Smith and Mr. Winch of
Boston, and McLellan of Bath, to assist in the
Creation, with Messrs. Thurston, Shaw and
with some of their best

Monroe of this city in the choruses. By request
Mrs. Wetherbee will sing “On Mighty Pens.”
The enjoyment of the concert will be increased
by procuring librettos at Stoekbridge’s.
Julia of Jonesport.
U. S. Consulate General, j
Havana, Dec. 6th, 1871. j
To the Collector of Customs Portlund, Me.
Sir:—The United States Vice Consul at

■ .••• of the Schooner

Matanzas reports to me the following:
United States Consulate, j
Matanzas, Dec. 5th, 1S71 I
of the British brig Halcyon,
Dunham
Captain
called on me this morning and reported:
That on the 12tli ult. while in the Bay of
Fundy, in the midst of a gale, he caine up witli
the American schooner J ulia of Ju#esport, totally dismasted, boat, bowsprit and every thing
gone from the deck, and the sea making a clean
sweep over her. She had the American flag
Five men
fastened to the house in distress.
were seen on
board, and on the deck was one
him
to
bale of hay, leading
suppose that the
deck-load had been of hay. Towards evening
he managed to get a hauser on board and towed the wreck for an hour and a half, until the
night came on, when, in consequence of the
heavy sea, the hausers broke and the. darkness
prevented him from seeing the schooner again.
At the time the hauser broke, he ifisarl loud
cries on board the wreck, and imagined she
The sea was so heavy that notwent down.
withstanding his elforts to do so he could not
The point where he
get a boat alongside.
saw the wreck wai about eight miles northwest
of Brier’s Island, she appeared to be water-logged at the time. He is not positive that she
was a schooner, but thinks she was eithfcr a
large schooner or a brig.
Yours very Truly,
George L. Washington.
(Signed)
I have to request that you will please have
this intelligence communicated to the parties
interested in the vessel or
deem proper.
I am Sir,

published,

as

you may

Very respectively,
Your obd’t. Servant.
Henry C. Hall,
Acting Consul Gen.
Anchor and Allan Lines.—The Kautica
Gazette states that a Allan lino of steamers is
purchased by the Anchor line. It is, perhaps,
one of the largest transfers of steamship property ever known, involving, as it does something like seven million dollars in gold. It
gives to the Anchor line a vast power. It is
Sir Hugh Allan may be
possibl however, thatof
his purchase money
induced to place some
line
building for the Montreal trade,
in the new
which may prove a formidable competition to
By this purchase
the powerful Anchor line.
the Anchor line come into possession of the following vessels—Polynesian and Circasiau,

Sarmatian, Scandinavian, Prussian,
Austrian, N'estorian, Moravian, Peruvian, Hibernian, Nova Scotian, North American, CasAnpian Corinthian, Germany, St. David, St.
drew St. Patrick, Ottawa, Norway, and Swe-

(building);

The above are, of course, in addition to
den
3G first-class trans-Atlantic
their fleet of
steamers.

it
Portland & Oodensbcrg Railroad.—Is
that the Portland & Ogdcnsburg Railroad
for au act auis about to ask the Legislature
its
thorizing the city of Portland to guarantee
to a
bonds, or exchange them for city bonds,
It is rumored on the street that
true

large amount?

movement will be made in the Legislature, and that, if it is successful, the city will
ho asked to give its own bonds in exchange for
about two millions and a half of the three millions about to he issued by the Ogdensburg
sucli

a

road._Citizen.
Sch. More Light.—Sell. More Light of Calais went ashore on Bantam Ledge in a thick
enow-storm last Wednesday night and was
abandoned by the crew, subsequently floated off
and went adrift. The revenue steamer McCulloch, Capt Henriqucs, went in search of

her,

and after cruising three days found her about
9 o’clock Monday morning, 18th, ten miles
SW by S from Monhegan, and towed her into
Boothbay harbor and brought her to anchor,

Masonic.—At the annual meeting of Mount
Vernon R. A. Chapter, last evening, the following officers were elected:
Joseph Y. Hodsdon, H. P.; Frank E. Allen
Leander W. Fobes, 8.; Charles Fobes,
K
M
Treasurer;. Da Berry, Jr., Secretary;. A.
Burtou, JR, Ih Hinkley, id N. Rich, Committal
of

Finance,___

Josiah Burleigh has just put in a veri
which hi
large stock of ready-made clotjiing,

j» selling at low prices.

ets, wall-pockets, with panels

to

be filled with
coat hooks

embroidery; artistically wrought

and towel racks, and so on, ad infinitum. Up
stairs the firm can show over forty varieties of
chamber sets, ranging in price from $100 to
$550, triumphs of the art; and parlor sets of
the most luxuriant description.
The lower
range of goods is equally full, and the purchaser has an opportunity to select anything
that it is possible to obtain, in the house-keep-

ing

line.
COQIA HASSAN.

It is always holiday time at

Cogia
..C

Hassan’s.

Ski..

for the managers keep themselves constantly
before the people by the use of printer’s ink,
and the result is a continually crowded store.
Just now they are devoting themselves to a
general line of holiday goods, but are making a
specialty of fme plated and glass ware, embracing almost every conceivable article mado of
these materials. From the counters next the
door, along the whole raugo of the store and up
into the well-filled second story, tlio eye takes
iu articles of fancy and utility.
School Committee.—The regular monthly
meeting of the Superintending School Committee was held last evening. In the absence of
the Secretary, J. H. Collin was chosen Secre-

tary pro tern.
The resignation of Mr. Sargent, a temporary
teacher in the High School, and the appointment of Mr. Payson to fill the vacancy, and the
resignation of Miss Mary F. Lawrence, an assistant in said school and the temporary appointment of Miss Louisa T. Babb to fill the

accepted.
vacancy
reported
The temporary appointment of Miss Eastman
in the North School, vice Miss Babb,
and

were

transferred, was approved.
The resignation of Miss Helen Crafts, assistant principal in the North School, anil of Miss
Emily Nollett, assistant in the West School,
The power to fill
were received and accepted.
these vacancies was given to the committees in
charge of these schools.
Several applications for employment as teachers were received and referred to the Committee

Examination.
Heports from the committees
on

schools

were

on

the several

received.

Bills to the amount of $14,834.91 (including
the quarterly salary bill, $13,413.64,) were reported and passed. The salaries of the teachers
for the present quarter will be paid on Satur-

day,

Dec. 23d.
The Executive Committee, to whom was referred the subject of heating the Park street
school house by steam, reported in favor of such
a measure; and after a discussion, in which the
important subject of heating and ventilating
sclibol houses was considered, no action was
taken.
Miss Sarah F. Colburn was elected, assistant
in Primary School No. 4 (Casco street) fof the
remainder of the school year.
Don’t Blow out Gas.—Sunday evening a
servant girl employed in a house on Spring
street, extinguished the gaslight without turning off the gas.
During the night the gentleman of the house smelled the odor of the escaping gas, and got up, lighted a lamp and went in
pursuit. Finding the order very strong he had
the presence of miud to blow out the lamp,
thus probably preventing a serious explosion as
tho room where the gas had been left to escape
was full.

Senotors that all who

supported

Mr.

Trumbull’s proposition were trying to injure
the administration. He had no such desire,
though he voted for that proposition and would

MaI.YE,

do so again because he believed it a proper and
wise measure. He understood that he was not
in good standing with a certain set of men
Farmington, Dec. 18.—A Mr. Royal of East who presumed to control the party, but it
very little to him.
Wilton, met with a horrible death last Satur- mattered
He was responsible to his constituents and noday afternoon. He was engaged at the time body else.
Those men affected to be special
hauling wood for Mr. Moody Chandler, at West champions of the President, but if he (Logan)
to get
Farmington. He went after a load about three were President he would think it wise It
was
rid of their assistance soon as possible.
o'clock, and as he did not come back within almost impossible to act an independent
part in
an hour, Mr. Chandler was fearful that somethe Senate now that these three or four men,
thing had happened and started to tiud him._ perhaps five, who undertake to control the
party call a caucus on any man who is disposed
He was found a short distance from the team
to be independent and threaten to read him out.
with one side of his head stove in and his colFor one he would act up to his convictions and
lar bone broken, with other bruises about the
I don’t believe,
run the risk of beiug read out.
said Mr. Logan, that the President fears an inperson. Life was extinct. It is supposed, as
vestigation, but you have made the country behe was subject to fits, that he had one and fell
lieve he does. 1 do not believe the Secretary of
off his load, being crushed between the load an 1
the Treasury fears an investigation, but you
have made the country believe he does. I do
the stulnp. Coroner Tuck was summoned, bat
not believe that any of the departments of the
he deemed an inquest unnecessary. The deGovernment fear an investigation, but you have
ceased leaves a wife and was about 28 years of
made the country believe they do. As to the
age.
ganization of the committee, it is peculiarofthat
inwhen the Senate divided on this question
XL1ID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
vestigating the public service twenty-four Senators voted for the proposition and thirty-five
against it; hut when it comes to the appointment of u committee seven members are taken
SENATE.
from the thirty-five and one from the twentyDee.
18.—Several
Washington,
petitions four. Of course there was no design in this,
were referred,
including one by Mr. Sumner of (laughter) but I fear the making up of the
tbe negroes of Rhode lslatul, stating that they
committee in this way does not reflect much
are outraged and degraded, asking the passage
credit to us twenty-four. (Laughter.)
of a supplementary civil rights bill.
Here the House bill in relation to steam boilMr. Fenton preseuted a memorial from the
ers used on the Mississippi river was taken
Presidents of the Canaudoga and Saginaw Salt
up and passed.
Compauies,charging that some Eastern seat imMr. Trumbull moved as an amendment to the
porters have issued a circular throughout the pending resolution his proposition to institute
country soliciting names to a petition for the. die committee to inquire into all the subjects
repeal of the salt daties aud alleging that the enumerated in his original resolution.
statements in said circular are false. They ask
Mr. Anthony moved to strike from Mr. TrumCongress to delay action on such petitions until
bull’s amendment all relating to the civil sersaid presidents forward documents giving a
vice, on the ground that the whole subject had
faithful exhibit of the facts.
been placed by law in the hands of the PresiA petition was presented from Boston and
dent.
New York merchants relative to the duties paid
Mr. Trumbull congratulated the Senators on
ou Russian hemp.
the other side upon the progress they had made
Mr. Corbett introduced a bill that the nationwithin the last few days. The Senators who
al banks oil the 12th of January, 1872, shall
last week regarded his resolution as outrageous,
have three per cent, in gold coin on hand of
and who were astonished as him for introductheir aggregate circulation, increasing therafter
ing it, were now able to tolerate it with comannually until they have 15 per cent, aud there- posure, and themselves were actually eager for
after to keep a reserve in gold instead of legal
an investigation, though in a somewhat differOrdered to be printed.
tenders.
ent way.
Mr. Trumbull then made an elaborMr. Conkling offered the following:
ate reply to Mr. Morton's argument on the
Whereas, It lias been declared in the Senate scope of his resolution, contending under it that
that at New York there exists and is maintainall the departments of the Government could
ed by government officers, under the name of
be investigated.
“General Order business,” a monstrous abuse,
The discussion was continued at length by
fraudulent in character; and
Messrs. Clayton, Blair, Trumbull, Edmunds,
Whereas, The following statement has been Cragin and
Sumner.
made by a Senator (here sets forth Air. Schurz’s
Mr. Anthouy’s amendment was adopted, 2U
statement about Mr. Ledt aud head of the
18
yeas
nays—Messrs. Logan, Fenton, Patter“General Order business” and the mysterious
son, Schurz, Sumner, Tipton and Tjrumbull
power sustaining him against the protests of
(Republicans)
voting in the negative. The
merchants aud the wish of the Secretary of the amended
proposition is as follows:
Treasury;) therefore,
That
the .Committee on InvestigaResolved,
Resolved, That the Committee of Investiga- tion and Retrenchment be instructed to
inquire
into the expenditures in all branches of service
into the matter fully and particularly whether
of the United States and report whether any
any collusion or improper connection with such
and what salaries or allowance ought to be rebusiness exists on thp part of any officer of the
duced, and what are the methods of procuring
United States, and further to inquire whether
accountability iu public officers or agents in the
any officer has been or is known by his superior
care or disbursement of public monies; whether
officers to be guilty of bribery, taking bribes or
monies have been paid out illegally; whether
other crimes or misdemeanors and the commitany omcers or agents, or orner persons nave
and
tee is authorized to send for persons
been or are employed in the public service withpapers.
out the authority of the law, or unnecessarilly
Mr. Anthony of Rhode Island, moved that
and generally now, anil to what extent the exMessrs. Buckingham, Pratt, Howe, Harland
penses of the service of the country may and
Stewart, Pool and Bayard be appointed a Re- ought to be curtailed.
trenchment Committee.
Mr. Wilson moved to amend this by providMr. Sumner said he was much surprised at
ing that the committee should luive power to
the composition of the committee, as he missed
send for persons and papers, appoint a clerk
the names of Trumbull, Schurz and others who
and report by bill or otherwise without providhad been active in pressing for an investigaThe
ing for its sitting during the recess.
tion, he thought such a course inexplicable and amendment was adopted. Yeas 27, nays 17.
Messrs. Conkling, Howe and Harlan did not
simply called attention to the fact that those
named by the resolution of Mr. Anthony had
vote.
taken no part either by speech or vote in urging
Mr. Vickers offered an amendment to the
this enquiry.
original resolution, substituting other Senators
Mr. Anthony said he believed the appointas
members of the committee. Lost. The
ment of the committee was strictly parliamenoriginal resolution naming the members of the
tary. The committee was voted for unanicommittee was then adopted. Yeas 42. Mr.
mously. Senator Trumbull had moved for a
Blair alone voting in the negative.
joint committee, and that been agreed upon he
Mr. Pool states that ho could not serve on the
(Trumbull) would have been entitled to the committee.
Mr. Conkling moved to take up his resolution
chairmanship, but the resolution under which
this committee was appointed was moved by
introduced and laid aside this morning.
himself (Anthony) and in appointed by the
Mr. Trumbull objected, and the resolution
chair, lie (Anthony) would have asked to be exwent over.
cused serving as chairman. He didn’t know
Mr. Carpenter from the Committee on Elecwhat the Senator means when he speaks to
tions, reported Mr. Norwood entitled to a seat
the Senators opposed to the enquiry, he did not
from Georgia, tor the term commencing on the
know that any Senator opposed the most search4th of March last, having been duly elected by
ing enquiry into any charges of corruption by the Legislature chosen next to that preceding
whomsoever made. It was the first time in his
the expiration of the former senatorial term,
experience that he ever heard a committee oband that the election of Foster Blodgett was
jected to on account of its character, and he without authority and void.
was glad that the first experiment had
been
At 10 o’clock, P. M., the Senate adjourned.
tried uixm Senators against whom so little can
HOUSE.
be said. Mr. Thurman disclaimed any disparA large number of bills were introduced, inagement of the character of the committee,
claiming that he was only enquiring whether cluding one punishing book, insurance, State
and government officials for bribery and corthe proposed committee was in accordance with
parliamentary usages. There was a rule, that ruption.
Mr. Stevenson introduced a bill making offia Senator moving an enquiry be put at the head
cers appointing and Congressmen recommendof such a committee; but Mr. Trumbull was not
dishonest and incompetent officials responat
its
head
in
to
the
of
ing
statement
put
response
sible for their misconduct.
Mr. Buckingham, that Mr. Trumbull
privately
Mr. Blair introduced a bill legalizing polydeclined to be cither chairman or on the committee.
gamist marriages in Utah and dismissing the
criminal proceedings against polygamists.
Mr. Trumbull said that after the Senate voted
Bills were introduced to amend the articles of
down the proposition for a committee and to
refer to it the subjects specified and then prowar; to repeal the bankruptcy act; to admit
Utah
as a State; to remove all
to
raise
a
committee
without
posed simply
powpolitical disabilities, and for enlarging the capitol grounds.
ers, except as the Senate should subsequently
The resolution directing the Iabrary Commitconfer upon it, he did decline to serve on a comtee to enquire into the copyright question, was
mittee raised in that way.
Mr. Thurman claimed that the minority had
passed.
not been consulted as to the selection of their
Thursday next is appointed for a general debate.
representation on the committee.
A resolution was adopted enquiring why
Mr. Bayard thought Mr. Sumner’s criticisms
just. He believed that the design in making Gen. Bulloch of the Freedmeu’s Bureau was
removed and the condition of his accounts.
up the committee with only one Democrat, was
Mr. Halderman of Pennsylvania, offered a
that when a Senator offers a resolution of inresolution
some
in
that
severity
he
particular
regretting the angryquiry
case,
implies
uo other case should lie investigated.
and
the
communist
Mr. Howe desired Mr. Bayard to understand
captured
prisoners.
Mr. Fierce of Mississippi, objected.
iiuu lie nvuiu
n»'*/
ill)
Mr. Halderman moved a suspension of the
vestigating any branch of the public service rules.
and would vote’for the most radical, sweeping,
Mr. Cox of New York, desired to offer an
investigation he knows how to contrive.
amendment condemning the Spanish atrocities.
Mr. Bayard accepted Mr. Howe's pledge and
The
woold otter as a substitute Mr. Trumbull's
Speaker decided that no amendment was
order. The House refused to suspend the
proposition, believing that although Mr. Conk- in
rules.
would
it
he
voted
before,
support
against
ing
Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts, offered a resolu,t now.
tion which was adopted: That while the House
Mr. Conkling said he voted against embodydeems
the action of foreign governments as
ing Mr. Trumbull’s proposition on the rules of
.he Senate, but was always ready to vote for
beyond its jurisdiction, it deeply sympathizes
with all efforts to establish self-government and
.he most sweeping investigations. The country
institutions, and with the families
diould understand that there was no m mobly
Republican
anu
friends of all who have lost their lives eithon
the
other
if public virtue by the gentlemen
er in the field or on the scaffold, in the cause of
tide, and Mr. Bayard knew him (Conkling)
civil liberty. Yeas 1.81, nays none.
well enough to know that he earnestly desired
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, introduced a
to discover and punish frauds.
bill declaring women entitled to suffrage under
Mr. Bayard claimed that there was inconthe 14th amendment.
sistency iu Sir. Coukling’8 position, as he voted
Mr. Kellogg of Connecticut offered a resoluagainst the investigation Thursday.
tion requesting the Ways and Means Committee
had
who
Mr. Bayard asserted that every man
a
early in January repealing the
attempted any endeavors to point out abuses in to report taxbilland
income
moved a suspension of the
the administration had been attauked and, il
rules.
possible, crushed. David A. Wells had been so
Mr.
of
moved to adjourn.
the
on
the
otherside-of
one
Spear
Georgia,
.rented. Svhenever
Carried, 109 to 80. Adjourned.
House asked for an investigation of fraud or
corruption he was accused of aiming at the
President. Why should the friends of the adWASHINGTON.
ministration identify their chief with its abuses?
OCEAN TELEGRAPHS.
Nevertheless the country would insist oil an inWashington, Dec. 18.—A bill introduced by
vestigation. The country would like to know
Poland to-day incorporates John
whether it was true, as stated by the New York
Representative
F. Miller, William G. Fargo, Paul Spofford,
Tribune, that the affairs of the Republican
Perry McDonald, Collins and others commisparty in New York State had been controlled sioners
on the part of the United States to
open
oy federal patronage under the management Of
subscription books for two ocean telegraphs,
It would like
one late collector of New York.
one from the western coast of the United States
to know whether it was true whether Cabinet
to China and Japau, the other from the Atlanliicers had gone into other States and intertic coast to Europe by the way of Bermudas
fered in State matters; whether, (or instance,
and the Azores or
die Attorney General of the United States
by ano other way approved
by the President, 'i'he stock of the Atlantic
went into North Carolina pending the State
is
fixed
at
eight millions and the Pacanvass involving an amendment to the State
Constitution and there attempted to intimidate cific lit twelve millions of dollars. The bill was
referred to the Foreign Committee.
voters by tolling them that after they had reREPORTS OF BANKS.
formed that Constitution and made it moie acceptable to the people, their actions woo d be
The comptroller of currency has called upon
Govthe
Federal
the
uullilied by
recognition by
the national banks for reports of their condiernment of the State Government, which had
tion at the close of business on the 10th inst.
been rejected by the voice of the people. The
DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT.
country would like to know whether it was true
The Supreme Court in the case of Semines vs.
that the Executive power ever cast its shadow
the City Fire Insurance Co. Hartford, reversed
into this Chamber and attempted to influence
the decision of the Circuit Court of Connectithe actions of Senators either by promises of
cut
in favor of the defendant, on the ground
of
to
reward or by threatening tones
vengeance
that the Connecticut statute provides a limitaoe taken upon those who had the misfortune to
tion of six years within which to commence a
All these were tit
oe the offender’s friends.
The effect of the decision is to discrimisubjects for investigation i but an investigation suit.
nate against limitation.
wilto effect anything must be made by men
LABORS COMPLETED.
ling to investigate. It was not a question of
character but of opinion. The Senator from
The Civil Service Commissioners have comIndiana (Morton), for instance, would be an
pleted their report, and to day submitted it to
unfit member of this committee, because he dethe President. The report is now in the hands
clared the other day that ours was the best
of the printers.
civil service in the world.
Mr. Morton reiterated his belief that our civil
NEW YORK.
service is better than that of any European
DEPOT BROKEN IN.
A TERRIBLE DEATH.

[Special Dispatch.]
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Company

country.
Mr. Conkling avowed his willingness

to

give

the Democrats another member of the committee. and said he had understood the Senator
from Delaware to ask nun tor information in
regard to certain alleged transactions connected
miSGELLANIiaVN NOTICE*.
with the recent State Convention in New York.
Mr. Bayard said his inquiry, so far as he
Stove Door Handles.—J. F. Hlidreth is
made one, was directed to a senior Senator from
handles.
with
stove
door
the
York.
New
city
canvassing
Mr. Conkling said he was a senior Senator.
Orders left at Kendall and Whitney’s promptlyMr. Bayard—1 meant same other Senator. I
attended to.
have been so accustomed to associate the idea of
youth and beauty with the Senator who has
Silver-Plated Ware.—This morning at 10
just spoken, that it never occurred to me that
o’clock Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co. will begin
he was senior Senator. (Laughter,), .•
tlie sale at auction of one of the most splendid
Mr. Kenton said, the inquiry of the Senator
from
Delaware seems to demand a word of rein
stocks of silver-plated ware ever exhibited
ply from me, I quite agree with my colleague
Portland. It bears the reliable trade-mark's of
that it is better not to bring this matter on the
the Wilcox Silver Plate Co., Holmes, Booth &
lloor of the Senate, but if it should seem propI shall attempt to show, and I
Hayden, Meriden, aud other famous manufac- er any time,make
such a case as will satisfy althink I can
The designs are all new, and some of
turers.
Senator
most every
present, that the inquiry of
them are remarkably elegant. The quality of
the Senator from Delaware was justified by the
facts of the case.
the plate is vouched for as of the best, and alMr. Krelinghuysen argued that the committee
most every variety of table ware is offered.
as proposed was in accordance with the requireHousekeepers and those intending to observe ments of parliamentary laws.
the obligations of tho holiday season should
Mr. Sumner argued that Mr. Buckingham
having asked Mr. Trumbull whether lie would
call early and examine this collection.
accept the chairmanship, showed that he believed him entitled to it according to parliamenJust Received—Ladies and Gents Gold
law, and this disclosure having been made
Watches, Boys Watches, Solid Gold Seal Rings tary
with regard to the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
Silver
and
for
Ladies
Gents,
Nap(new styles)
Trumbull), he would like to know whether the
Senator (Mr. Buckingham) had inquired whethkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Childrens Gold Rings,
er other Senators, Schurz, for instance, would
Fine Pocket Knives, Common and Russian
accept the position.
Leather Wallets, Nno Mechanical Toys.
Mr. Buckingham said he had not.
Mr. Sumner—Did the Senator get any inforExchange St.
mation with regard to the inclinations of the
C. Day, Jr. &*Co.
del9-5t
Senator from New Hampshire.
Mr. Buckingham—I made no inquiry in reHarding’s Edition of the Holy Bible with
gard to those Senators.
leaves for Photographs, just the thing for a
Mr. Sumner—Then it conies to this: The SenChristmas Present, at S. H. Colcsworthy’s, 92 ator from Connecticut (Mr. Buckingham), before
St.
taking the place of chairman, soothed his
Exchange
parliamentary conscience by ascertaining that
&
Merrill
Vet.—Sweetser
the Senator from Illinois (Trumbull) would not
The Best Chance
Goods
accept the place, but bis consilience did not rehave removed a lot of Fine Holiday
quire of him whether Messrs. Schurz or Patterto 169 Middle St.,
from their Wholesale Store
been pressson or any other Senator who had
wholesale
sell
at
will
which for ten days they
ing this inquiry would take the place.
constitution
of
that
the
save
Sir.
Hamlin
and
your money.
argued
i,rices
Give them a call
1
committee was in accordance with parliamentadcl9-0t*
ry law and eulogized the administration.
Mr. Patterson protested that he would not
German and
A Splendid assortment of
accept the chairmanship of the committee, as
at
Colcsworthy’s.
American Cliromos cheap,
he had enough of Unit kind of work. He was
perfectly satisfied with the organization of the
The IIygrodeik, for regulating the humidi- committee and confident that It had sufficient
of the air in the house or conservatory, is a usepowers. They could not. being honest men,
come to anv conclusion different from that arful instrument and a beautiful ornament. 1-or
rived at by the q];1 committee on retrenchment.
sale by G. H.
decl9th-tf
There was no doubt of the existence of these
Farley.
abuses, but they were the result of the war and
A Full line of Altemus Photographic Alits attendant circumstances, and would inevitabums at
bly appear under any administration.
Colesworthy’s.
Mr. Scott moved to add Mr. Casserly (DemoLinen Handkerchiefs in fancy boxes, great
crat) to the committee. Carried.
Mr. Logan said that it seemed to be assumed
variety at Anderson’s, 3 Deering Block,
_

by certain

BY TEIEGRAPH.

Saratoga, Dee. 18.—Two hundred feet of the
iron depot of the Rensellaer Railroad was
(.•crushed this afternoon by the weight of the
snow.
Nobody hurt.
NEWSDEALERS’ CASE.
Syracuse, Dec. 18.—The newsdealers indicted for selling obscene papers plead not guilty in
Court and gave bail for their trial in March.
One dealer, under instructions from John Stetson, of Boston, will appear to-morrow and demand a trial.
THE

VARIOUS MATTERS.

_

New York, Dec. 18.—The Brooklyn Aidermen have voted 810,000 for the use of the Board
of Health against small pox. The disease has
spread to East New York.
The great sugar case of the United States vs.
Weld & Co. lias been put over to await a full
panel of jurors,
Tweed, Jr,, is reported to have sold all his

property.

Maurice Daley beat Cyrille Dion at billiards
to-day, making the astonishing average of 1-3.
The gold suit of Davis against Smith, Gould
& Martin is again before the Superior Court on

motion to sot aside the verdict, on the ground
that the jury were tampered with and coerced.
Decision reserved.
a

1LLIHOI8.
SPECIAL JURY.

Chicago, Dec. 18.—A special grand jury lias
been ordered to investigate tiie charges of bribery against the members of the Common Council.
Chicago Silver Smelting Co.’s works,

Jefferson street,
Loss

$10,000

were

on

buriiod this afternoon.

to

$30,000.

A

FIENDISH PURPOSE.

No insurance.

explosive material, largely
phosphorus was thrown into some debris on
18th street to-day by three unknown men. An
A

quantity

of

shows that the liames which
been caused by its exposure to
had
not
the material been discovered,
moisture,
would have been inextinguishable.

| investigation
would have

NETEORDLOdirAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WK*THEI! REPORTS FOB THE TAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief

Signal)

Officer, Washington, D. C.,

>

Dec. 18 (7.00 1’. M.) 1
The barometer will probably rise during tonight, and on Tuesday from the Middle and
East Atlantic coast westward to the Mississippi, with partially cloudy and clear
weather. Fjesh northwest winds will proba-s
bly prevail tu-uiglit north am) east of
Virginia with clearing weatucr, the storm on
the New England coast clearing away to-night.
The small area of low barometer with rain,
will develop in Louisiana and Arkansas. Pleasant’weather will prevail on Thursday in tire
South Atlantic and Gulf States. Daugermis
winds are not anticipated to-night east of the
Rocky Mountains, unless possibly over a small

portion of Massachusetts Bay.

KU-KLUX TRIALS.

Columbia, Dec. 13.—In the Ku-Klux trial
to-day, the case of Hayes and Mitchell was
closed by an elaborate argument
by Keverdy
Johnson, who expressed the utmost horror at
the outrages to which the witnesses
testified,
hut contended that the evidence had not shown
the outrages to be the result of
any conspiracy,
nor connected the accused with their commission. The jury after
thirty-eight minutes of
consultation returned a verdict of guilty on the
<xmnt* viz > conspiracy to injure Jim
>V llliams for
having voted in 1870. The defence
gave notice of a motion for a new trial.
movement to impeach gov. SCOTT.

In the House of Representatives

to-day
investigating

arraigning

the

The
hotly
•Speaker ruled that a two-thirds vote was required to adopt the report, b c ius the
adoption
or its final
recommendation would be the first
step toward impeachment. This discussion was
overruled and the report adopted. At 6 o’clock
^lr. Bowen introduced a resolution that
R. R,
Governor of South Carolina, be impeached of
high crimes and misdemeanors. He also
introduced a similar resolution impeaching
otate Treasurer Parker. The resolutions were
laid over under the rules.
There was a large attendance and great ex-

citement.

KENTUCKY.
LIGHT DAWNING UPON THE CROSS ROADS.
Louisville, Dec. 18.—The convention of the
Rar of Kentucky adjourned Saturday, after
adopting resolutions recommending the Legislature to modify the laws of evidence so as to
admit negro testimony on an equality with
white; also to dispense with incompetency oil
account of crime to allow husband and wife to
testify for and against each other in civil and
criminal cases, except as to communications
made by one to the other, and allow depositions
of non-resident or infirm witnesses in criminal
cases.
NEBRASKA.
ANOTHER SNOW STORM.

Omaha, Dec. 18.—Trains on the Pacific railroad are from -'-8 to ‘.Hi hours behind time. The
report that seventeen emigrants were frozen to
death in the late storm proves untrue. Fortyseven hunters were caught in the storm and
suffered severely, but escaped.

BRITAIN.

TjONbon, Dec. 18, evening.—The official bul-

letin from Saneringham says the Prince of
Wales passed a quiet day.
The Prince’s groom died to-day from
typhoid
fever.
THE TIMES ON AMERICAN AFFAIRS.

The Times contains an editorial
upon American affairs, the
topic being Grant’s message and
the accompanying documents full
copies of
which have been received by mail.
xiiturs

any a

struuK wiin

it la

astonisil-

inent by the exposition of the unbounded facilities for the production of the United States.
The Times expresses the belief that as a geuerthing the propositions of the Secretary of our
Treasury should be adopted. It nevertheless
hopes that the American Congress will reject
Mr. Boutwell’s proposal for giving subsidies to
persons employing American built iron steam-

ships.

FRANCE.
OPPOSITION TO

Paris,

TIIE

18.—Meetings of the memtiers
of the Republicans left ami of the Union Republicans of the assembly were held yesterday
in opposition to the entry of the Orleans Princes
into the assembly.
Gambetta was the chief
speaker at the latter meeting.
There

Dec.

QUESTION.

long and animated debate in the
assembly to-day upon the right of the Orleans
wras a

Princos to seats. President Thiers was absent
but Casimer Pereire, who represented him, said
that while Thiers does not insist that the Orleans Princes are under any binding engagement not to sit in the assembly, he cannot at
present, release them from their promise not to
do so.
Desjardin moved the restoration to the Princes of all their rights to this
proposition. The
deputies of the left violently objected and in so
doing drew a comparison between the Orleamsts
and Napoleon.
A motion was made by the supporters of
Thiers that the assembly pass to the consideration of the order of the day and the motion of
Desjardins. They were both rejected by considerable majorities.
Subsequently a motion
which skillfully avoids all advice and responsithe
bility upon
subject was passed with but two

disseuting votes.

SWITZERLAND.
THE ARBITRATION COMMISSION.

Geneva,

Dec. 18.—The commissioners for
the arbitration of the Alabama claims held a
formal meeting to-day. Count Selopis, the
Italian member, was chosen President, and the
commission adjourned until the 15th of June.
RUSSIA.
FURLOUGHS IN THE RUSSIAN ARMY.

St. Petersburg, Dec. 18.—In consequence
of the pacific circular from Count Andrassy to
the diplomatic representations of the Austrian
empire abroad the Czar has issued a decree
granting furloughs to 50,000 of the Russian
army.
INDIA.

FLOOD—10,000

TERRIBLE

PEOPLE

HOMELESS.

New York, Dec. 18.—Mail advices from India state that the river Guuiti rapidly rose the
night of September 15th, overflowed the banks,
the flood lasting three days and three nights,

«*ntl

«wuy ult.uU tl>r»«>

the

howiaoa

tu

city and in the vicinity of Jounpur, rendering 10,000 persons houseless. There was much
suffering as there was a lack of food, and the
indigo harvest had

been

a

partial

__

Embroidered Linen Sets at great
Anderson's, 3 Leering Block.

failure.

MEXICO

THE REVOLUTION ON THE WANE.

City of Mexico, Dec. 11,
via Havana, Dec. 18.

MARINE DISASTERS.

Halifax, Dec. 18.—The schooner Cornan
has been wrecked at St Pierre. The crew were
saved.
J. Crosby, mate of the schooner W. E. Hard,
was killed to-day by the breaking of a chain on
the marine railway at Yarmouth.
•
THE GOVERNMENT CENSURED.

Toronto, Dec. 18.—The House has voted an
address of censure on tlie government for not
resigning after the previous defeat. The majority against the government was l'J. Gen.
has announced his intention of refact at

signing, and will probably announce the
the opening of the House to-morrow.
Ileins.

The London Times denies that there is any
truth in the report that the Czarowiteh made an
assault upon the Prince of Reuss.
The French bark Costa Rica from Havre for
Buenos Ayres, was run into Sunday night by
an uuknown vessel off the Isle of Wight and
sunk carrying down seventeen of her crew. The
unknown vessel lmrried off aud made no attempt to render assistance.
The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland has issued a
proclamation forbidding all processions or asNo trouble from
semblages in Londonderry.
the Catholics is anticipated but the intentions
of the “Boys of Derry*’ are unknown and it is
feared they may attempt offensive demonstrations.
Public rejoicing took place in Windson, Eng.,
yesterday on account of the convalescence of
A number of oxen and
the Prince of Wales.
sheep we roasted and all the poor fed.
..

C

il...

_ll_„

apprentices of Londonderry attempted to
parade under the leadership of Johnstone memthe

ber of parliament, but were broken up and
made to desist by a cavalry charge.
Several

injured.
The opposition

were

the government in Prince
Edward Island is in a majority in the assembly.
to

TELEGRAPHIC ITEMS.
Joe Coburn says he is going to retire from the

prize ring.

The loss on the Boston ball to the Grand
Duke Alexis was 83762.31.
Nathaniel

urday night

Gookiu, aged 58, was killed Sat"while trying to cross a

in Lowell

railroad track.
Dr. Marion of Omaha, who is missing, is
supposed to have fled to escape arrest for abortion.

Schooners Falcon and My Cousin, reported
lost, have arrived at Halifax.
Edward Lynch, a railroad
killed at Manchester, Monday.

brakeman,

The report of the committee of
shows that the Ocean Bank lias

830,600,

was

investigation
a surplus of

At La Grange, Indiana, Chauncey Barnes
has been found guilty of the murder of Miss

Dwight.
Sixty-two

death from

small-pox

occurred in

Cincinnati last week.
It is said that Vannar, who killed his wife in
Lynn, Saturday, has another wife living in
but this does not seem

probable.

Three qnarrymen, walking on the railroad
track near Mllburn, N. J7, Saturday, were
killed, and a fourth seriously injured by a loco-

motive.
A Port Jarvis dispatch says there are twenty
miles otfreiglit cars west of that place waiting

transportation.

A caboose car was thrown from the track into
the ravine near Salem, Va., on Saturday. Conductor Fagiri and a negro were killed. The
car took fire, burning both bodies and two spans
of the bridge.
Over four thousand pensions were paid in
New York last week, including General Dix
and Thurlow Weed, who were privates iu the
war of 1812.
Two freight trains on the Michigan Central
railroad collided at Niles, about nine miles from
Chicago. Both locomotives were demolished,
ten or twelve cars smashed, and three men
killed. Both engineers and one fireman were
among the killed, and two others were severely

injured.

4- committee of

the

Illinois legislature is in

Session at Chicago to see what can be done to
restore the burnt records of real estate.
They
found by inquiry at an abstract maker’s that

abstracts can he furnistied of transfers during
the past thirty years, and steps will probably
be taken to purchase them.

Wyoming Legislature adjourned
day night.
The

Receipts—2,000 bids flour.
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour.
Charleston, Dec. 18.—Cotton dull; Middling

Coles-

at

lands 19c.

Ladies’ Silk Ties for 25c at

Satur-

Great

Bargains

variety

Haydn

COMPRISING

HSBJIAM KOTZaiUNAB,

_* CodJacMr.

ill}.

Lon’t bum you fingers opening stove doors
and get cross and say unpleasant things, when
you can avoid this by ordering Mr. Hildreth to
put a handle to the doors at a cost of 25 cents.

Liverpool, Dec. 18.-10.30 A. M.-Cntt™ quiet;
Middling uplands lOd; do Orleans luld; sales 1’000

Tuesday Evening,

THE

17Jd.
Antwerp, Dee.

T. M.—Petroleum 47f. 50c.

18—3

List.
Broker’s Board, Dec. 18.]
[Sales
United States Sixes, 188t.
United States 5-20s, 1862,.
Boston and Maine Railroad....
Eastern Railroad.
Michigan Central Railroad...
Unlou Pacitic Railroad.
Pepiierell Manufacturing
at

117}
109
140
jttj
110
07

16g

the

FIRST BAPTIST SOCIETY
Will hold a

Stomach, Liver, Heart, Lungs or Genital Organs become weakened, and disease in the
form of Dyspepsia, Disease of the Heart, Weak

In

Admission free.

_declGth-ded&wlt
By J* Marian Simn, M. D.
[From The Medical Gazette of June 24th, 1871.]
For about 8 months I have been
using Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of Pinus
Canadensis in affections of the rectum, vagina
and cervix uteri, and I consider it a most valuable remedy. I have used it diluted with wa-

MTW&T

FLTIEJSTT HALL.

PROF.

STONE,

Will

BIOLOGICAL

vaginal wash, with great success; but I
prefer to apply it to the os tineas on cotton
wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or

And in the Chorus

Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three days and
then be renewed.
In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginitis remedies in a few
days that had resisted the ordinary remedies
for weeks; I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrhoe disappear very rapidly under its use.
I have not time to say all that I could about

to conclude

Perfect
Will be

With an array of eminent Artists, aided by tbe
Great Thomas Orchestra increased to its present
magnificent proportions—this will form One •€ the

Grand

generally.

Will hold

AT TIIE

Ob the Afternoon and Evening of Saturday, December 23d.

Scotch Havelock Cap worth
Maher & Co.’s
Opp. Post Office.

A

REFRESHMENT

CITY

reiined oil.

Receipt* by Railroad*

Ball

b

_

Tickets One Dollar, admitting
had at Lite door.
N. B. Clothing checked free.

Geut and Ladies,

Will

commence

can

3r~

SATURDAY.
N. B.—At the close of this term. Mr. Gee will give
his school a S »cial Party in City Hall, with Chand1

er’s Full Band.
Assembly every
Pl»ly at the Hall.

Monday Evening.

For

particulars

no30dtt

LITTLE BAREFOOT
UU

ADAMS

Telegraph Co.
675
Pacitic Mail..
JJ!
N. Y. Cent ral an 1 Hudson River consoli lated.... 915
N. Y, Central and Hudson River consoli.lated
sep 8i|

Erie.
Erie preferred.
Harlem.

3lS
c-.a

preferred.! 126*
!!.*.*!.*.*.*!!! 115J
Michigan Central..
1!....’. 1!!'. 118*

Lake shore & Michigan Southern. 60*
Illinois Central.
132
Cleveland & Pittsburg.
86*
Chicago & Rock Island.
104
Milwaukic & St. Paul.
513
Mihvaukie & St. Paul preferred.
763
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. ’/
97
The following were the quotations for Union
Pacific
securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
mos
Union Pacific do.
l.r,.
Union Pacific stock.\ [ \ [. o«}
Union Pacific land grants
781
Union Pacific income bonds.hi
Dome.tic markets.
New YonK, Dee. 18—Evening.—Cotton dull and Jo
sales
2U47
lower;
bales; Midoliug uplands 1'jJc.—
Flour dull aud heavy; sales 3300 bbls; State 3 80 ®
7 10; round houu Otdo 645® 7 33; Western 5 80 (a)
7 25; Southern 0 70 ® 9 25.
Wheat very dull and
n >Wi«al; No 2 Spring 1 48 ® 1 53; Winter lted Western 1 55 ® 1 00; White Michigan 1 65
® 1 75. Corn
firm; sales 88,000 bush; new Mixed Western 774 (ii)
7SJc. Oats dull and heavy; sales 23,000 bush; Ohio
aud Western 55J ® 56e.
Beef steady. Pork quiet
and firm; mess 13 62 @ 13 70. Lard
heavy at 9 @
Butter quiet. Whiskey lower an I fairly
active; sales
at 92 ® 921c. Klee is quiet at
8} ® 9c. Sugu- firm;
Muscovado 9 ® 10c; refining 94 ® 9Jc.
Coffee firm;
Rio 18 @20ic. Mol isses quiet; New Orleans 48 u 56e.
Naval Stoves—Spirits Turpentine firm at 674 ®
68c;
R win very firm at 5 85 for si rained. Petroleum
quiet;
crude 13c; refined 22j ® 22Jc. Talluw dull; sales at

ujc.

9® 94c,

Freights Liverpool dull.
New YonK, Dec. 18.—Cattle market—Boevcs low
and dull, prices from 8@ 12c aud 13® 14e for
fancy;
receipts 7277 he;ul. Sheep aiul Lambs higher ami
lii pi; Sheep 5 \s$ 8*c for common to choice; Lambs 6
be; receipts 24,000 head.
Hogs steady; all otleriugs sol l at 4 87 (c£ 5 12 for live, uni 51 @ 63c for dressed ; receipts 49,000 head.
C111C2VGO, Dec. 18.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
in fair demand ; No 1
Spring at 1 24*; No 2 do 1 1<H@ * y*..Corn is quiet and unchanged
? ‘I11..1
to

tu

McCORRISON'S,

A FEW STEPS FROM

MUSIC HALL!
•

Where you will find

a

splendid assortment of

Boots, Shoes

and

Slippers.

W.e have a full line of new goods for the Holidays. 1
Toilet Slippers, all styles, 75c to $2.75.

288

uf 18-30. L int 'is
Bulk meats

unchanged.

'=

Liue H*igs relive aud

higher at 4 00 @ 4 4u; Dressed do at 4 90 tal5 00. Whiskey quiet at 88c.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat, 169,-

000 bush corn, 36,QUO bush
oats, 3,000 bush rye, 27,000
bush barley, *9,ooO lu gs.
^hy»ments—5,000 bbls flour, 1.000 bush wheat, 8.0^0
hush corn, 10,000 bush oais, 2,000 bush rye, 6,000 bu.-li

barley, 5,000 hogs.

Cincinnati, Doc. 19,—Park dull at 13 75 Q 13 87$*
Lard drooping at i:i (*> 9*c, Hulk moats dull and lower; shoulders 5*; sides 8 @ 6*c for fully cured, Ba-

dull; shoulders 6$ @ 7c; sides

7j (a; 7Je.

Live

l'izarro,
MUSIC, &c.

Wednesday Eve’ng,

Dec.

20th,

Lodge,

MALI.,

Mechanics’ Building, Congress st.
5*37“Re fresh i. ents at reasonable prices.
Doors oixn at 7| o’clock, to commence at 8.
Admission 25
dclStd

eta._

SAL HIS.

Elegant Silver Plated
AT
On

Ware

CUTLERY,

AUCTION.

Tur.dny,

19,

Bee.

10 n’clU, A. M.,

nl

and coutinue until all 1«

2|

city, consistiug

Mold,

P. M. each

day.
ever

in

part of.

roa Sets, Card aud Cake Baskets,

Fruit Stands

Spoon Holders, Fruit Dishes,
Mugs and Goblets,
lee and Water

Pitchers,

Dinner, Breakfast, and Pickle Castors,
Cake, Pie, and Fruit Knives,

Celery Stands,
Vapkin Rings, Knife Rests,
Butter, Pie and Cake Knives,
Fish Knives and Forks,
Fruit and Oyster Forks,

Soup, Oyster, Gravy and Cream Ladles,
Table Forks, Spoons, Ac.
All

bearing
Plate Company, Holmea, Booth & Hayden'
oilier equally reliable manufact un...
qunuruplc, triple, or doable plat*
the

reliable trade mark of the Wilcox

Silver

tiered tan and
All

Fine Table and Pocket

PREBLE HOUSE.

OPPOSITE

ALLAN

LINE!-

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYIXQ

Useful ami Elegant

Passengers Booked
derry and Liverpool.

to London-

Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates,
The Steamship
PRUSSIAN, Capt Dutton, will leave this port for
Liverpool on
Maturilny, December 2.’Ird.
immediately after tho arrival of tlie Train of the
nevious day from Montreal.
To be succeeded by the NESTORIAN, Capt. Aird,
M

>n

offered to the

cserve.

Sealed

Proposals

received for building a Masonic Hall at
Yarmouth Corner until December 25th, at 12
D’clock A. M.
Plana and specifications can be obtained of tl.e undersigned at his dwelling house. The committee re8erve the
right to reject any or all

WILL

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

^

doclC-td

STOCK OP

Millinery

and

Fancy Goods

BY AUCTION.
IVIonilay
ONo'clock
P.
Msllinery

ami
One six

next

!?!.,

Bee.
shall

18th,

we

sell

at

the

‘1 l-'J
stock oi

Fancy Goods, together with the fixfoot iShow Case, Shelf B.<xes, Bonnet

Stands, Stools, Tables, Stoves, L »un,'«\ Ac., in »t< re
No. 241 Congress Street, occupied by Miss I. J(.

Woodside.
These g tods were all purchased new within two
rears, and selected expressly for retail trade.
F. 0. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
The above sale is postponed to
on account of the weather.

L)eo|2cth,

WEDNESDAY* *
dclutd

auctionT

at

lirnry Taylor A fo.-J. K.Oagood, Ancl’r.
SPECIAL SALE OF

the 3oth.

Passage to Londonderry ami Liverpool, Cabin (nctordiug to ficcommoi lath >ns).g/O to 880
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabiu Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
3ight Drafts on England for small amounts apj.lv to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No« 3 Iudia Street.
^
Portland, Dec. 5-tf

Holiday Gifts,

public before.
Sale positive. Every article offered sold without

tures.

THE

Canadian and Ini ted State, nail..

Cntlerj

American and English manntaeture, in
every
variety and finish.
We ask Ladies and Gentlemen to call at onr room*
ind examine these clegum and reliable
gtorig, feeling
confident, if they will, they will pronounce them U.a
incst display of plated go sis ever in this
city.
So favorable an opi>oriuniiy to buy
)f

Congress St.

_declOdlw_

Oil

Paintings

and Chroinos I

Wednesday,

Dec. 20th, at 2 o’clock, P.M.,
shall sell at Henry Taylor & Co’s Aucti n
Rooms, 14 Exchange Street, a rare collection
af Oil Paintings and Ihr.itios in Bcautiiu, Frium ..
Tills collie 1.m embrace, mauy line specimens or a. t,
and the sale Oilirs a g >ldin opportunity to the citizen, of P'rtlund to obtain VALUADLE HOLIDAY
PRESENT'S at their own prices.
Catalogue furnished ami the entire collection of 200 pictures on zliibiti n two days previ ins to the Bale. Ladies art.
esj>ecially invited lo attend.
HENRY TAYLOR it CO., Auctioneers.
Portland, Dec. 16, 1871.
dcl8td

WE

be

g^pHREYg

Per order of tho Building Committee.
Yarmouth, Dee. 13.1871.__

MRS.

E.

II.

laid

Millinery

and

-or

WEST

THE—

GORHAM

HOUSE,

BY AUCTION.
TUESDAY, Dcc'r 26th, 1871, commandite at
ten o’clock A. M..
ON
Khali sell the entire Fintiturc and
of

Fixtures
West Gotham House, considParlor chamber, Office,
Dinidg-Room au.l
Kitchen iurniture, Crockery,
Bedding, Stoves, C::rpets, Ac. Also the Fixtures of Staple* together with
^
Sleigh, Wagons, Harneswo,
mg of

Fancy Goods

nas been removed to

Casco st., 2tl door from Congress,
And will be sold at, the greatest bargains ever known
in Portland. This is a nice chance to buy
Holiday
Goods. A large lot of Human Hair, Ladies’ anil
Children’s Koadv-Mude Underwear, Holder, and
Gloves. $1.50 Kl.Ls selling for 75 cets.
Justcalland
see for yourself, aucl you will feel well
paid for Jvour
trouble.

Piuking and Stamping done to order.

Entire Furniture and Fixtures

we

HATCH'S

STOCK OF
Mess
hi 111.

ct n-

of

Scenes from

vas never

Harlem

ling.

A

BUT

6’s.113j

Stocks:
Western Union

sisdng

rare.

iooo, new.11,5*

Stocks dull and heavy at @*$ lower; the decline
most market! in Pacitic Mail, Lake
Shore, Wabash, Ol io and Western Union.
The following were the closing quotations of

T.

miscellaneous Entertainment given,

second term for instruction In

his

G.

of

GEE,

Dancing for Young Ladies, Masters an l Misses, at
iis Academy, corner of Brown and Congress sts., on
Wednesday, Dee. 13th at half past. 2 o’clock in the
iftern w>n, and continue.every WEDNESDAY hnd

firm
settle-

was

O.
a

decl6td.

sr C I 1ST
MR. A. B.

Uni to l States 5-20’s 1867.115*
United States 5-iiu’s 1868.115*
United States 10-40’s., coupon.»o9*

Currency

I.
There bo

Vases, Boquet Holders,

closing quotations

ciuucn

Manic By C'hnmller.
An extra Car will return to the City at the close of
the entertainment.
Tickets of Admission, 25 cents; Children under 12,
10 cents. Doors o.*cn at t> o’clock.
dcl4td

Berry Dishes,

>e

was

securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1174
United States 5-jo’s 1862.low
United States 5-20’b 1864.low
United States 5-20’s 1865, old
ill}

evening.

this

Floor Director—J. H. REILLY.
AIDES:
P. O. Sullivan, W. Casey,
J. E. Farrf.ll,
r. J. Swift,
J. Haley,
J. McGlynn,
L\ O’Brien,
J. c. Boland,
M. Quinn.

I)

Fancy
Articles, a Children's
11*1 V... _11...1

T..I.1

us

Prompter.

Carolina 6’s.
South Carolina 6's,
New York, Dec.
18—Evening.—Money was active
throughout the flay, and at the close demand from the
stock brokers was very
pressing. Early call loaus
ranged from currency to 7 per cent. Gobi, but the
final transactions were at 1-32
1-16 per cent, per

ment

L'i.

usual.
A Charade and Short Drama, to be followed by a
Gypsy Scene, will be among the attractions of tl»a

The Committee will endeavor to make this, their
Irst Ball, as interes ing as possible.
Music by Raymond’s Full Baud. J. W. Raymond,

CO
81
new.
12
new. 24

ot credits.
Gold weak at 109 @
109J: carrying rates 7 per cent.
and 1-32 per cent. The clearances am muled to
32,000,000. Governments were quiet and firm. State
bonds heavy and lower.
The following are the
of Govern-

n

Refreshment h

Khali ten the hrwrt and mwt
magnificent
WE
atnek of SIL\ Ell PLATED
fWARE,
rered in

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 27, ’71.

5’».!!.!!!!.!!!

Levee In the

THE

A Table for the sale of

TNiiil.. onii

ON
%

a

OF

CIIURCH.
WEDNESDAY EVE’G, DEC. 20th.

LANCASTER HALL

Georgia 7’s....T...........

Sterling Exchange
l09j @ 1601. The advance was due to large

Will hold
VESTRY

At 10 A. M. and

-AT-

Missouri 6’s.97
Louisiana 6’s, ol 1.!!...!!!!.! 61
Louisiana 6’s, new.'
50

at
ments

UNIVERSALIST SEWING CIRCLE,
STEVENS’ PLAINS,

_AUCTION

HALL,

Will give their first

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, Dec. 18—d/o/*jti/i7*~Gold 109.
Money
7 per cent.. Sterling Exchange 1091
109J. Stocks
steady. State Stocks very heavy.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6*8, new. C5
Virginia 6’s, new.
(57

(hem for tu. ning stocks.

THE LADIES OF TIIE

Mrmbrra of Pornhonlaa

Annual

!~

L E V E E

At GRAND ARMY

The Wolfe Tone Association

Grand

18tli,
dcISul w

BY THE

t>e obtained of the members of the Union.
The Comiltee will exercise their discretion in tho
lisposal of tickets.
doclStd
Clothing taken care of with, lit charge.

—239 bales ami 17 crates rags, 76 bdls leather, 206 winflow weights, 12 casks soda ash, 106 bdls ware, 7 obis
oil, 20 bales cotton, 1 do burlaps, 75 pkgs to order.

North

LANCASTER 1IALL,

MUSIC —CHANDLER'S FULL BAND.
Tickets $1.25, admitting gentleman and ladles; to

and

present term with

On Monday Evening, December
Ticket admitting Gent with Ladies 75 eta.

AJ(D

ftteamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk. 700 bl»ls
flour, 26 cars lumber, 1 do sleds, 4 do clapboards, 1 do
corn, 4 do>potatoes, 1 do laths, 3 do wheat, 2 do splints,
l do starch, 1 do heads, 1 do oats, 3 do sundries; for
Lower Provinces—1G00 bbls flour, 1 car peas, 1 do sundries for Allan Steamers—29 cars freight.
Steamer Forest City from Boston—10 cases
and 10 bales domestics, 40 bdls chair
stock, 51 boxes
pickles, 10 hhds molasses, 50 firkins lard, 10 bbls vinegar, 5 do alcoliol, 10 do sugar, 33 bales cotton, 41 do
wool, 300 bars and 100 bdls iron, 20 bdls pasteboard,
160 hides, 10 hay cutters, 250 window
weights, 5 coils
cordage, 5 frails dates, 15 sewing machines, l piano, 2
cooking ranges, 15 bags pipes, 42 cases shoes, 10 bags
oysters, 80 pkgs to order; for Canada and up county

Alabama

ASSEMBLY.

On

Christmas Night, Monday, Dee. 25,

Sell Falco—1200 bbls flour, 109 gals

Nil.

Dec’r 19th,

J. W. RAYMOND wi.l close his
Grand Assembly at

a

Typographical Union,

tons of
*J L Former.
N. S. Steamer Chase—6 crates skins
2 do do to C H Fling.

JOHN,

Tuesday Evening,

decl8td

PORTLAND

HALIFAX,
to Hart & Co;

HALL,

Terms—lilies $2.00. Gents $f.00.
Last six evenings to bo assemblies with full Band
without extra charge to pupils.

-BY-

Foreign Imports.
PICTOU, N. S. Brig Deborah S Soule—520

ST

the patron-

GRANDBALL,

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

7|

Mr. J. W. Raymond would announce to the citiof Per 1 tnd that he will open his second term oi
Dancing School at the abive named Hall on

TABLE

will also be spread, and the managers ask
age of ihcir friends and the public.
AdmiMHiou Free !

Post Office.

at

dec-ltd

—AT—

RECEPTION BOOH, City Hall,

For $1.50 you can buy a genuine Scotch
Havelock Cap at
Maiier & Co.’s,

ro

sale of

a

Fancy and Useful Articles,

Sleigiis. Pungs, Lap Robes, Blankets, Halters, Circingles, and everything in connection
with driving at the Bazaar, 14
Exchange and
declS-lw
Repository, to Federal street.

coal

Assembly at
HALL!

one more

The Ladies’ Guild of St. Paul’s Church

dec9-d4w

commence

LANCASTER

!_

FRIDAY EVE’G, Dec. tf*d
Tickets 50 cents.
dcl9td
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.

ease, can resist this unequalled vegetable tonic
which is unpolluted by any distilled or fer-

several Choi:

Dancing Academy

QUADRILLE BAND,

give

opened at GJ, Concert to

ON

systems and hope will spring up in their hearts.
No ease of Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Intermit
tent Fever, Kheumatism, Gout or kidney dis-

Opp.

Gifts !

LANCASTER

ommend Dr. Walkers California Vinegar
Bitters. Before they have finished the first
bottle, they will feel the restorative principle

decl5-dtja25

Holiday

take

Will

To those whe are bowed down by nervous
Debility, and despair of ever recovering the
vigor and mien of manhood we earnestly rec-

a

Shower of

WEBB’S

perform

will

Mrs. Smith and Mr. Winch will render favorite selections by request, to bo announced
hereafter.
TICKETS—including reserved seats, One Dollar
each—for sale at Stockbridge's Music Store, E*change street, where may also be obtained Librottoes of “The Creation.'* Hoi lers of Season Rehearsal
Tickets can secure reserve seats on payment ol 'il

zens

ONLY ONCE MORE

declGtli-lw

$1.50 buys
$2.50 at

Jan. 1st.

CS^Go one anil all, old and young to Fluent Hall.
Admission (only) 25 cents; Reserved Seats 50 cents.
Children under 12, to Second Seats 15 cents; Reserved Seats, 25 cents.
Doors open at 7 o’clock; to commence at 8.
Tickets for sale at Hawes & GTagin’s, 77 Middle st,
uid at the door.
dclOdtf

Co., Drug-

ever

and

Dec. 20,

Young Gentlemen, take your Lady Friends to
wtnosH the marvel ms phenomena of Electro-Bi >l
'gy,
ind secure some of the beautiful
presents distributed
each night.

purity.

omoinaiioua

urnniirHi

Orehrstrn

Overtures,

SEANCES !

your Children. They will be both
unused, ami supplied gratis with Holiday Presents.
Husbands, take your Wives to this highly respectable Entertainment.

that it will soon be recognized
as a valuable addition to our Materia Medica.
Knowing Mr. Kennedy as I do,I can confidently commend him to my professional brethren.
His method of manufacturing the extract is
such as to warrant it of uniform strength and

Hi ami

I’uileil for a Musical Entertainment in this country.
Previous to the rendering of the Crcallpn, The

Doors

distribute each evening, including a valuable
Oold Hunting Cane Watch.

Parents,

am sure

liquor.

Monday,

on

by

o'clock.

And continue every evening up to and including
MONDAY, Jan. 1st, (Sunday excepted) positively

glycerine and rose-water.

Soloist4;

as

CHAS. McLELl.AN.of Bath.BarPnre.
MR. JOHN L. SHAW, of Portland.Bas> o.

as a

Wednesday Evening:,

Artists

MRS. H. M. SMITH, of Boston.Soprano.
MRS. HARRIET CAM.MET WETHER BEE,
<*

cents.

his

resume

brilliant Pianists in tbe World!

following distinguished

And the

■iurKi

FAIR AIVD LEVEE
In the Vestrj of the Church Corner of Congress and Wiirtio! streets, on WEDNESDAY
anti THURSDAY ul :n x>us anil evenings. December 20th an 1 21st.
A variety of useful and fancy articles, Chromng,
&e., suitable for Holiday presents, will be for sale,
also the usual refreshments at
o’clock, and during
each evening.

Lungs or General Debility, follow with their
accompanying trains of evil. Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypopliosphitea restores tone

KREBS,

MARIE

of the most

one

MR. SAMUEL THURSTON, of Portland... .Ten. r.
MR. J. W. WINCH, of Boston.Bate).

Christmas!

The Ladies of

M’LLE

Portland.Soprtin n.

ENTERT AINM ENTS.

Merry

Orchestra,

ASSISTED BY

tbe

_

If the mind is impaired by age or other
causes, the sympathetic nerves become debilitated, and through the nerves the muscles of the

19,

CREATION!

Thomas

Boston niork

There are no diseases of
theurino-geuital organs, be what they may, but what can be expelled from the system by Smolander’s BuCHii.
Aggravated cases of kidney, bladder and
glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, diabetes, gravel and female irregularities
readily succumb by an occasional dose of this
extraordinary medicine. In a word, it restores
health to the human frame.
declil-eodlw

mented

HALL,

Liverpool. Dec. 18—1.30 P. M.—Cotton dull; sales
PORTLAND,
12,000 bales. Tallow 16a.
Dec.
1871.
Doc.
18—5
Paris,
P. M.—Rentes closed at 56f.-30c.
London, Doe. 18—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 92}
On which occasion will be
HAYDN’S
ORApresented
for money and account.
TORIO OF
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,924; do 1865,
old, 93}; do 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-40’s, 91}.
Liverpool, Dee. 18-5 P. M.—Cotton closed dull; >
Middling utilanjs lod; do Oilcans 104; sales 12,000 i
bales. Spirits Petroleum 12 <gt 13d; reliued do 174 (gj
ACC0MHAN1ED BY THE FULL

All kiuds of fish and
6oups and meats, by
the use of a desert
spoonful of the famous Halford Leicestershire Table
Sauce, are made to
taste lietter, and to
prove more wholesome. To
be had of all good
grocers.

New York, 1st June, 1871.
For sale by W. W. Whipple &
gists, Portland, and by ^Druggists

THE

CITY

London. Dec. 18-1.30 P. >L—Consols 92} for money

toudu.ior.

TIIO'IAM,
AT

and account.

received.

it; but I

Orchestra !

Fifty-one Eminent Artists.
TIIE3DOK

bales.

Tiie headquarters for the “Brilliant kerosene
burner is with J. F. Land & Co., cor. Exchange
and h ederal streets. The “mammoth
size’’jus^

muscles.

Thomas
-OF-

DOC‘ 18~U-30 A- M.-C. S. 5-20'»

186>R97KF°RT’

the mind, the nerves and the
this way it overcomes disease.

Theodore

London. Doc. 18—11.30 A. M.—Consols 921 for
*
money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’a 186> 9°4- do 1865
*’
Ola, 93}; do 1867, 93J; do 10-10’s,

in Christmas Goods at Fitz-

A

OF 250 VOICES

AND THE CELEBRATED

gerald’s.

to

Association

CHORUS

up-

uplands 18}c.

Colesworthy’s

at

Concert

BY THE

European tHarkels.

Brackets in great

con

Combination

Mobile, Doc. 18.—Cotton dull and heavy; Middlin'*
•

Co.’a.

Rea

graniT

!
;

Savannah, Dec. 18.—Cotton unsettled and droopiug; Middling upands 18] @ 18}c.

&

Fitzgerald’s

entertainments.

Milwaukee, Dec. 18.—Flour nominal.
Wheat
easier; No 2 at 1 194 cash. Oats scarce; No 2 Miied
at 41c. Rye is steady; No 1 at 64c; No 2 Sprinz 6uc
*

Foreign Export*.

j
|

Gen. Oavillo is pronounced at Perote against
the government. Gov.
Vargas with a large
body of troops are pursuing lum.
An American brig is lying iu the port of San
Angel, recently closed by the federal government to carry Diaz brothers away from Mexico
in case of their defeat.
Levies for the national army have stopped.
The revolution is decreasing iii strength and
extent.
DOMINION OF CANADA.

noonifn fkn

•

Lined Kid Gloves and Mittens with Fur tops,
at Anderson’s, 3 Leering Block.

declo-tja-25

New York, Dec. 18.—The Herald’s City of
Mexico special of the 11th states that the backbone of the rebellion is broken. The revoluternary General I)iaz is losing favor with his
adherents aud the military considered doubtful
have recognized President Juarez aud yield
obedience to the government.

Foreign

cheap,

Lots of juvenile Books

RUMORS ABOUT THE REVOLUTION.

McDonald

bargains.

Children's All Linen Hem-Stitched Handkerchiefs for 15c at Fitzgerald’s & Co.’s.

ter

ORLEANS PRINCES.

EXCITING DEBATE ON THE ORLEANS

Winter 1 50. Corn dull and
unchanged; Mixed 44 ab
45c. Oats—-Mixed at 4u @ 41c.
Pork quiet at 13 'K
Bacon unchans*«i. Dry salted meats
<(uiet; shoulders 5c; clear sides 6$
6Jc. Lard nomiual at 8]c.
Toledo. Dec. 18.—Flour unchanged.
Wheat unchanged ; No 2 Red 1 .36]. Corn dull and a shade lower; high mixed 48c; low do 47 (& 474c; Yellow 49c
Data—No 2 at 40c.

lwd

wire.

THE PRINCE CONTINUES TO IMPROVE.

xitu

holiday gifts.

stronger and inactive; No 2 Spring 126; No 1 Red

The mind governs the muscles through the
Nervous System, as the telegraphic apparatus
is influenced by a remote onerator through the

FOREIGN.
GREAT

Hogs firm at 4 40 @ 4 65; receipts 12,000 Lead. Wliiskey steady at 90c.
St. Louis, Dec. 18.—Flour unchanged.
Wheat is

J. 1'. Land & Co., comer Exchange and Federal streets, have a large and well selected stock
of goods, useful and ornamental, suitable for

worthy’s.

report of C. C. Bowen s
com mi ttee
the Governor and other State officials for the
alleged fraudulent over-issue of
otate bonds was
discussed for hours.

Maine,

FIRE.

The

Ul'Ml.XKMN NOTICKS.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

detldJw

Rober
Sale

poalttve.
T. O. BAIIiEY A CO., Anciloaeer*.
Dec 16iltd

’_

R. K. HXnSTT,

Commission Merchant and

Anctloneer

sell every evening a lat f.
316 Congress St., will
asaortment of Stable an.l Fancy Goods.
the day in lota to suit
Goods Will be sold during
at wholesale price*. Lash advanced on all
[pfuriPtion of g *<xl§. Consigmrnnuj not limLed.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

NO

JMirchasors
\

~~

MEDICAL.

TO LEE

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

rooms to let, furnished
acis-w
Unfurnished, at No 6 FREE ST.

First-class
or

tk or

LEASE!

TO

Lawrence HouBe, cor.Middle &
the Grand Trunk Depot.
An i,ty-one rooms, (lining room, office, wash
and kiteheu. P-ssesroom
room, baggage
si »ij given January 1st, 1872, if applied for
Apply to
goon.
E. 11. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum Street,
Portland, Me.
w

,nnm

W st.

IndfoStJ..near

I
dc9tf

|

Enquire

premises.

on

THE

YOKK

NEW

Spleen,Enlargement

tines, Urinary, Uterine,

To Let.
or the Whole of the new House, 6J Dow
Street. Inquire upon the premises.
dc6d3w

APART,

Branch Office 250

House and Furniture
at the House after

2w_

Let!
fronting

To

MPart

Henry

Hoime

Under

Street.

Enquire of
NATHANIEL REDLON,

Congress

409

no24dtf

Rent on State

OF

Agent

Street,

JMew Brunswick*

WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Ageut.

decll-dlw

tSF*Aeentg wanted in every

in the State,
li b is been about one and
yeaif since tli
Medicine
were
intro
uced
iuio ibis State,
Uuiversi»y
Notwithstanding the 01 position tr«>m the Facul y
the rale is dady iuci easing. Tncu*ands ot certificate
C iu be piesen.ed U necesrary, but it the lol'ewing
ar not .-utficeiK.to * »'isiv t lie most sceptical, 10,000 a ii itiooal ones wouid be useless.
CAIaKKh (llie moibtf oi consumption,) Scrotula,
Salt Itheum, and mam other di eases hitherto consiueie-l incurable, readi'y yield Uader treatment ot
the University Medicines.
FEAJ ALE DISrtASES treated with perfec* succ*m.
Havin'* tiered ovei two bunured ca.<pk wri.hin me laj-t three mouths, I consider it safe to warlant a perieot cure to 95 cases out ot every one hundred, without cn «< ter za lion or the leasi exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greate»t destroyer of
humanity on the tace ot the Globe. How many bewail ilie«'>s* oi precious
without having the
slighicst idea ot he cause, their manhood is dailey
vanishing and they a'eglidiug iutoastaieot hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred cases
oi thi» malady within hx mouths with the University Medicines with pertect success.
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (iiee), wherein thev will find
their diseases explained, aud necessary remedies.
town
one halt

..

Nice Reut for $200.
house 87 Franklin street,

The lower rent of

fjftv

ill containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
rlLnice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

ot

Kov 24-dtf

WITH

a

*

TO

jf

LET.

3IIDDLE ST.,
THOMPSON

BLOCK.

Block below the

new

Post Office.

Address

Said Storts have a frontage of H leet, and nearly
10(t leet in demh, Brick ami Iron i-ate*. Doutde
rooms, and uuquettionably the best show
window- in the city.
The-e Stor»s are fitted up in the nicest manner
for Who esalc Jobi ing Houm-b, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied tor immediately.
Apnlv to
Mrs h. e.
Lowell Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117.
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st,
GaO. M. HaRDING. Architect.
nev2
3m

250

Counting

Lodging Rooms
Front, Hot

ms

to Let.
tbe second fit.or without

cn

st.

mit

ocil9eodtf

wdiliin three
Ci .v Hall. Kent $150.
JKRKlS, Real Estate Agent.

o'

Apply

to

nolOt*

time.

IF

Neal and Pine sif, will be rented on lavorab'e terms.
are first class bou.-ea in every respect.conaiou g 13 rooms. Laving all modi rn improvi ments.
snd bebsgo water. Apf.lv to JOHN T. HULL,48

The.*c

on second floor.
ARo
floor with b >ard. 49 Frank-

Iront
ib rd
oc2$tt

PLEASANT

room

one room oi

liu

st._

To

Let,

to

let, containing" rooms, Sebago
For particulars cdl at 31 LINCOLN

TENEMENT
water.

ST.aug23

TlP

tl

let.

Jake

f|

To Let.
No. 3ft Anderson street; nearly new, coniai'i* sit .ooms. eight cl >;«(«, no-td cellar, and
pie a tv o wa .ei. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
J w2Str

HOUSE

Portland, Aug. 5, 1871.

To the Agent qf Univ-rsity Medicines at Waterville
i/Eaiv Mrs
Flood:—I think it my duty to ao-

M*t.

ABLE Hoise ot ten rooms. Enquire of
O O. RAKER, 37 Wilmoi street.
jy!3 dtt
K. W.LOCKE.

ADE^IR

E whole

Apply

the block ot Brick Stores

or

on

MlIV

Furnished Kooin

lo

TO

0

juu3Utt

LET.

FLUENT~BLOr,K,

FFICKS l

Either Single
These

offices

are the most desirable in the city, besituated and heated by st am.
roam and desks furnished il desired.

ing ple-vanily
Also, I) rk

mar9dti

MISCELLANEOUS.
Notice.

THE
the

following articles,

First; To choose

a'* uiiuuBc

and such
sary.

viz:

President.

a

a v/icik.

other officers

as

lur

is

tuc

may be

ensuing year,
deemed neces-

A. K. SHURTLEFF,
Clerk Union Wharf Corporation.
December 18th, 1871.
dcl8td

ANNUAL MEETING.

woide

Several

tui cuie

ot

oui

iriemis

arc

Sept. 17,

•aid Company on Monday, the first
day of
A. D. 1872, at three o’clock P. M., for the January,
purpose of
choosing Seven Directors for the eusuing year, ami for
the transaction of any other business whieh
may then
be legally acted upou.
(jEO. A. WRIGHT,

Secretary.

Merchants National Bank of Portland.
Stockholders of this Bank, are hereby notified
THE
to meet at tbe Bank, on Tuesday,
January 'J,
1872, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the frllqwing business:
year.

_

Portland, Dec.8,

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
dc'J2tawld

1871.

Casco National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland, for the choice

THE
Directors

oi
and the transaction of such other business aa may legally come before
them, will be held at
tnetr Banking House on
the Ninth (lav
3 of

January, 1872,

at

—Portland, Dec.

June 7, 1870.

Tuesday,
luj o’clock, A. M.

WM. A.
8,1871.

WINSHIP,

1 had the Catarrh so bad for seven
years that m
bead oe«-aine comu>ed ami painlul. i was obliged
io get up several times in the
night to keep liom
choking. 1 employed some of the oest plmicians in

Cashier.
td

The National Traders’ Bank.
Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their

ixuuh.

Animal Meeting will be held at their
Banking Room, on Tuesday, the 9th day of January
next, at 3 o'clock, P. Af., to choose five Directors for
the ensuing year, and to act on
any other business
-*v6^uj

iM-mic inciii.

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

r,
Portland, Dec.
8,1871.

dtd

Cumberland National Bank.

For

I was
cines in

J«nu»ry, ISyi, at 3 oVIoVh I>.
for the election of Directors
and the transaction of
any other business that may then come before them.

•/

,,
Dec.

SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.
dc7dtd

6, 1871.

many
kinds ol highly lecomniiniled medicines
which 1
took for the blood. Soil * got no le'nlior *even
momhs n ore, all ihe nm* doing my ties
with as
good advisers as we have m our city
Find v 1 called at. ihe New Y-rk University Br-nch.and tbe oreprie-ror said be counl help me. So I commenceu on
bis m- d'C ne, and in lour weeks I
thought i felt relief. and in e-glit weeks 1 was able to leave
my cane
at tionie and have b*en' well up «o ihis time. rnieu
moMhs have passed.
DAVID KEAZER.
Portlunu, Ang. 2d, 1870.

Directors, and fir the transaction of any other
bus ness that may
legally come before them, will be
neld at their
Banking House on Tuesday, tho Ninth
of January,
at 11 o’clock A. M.

1872,

_B.

C.

SOMEKBY, Cashier.

AMERICAN

onsolidated
Fire
extinguisher

property,

,'V'onilll1'TI

Machine is portable,
always ready, cannot get out
of order; harmless to life and
and at the sudden outbreak of fire invaluaThe

I

al, timdSSvlni°2C
h„l iklUg
/,'

Portland,

Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
D. Miles, Treasurer:
Afire took this morning,
caused by a drop of
ignited alchol falling upon GOO

punted canvass; in an instant the whole
Rbeet of flame; your
Extinguisher was brought
UI>°n the flflmeH> and they were
extinguished
°*Aer power could have saved us

nated with

Carbonic-Acid

using Fire

watfr impregtlie, Extin"
a,I,ta<'.Ul4r,ed by our
prosecution for
rj5ed b.v

Cani^.,

g'lishing element, except those
C >mpany, or others duly licensed
pain of immediate

^ment.
henry

^fringe-

J^ 20®h, ?87L°DI>

List,
Works, Pittsburg,
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded
no22
4w
Agents Wanted.

Pa.
for.

THE HOME BIBLE.
complete. Over 300 Illustrations. Historical, descriptive, explanatory. A Library of BibReal Inf irmatiun. In English and German. Bound
Canvassing Books. Free to Book Agents. Address

NOW

Horace King, Publisher. ThomDsonville. Conn. iNew
England Office tor Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, and
Hand Atlas of the World.

no22

4w

THEA-NECTARA
[IS
'with

PURE BLACK TEA
the Green Tea Flavor,
j Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in pur, “trademark
pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
no22-4w

5506.

$10 From 50 Cts.
“|
Q
JL+J

“Taylor,

..

I inl1fr’,.n-,eif,,/lal)ove
otherw?sef *,0°°

certificates to
10 aUy 0ue tbat wi

14 Exchange Street.

I

Laving d.ubtg.

will

be genuine
them

pl-a.e address me
ap 20U 2 law & w en w 3m

Sold

this

SACRED

THE

xornaiiu,

warrant

SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,
that retail easily for Ten Dollars.
4w
R. I. Wolcott, N. Y.

W.

BY

A.

Parisian

Season.

4w

_

PROFITABLE

EMPLOYMENT.

desire to

-A-

HAS

CROWN:

$30.00

ter

Manhood, Womanhood

and their

MEN WANTING BUSINESS
Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World Map $75
to $200 per month cleared with a certainty. Send for

JUST

descriptive Circular, and secure Territory at
D. LJ Guernsey, Publisher, Coucord, N. H.

OYLY 50

once.

4w

CEITS7

business paying
$3.00 TO $10.00 PER DAY.
samples of our different goods, all new, light,
and saleable, sent post paid to agents for
only 50
cents. Suitable for Laities or Gentlemen to sell.
to

secure a

Ij^OR

Address, New Eugland Novelty Agency, No.
Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
dc2-lm

3

PARCHEESf
Royal Backgammon Board of India.
THE
most fascinating and exciting game
lished iu this

ever

country.

Popular edition $1.00.

The
pubMedi-

Also Jlrisque, Zoo Lo and Kings &
Cavaliers, for
sale by the trade generally.
GAMES A SPECIALTY.
E. G. SELCHOW & CO., Publishers,
John Street, New York.

Mcc9-4w_37

Fascination
Soul Charming
PSYCHOLOGIC
400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, Ii. A, How to
or

this power

(which all possess) at will. Divination,
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, anil a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail 81.25, in cloth: paper
covers 81.00.
Copy free to Agents only, 81,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wt
use

Agents Wanted
NOR -‘Eminent Women of the Age.” 45.000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
‘‘Old and New World,” by George Alfred Townsend.
A very interesting and valuable work.

I

dec7-4w_L.

P. CROWN & Co., Roston, Mass.

dec9-4wt

Publishers,

once

Boston.

*

our

YOU FEEL

Have you taken cold?

Are you afflicted with

Simplest,
and

use.

are are composed of choice emollient
gums
t he finest kid, of three different
sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold by

They

15,

20

and 30 cents each.

Druggists

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street,

Whitney,

gor at 7.30 A. M with
n

Portland,

now

advauce of ra'egbui it will not be excessive or extravagant. It will be such as the public will justify
in a sound and reliable office that
intends to pay
every dollar of lo?s.
The undeisigned is prepared to issue
policies in
this old, safe and reliable Office.

timely

Asthma and

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

RENEWER.

$400,000

XT

WILL

POSITIVF.L Y RESTORE GRA
BAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from felling out. It is the best
Iressing in the world, making lifeless, stilP brasliy
lair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
I. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. II. Proprietors.
eov.'v. wll
dc6 eod&eowd
2m

$1,430,000
Liabilities,
(Inclndiu /those at Chicago )

$950,000
U. S.WATGH GO. (Giles,Wales & Go.)

ord6d3m

N OWEStatistical
E AD

lest in

and Business Director,
State, 450 pages. MAP, showing Counties7
Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distan t’
Fares, Telegraph ami Express Stations. Full ‘of'im

tfO1'm’50cts-

the world. Ask your Jeweller to

see

septJodtf_Bangor,
alteration

LILES,WALES

CO. 13 MaideaLanc, New YoS

11 IUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC

AGENTS

1

Wood l

Chime Christmas,
0
ring the New Year, iu the ears of your delighted
fi iBJily!

sale at No 43 tin
ljin

HARD
Edging,.
__WM.
R li M O Va lT

H

USE.

SHACKKORD has removed to No 70 Pari
DR.nexi
dour above Grammar School
House.
Noi

Me

trains.

of

ARRANGEMENT.

au?„after
will run as follows:
Passenger

South
Mail

train

train

at

7.30 A. M. for

Paris, anil intermediate stations.

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Point, connecting with night mail train for Quebec.

Montreal and the

West, at 1.10 P. M.
South Palis aud intermediate

Accommodation for
stations at 5.00 P. M.
PilKSPIllfpr trains

From
2

a

Trill

nwriwn

f.ll---

Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M
Quebec, Grab am aud Bangor, at

From^Montreal,

Accommodation from So. PariB arrive at 8.45 P. M
jy Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company aro not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $5U in value (ami that iwrsonal) unless notice is given, aud paid for at the rate of
one passenger ior
every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.•
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

SIMI ft

DIWKEI,

BANKERS,

S28

Stat-3
—

Street, Boston.

DEALERS IN

—

American aud foreign .Specie and Coupons.
BUY AND NELL

City, State, County
AGENTS

United States Bonds.

and

FOR

THE

Burlington,

SALE OF

Cei»au Rapids, ami Minnesota
First viorigage R. R Bonds. 7 p*r cent in «o'«l.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and tbe U. S. Funded Loan.

ALSO, FOR SALE
European and Nor-h American F rst MortR. li. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 00 aud interest.
We draw

Exrhnn^e

oil
Stan Frnnciaro,
John, and Halifax, wmi Buy
Nloulrral,
and Sell on ComiuiSMuu Sto’Us mil B mis iu Boston and New Yoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly

Ml.

answered.
Special attention to packages received by exprp'v.
sepl8 eod 13w

Republic Life Insurance Co
OB’ CHICAGO.

Commonwealth of

Massachusetts,

of

VIOLINS,GUITARS, FLUTES. BAND INSTIitT[EN'IS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
IUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
lie at the store of
I

J. C.

In

reply

to your

inr|niry

HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite jbe Court House.)
dce7-d&wtc

Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
days.
£#“Onnectiugat Eastport with Steamer QUEEN

same

steerage.

330.Currency.

•Special Rates per Scotia
FRIST CABIN.

Single,

Andrews and Calais and with N. b. & C.
Woodstock ami Houltou stations.
Connecting at St. John with steamer EMPRESS
for Plgby and Annapolis, thence by rail to Windsor
ami Halifax ami with the E. & N. A. Railway for Sbediae and intermediate stations. Winter rates will
be charged for freight after Dec. 20th.
receivel on days of sailing until 4 o’clock,
for St.

ussia.

au

8ECONJ

CABIN.

3139 Gold. Single,
3250 Gold. Return,

Let urn,

3SO Geld.
3150 Gold.

^Freight

BC|. 20 2is tc2.w

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSENGERS

From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queeristowu or D
Boston or New York,
&3<L CUBRENHY.

A. It.

Interim onal

y to

STUBBS, Agent.

Steamship

Knnijiort, C’alula, and NIC. John,
Wiudmor nud Halifax.

Co

Uigbf,

Fall Arran Yemenis.

llilPS~1> EE

T WO

COMPANY’S OFFICE, 80 STATE ST., BOSTON.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.

WE EE.

niter MOND\Y, October
the Steamei New Enel.ml
K field, and the steamer
Brunswick Capi J, II. Pika
>•»*< KallnM Whan, moi oi
State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 o’clnek p. in. lor Eastport and St. Julin.
Returning wi 1 leave St. John and KaMport o
the same days.
BF" Connecting at Eastport wi h Steamer
OUliEN, tor St. Andrews and Calai. and with
N. B. & C. Railway lor Woodstock and Houlton
anu

B_
I

j

I

stations.

Conneering at St. John witB the Stsan et EMPRESS tor Dighy and
Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor and Ifalllai aod with the E. A N. A.
Railway for ubcdiac and intermeddle stations.
tar- freight received on days or sailing u util d o’-

I eloesp. ni
septo-bs t c2

|

For

os_A. R.

STUBBS. Agent.

Kalifax,__Nova
WEEKLY

Scotia

LINE.

ENDORSED

ABE

Respectfully, Ac.,

JULIUS L. CLARK,

IC(dc

Commissioner.

SEED,

SEED!

KENDALL <8 WHITNEY.

Pori land Sept ,2. 1871.

,ep2dtl is

Notice
TS hereby given, that the inhabitants
V
r

of

Harpswcll

the Legislature of
Wii‘ 1’flUlon
iine"f,wris7oWfCk’
tn build
d7,V fVr authority"i,h
public bridge
Orr’s Island, in the
lrBal ey IslanJ HUGH
ii

w

S'"11'
d

J. 8.

prescribed

TT&S

SINNETT, 2d,

And76olhor8’

w48

3w

ir.?r,?'vJr
highly

nti-Dyaprplic,

A
all disoiders

arising l-'raj malarious causes
They
are
receirm n led as an A
an.i to casesot indigestion are
Invaluable. As
an Appetizer and
and in cases 01
t.cncral Debility they have uevt r in a
single instance taile.l in Jir
tl.e most
insults.
are

Keeupernnt.

.luting
particularly

They

HAYES,

Best Clieap Shuttle Sewing
th® world. Agents wanted.
Great Falls, N. II.
doc7-4w

Tht favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will
timt** Wharl
every
MUKblV,
at
4
f*. tB
tor Haluax rji«
ree» making close connections with ihe
NovhScot!i
Railway, for Win«|«.»p. Fru’-o N*»«* <4ia‘*e°* and
I P'ftoo. amt with Al'an’g Mail Steamers lor
Queeustown a’d Liverp »ol.
uomini n nnart,iuiitax«T..
ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
oabio passage, with state Room.
For tar her inform'tion apply to L.

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

liatiny

am
no ionic siimnlunt has ev, r betnre
ottered lo tho public sn i-LEASANT TO
TATS aim at ihe sometime combining so

care,

remedial age, ts endorsed by ihe medical
as the best known to the Pharniaconeeia.
but little t" glvi ihem a lair trial, and

of this Line sail from
of Central Wh irr,
Boston,
anti
Tuesdays
Saturdays at 4c. w.
for NORFOLK arid BALTIMORE.

Steamships

end

Jt co-ts

Every Fnntily Nbealil Ilnrc n Bottle.
No preparation in Ihe world can produce so many
unqualified endorsements by nhysicluns ol 'he very
highest siandintt iu their prolession.
;s> L'miortfil al*o by the
Clergy and the lexdinq

denominational papers
United States Marine

Hospital,

James A. Jackson & Co— 1 have examined
the
formula lor making lbs * Home stomach Citteis
and used them in tins hospital the last lour
I consoler them the most valuable tonic ami
s'imunow in u*c.
8. H. MBLUHEK.
Resident Physician in charge U. S. Marine
Hospital.
James A. Jackson & Co—Gendernen: As von
havt communicated to the medral
pro'e^sion'threcipe oi the “Home Bitters” ii cannot theiefore be
considered as a patent med'cine, no paten! h
iving
been t».kcn for it, Weliave examined the
formula
tor making the‘‘H»»me Bitters,” atui unoesitatin
the
combination
Is
one oi rare
say
excellence, all the
articles used in iis composition are tbe be^r of toe
cU«s to winch they belong, being
liigh>y tonic Stimulant, Stomachic. Carminative, and slightly I axative. The mode ol preparing them is stmt!* iu accordance with the rules of plmnnacv.
Having us d
them, seen i.seflecis in our private practice, We ia»<c
pleasure n> recommend.ng them to ad p*r*o adesirons of raking Bi teis as being rtie best
Tome an t
Stimulant now offered *o the public.

mentis,

te

aDd
PrM
Metrical College.

o* *Wmm?n
Boaid

memoer

h** e’01

Heaffu.

f

D'a*^s'0™ w*!“|

“

t*L m i s

Brahe JUcDoxrrll M. I»
Late President rni-so'in Medical College
*
K A. Clark. M u..
Proi. Surgery. Vedi.al Coll.ge, »u ,i,e laie Re.'-

Physician Cdy Ho-piral,

cent

Proi.

M

Louie,

Kennedu.”
( apt.

“McClellan

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington byJ
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. <t Venn.
Air Line to all
^Ints in Ciryinia, Tennessee, Alallama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard
and Roa-

noke R. R. to all points in North and Souih Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio R.R.to
Washington and all
places 11 est.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aceommoeations.
Fare including berth and Meals to Norfolk
$12.50,
time 18 hours: to Baltimore
$15, time 05 h.-nrs.
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 05 hours,
ror further information
apply tb
E. SAMPSON,

Agent,

junc-tf

53 Central Wharf, Boston.

Merchants’ Express Line
-FOR-

HAVANA.
From Lincoln’s Wharf. Boston.

BLANCHARD, POUSLAND & CO.,
140 Commercial St., Boston.

Ucl8-10t

15 O 8 TON
-1FD-

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.
leave each port every Wodneaday &Saturdar
From LnugWtmrr, Boston,

Herbert Priniui, Proi.,
Practical Pharmacy, St Loui, College ot PUarJ.C.

Whileball, En.,

o' Mtdical archived.
Alt’ed Heaoock. M D
Hr C V h' Ludwig
S Grata Muse.*, MD
C«iemcks, M D,
W A Wjicox, MD
OAWait.MD,
E. O. Eiaahl.B, i«l D.
o» Homeopathy
pro'i■
..
Med.calCoHege.
D‘
u
M 1),
p
Protol
Mldwilcy and Diseases ol Women. College
*
Homoeopathic Phy.icianb and Surgeons.
*'• 1 rmplc, >1. D..
t>
Proi Materia.Medina and
Therapeuuc, Humm-mathic Meoi>ul College oi Missi uri.
Juo. llonzlruian
.»i. D, Lrc'urer
On Di»easeaot Children Horace 'pailiic Coll,
ge of Mo
*
ha lea Vuat.ur. ri. i#
Prof of Physiology, Hum®opaline Medical
College
of Missouri.

Comstock,

Jahn Hartman, HI I>
Clinical Medicine, Col. norca inatkio Pliv1
sieirDS and Surgeous.
They are superior to all othev Stoma-h B tiers
Knno Handers, Analyii a! Chutnibt.
O-..
Ho Bitters
in ihe world can excel them.
Minion Hirach, Analytical Chemist.
Eminent Physicians of Chicago.
•The formu'a ol the Home BiHers has been submined to u- and we ielieve them to he Ihe best
tonic and stimulant lor cneral use now
oflered to the
public.

The

A1 fast sailingSch. “AI.C V03E”
J. A. DAVIS, Master, will have Immemediate Despatch. Fur Freight or Past-sage, apply to
new

Mo

__

Fioro Pino street

v

a> 10 a. iu.
phia.
insurance one-hall

,—*

at

3 p.m.

Whorl, Philadelthe rate

sail-

ol

vessels
Fro'.ohi ior the West bv the Penn R K. and Soutl
by connecting lines tbi warded Ireeoi commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WIMTNEY A MA.VIPMON, Agenb,
tig

_

H Woodburv, M O
,,
G AMaiiner,
Ana1, tical .Jas V Z Iliauev, M n,
Trot Chemistry, Hush
„V'm's‘>
,,
**
M T>,
Medical College
JJ He
H
Vicar, M D
J B W'alkrr M I),
n

o
R

William Lawrence.”

“George
Appold.”
William

THE
many

Steamships:—

-—.-—

*•

been

Fraternity

*7 00

BILLINGS
Atlantic Wharf, or
nbptatlJOHN PORTFQU8. A.ent,

BENEFICIAL TO FEMALES,
strengthening the bod,, invia-traung the mint!, and
eivrne t me ami elasticity to ihe wh >le system
Tire
■Ionic Bittern ire compounded with the great si

J,

a.

V

4

x

*

«oyi;e,

31

u,

Ludlain, M 1),
Thos T Ellis. M D
das A Collins, MP,
J A Ha bn, M D
Emiurul **liysicinus in Ciocauu**li.
Neatly an of whom ate Protestors iu ne or the
other 01 I he Medial Colleges
No other Bitters have ever been offered to the nubile enibracing so many valuable lemedial
ageing,
J L Varner M D
LA James M l>
C i Simpson, M D,
s P Bonner, M SI,
G W Bigler. SI D,
SOMutcralt, 51 D,
J J Quinn, M I)
VXJ la'iiaerro MI),
J h Buckner, 51 1),
W tt Woodw.nl. SI D
G A Doherty. M D,
It s Wayne, Ci emttt.
OWoonwavd SID,
Q K Taylor, M D,
D tt McCaitby, M
P F Sim t, M D,
D,
K U Johnson, M D,
SB Tomlin.-on. M D
■'Ullticnt Physic.mm in Vlruiphis.
The home Sutersare an Invaluable to e
ly tor indigestion and diseases arising lot m malaria causes.
U. 8. Thorn.ou, VI D
A,ex. Er-sme. M D,
la charge City Hospital, M K Bodges. Si
D,
J SI Hodgeis, SI D,
Paul orev, >t D,
H W Fume I, tw D,
M A Edmunds, VI D.
San lord Bel), M D,
.Jos. E Ltncli M I)
G B Vhitnun M (•,
Alet Erkskiuo. M D.
.in eliarae Oily Hospital. M U Hodges, SI D
J M Kongers, M I),
Paul Ote-, M D.
11 W Purnell.
M \ Fdummls, M D.
tan lord Bell, M D,
Jos E Lynch M D
*'hy»iciu»« in ■’■it.biirirh,
n is .?ui“oU‘
tt in. Low. s, SI D,
M l>,
1> tt Willard. M l),
WJ*
tJlldlO
Wuih, chemist,

J H

McClelland,

M

D,

And llundrcda of Othern
In all pans o' ilie
North, West aud South.
E
J
Garner, M D Milwaukee.
c
t.
Bluffs, March 27,1871.
® Co—Haying ex.in otd 'he
lornma'nf Ihlfn*nn
Home Stomach Bitters,-’ I hive
2*
t,lem in practice tor some lium, and
J™ 'ed
pronounce
them .he best Tonic Bitteis now iu
use.
Ja. O.
IV
J* M
K^For sale
bv all Drp.g.atsaud
Qro ers.
-lunic* A. Jarksou A
Cm, l’roprirlora.
aU‘t
N Seco“'1 8[. St
Leuis, Mo.
For
•lohii W. Pcrkiua & Co.,

AGES—printed in

Two Colors, cn superb Tinted Paper.Four Hundred Engravings of Flowers, Herts
and Vegetables, with Descriptions, and TWO
COLORED PLATES.—-Directions and
Plans for making Walks, Lawns, Gardens,
<t°--The handsomest and best Floral
Oniric in the AVorld.-All for Ten
1'cuts, to those who think of buying Seeds.

-Not
of 1871.

quarter the cost-200,000 Bold
Address
__JAMES VICK, Rochester, at. Y,
a

I The Rising Sim
trade MARK.’

Portland, Me.

'FISHEKflaEftT
TWINES AND

NETTING,

manufacthed n
ir n. v. a ooph.it a soys.

Send lov price-list.

Bnlliuiorr, lid.

MORSE BROS.,

=

ocl,d«2w

-—

no22

w

?

\

AT

■

Con!

Hie

by

WILL

WE
I. IMP,

Cargo!

SELL

STEAM Hit,

BROKEN,’

COAL®0'

STOVE and CHESTNUT
By the
l.veml
cure

cargo af
on hoird

vessels t<

*be v.-ry lo*«**i mirf-e*
nt pin v ot i»h ptneiU
.nd
t -ao.e «k„,

RONS &

price de-

Will

on

nio-

,te.ir.,|.

NTERBIVANT,
It«

iy-VHf______t
Hard and WhitePme

nv r«

i

St.

limber

hand and «aw((|
trwlin.iens.onj,
dIAUO PWR
p,,A!NK,
PINE El.oOillNU AND STEPo-

BOARD’S,

tor sale

by

STKTSOPZ

__mr2ik-o<lly

Latta&Co

w

KENDALL’8 mills,

POPE,

corner

of K street.

Office. 10 S'ate

s

..Boston.

ELIAS HOWE

ff Sewing Machines
|

ANDBUITERICK’S

Patterns <f Garments
P(/ MM R~* WIL'dlF;
y

ItiAui,'

mrg Pa.

*'
*
w.

HV RANDALL A.MtllKHS,
Late n( the Gardiner Hotet.the Maine Hotel at Damftnscotio, hlU olumbiaii H»u^c, Bafb.
good Lively Siahie is couwecie'l Tilth the
Rouse.
tiir24<JU

Wharf ann Dock,
first,

Intro.luce

5

FAIRFIELD HoUiE,

Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
X h ive least-d their Docks and o'her prop* rty in
Cnp« Elizabeth to James E Simpson tor one yeai
iron Jan. 1. 1871, to J in.
1872, ltd dnrnw sain
time the Company will not be responsible tor
any
name
or on their
ibeir
iebts contracted in
yecou t
unless authorized or approved by the President ni
A
CI'AS
the company.
LOMBARD
Preside of P D. Dock and W are-hom-e Go
By his Attorney, L. D. SI. Stt K VT
Portland. Jum-tv -8ih KTi
*°

Propr’s,

canton, mass.

„

lkTHE

t0
\VAT«l
P,?FE
in every-\&onf»
O that .ell
house,

*
n

nothing.

jg

_leU_dly

NOTICE.

y

For Beauty of Poll3h, Saving of Labor,
Frconess from Dust, Durability <St Cheapness,truly unrivaled In any Country.
S Beware of Worthless Imitations, under other names
S but rewmbllnt: ours ia shape and color of Wraoner.
0 intended to deceive.
The Rising fun Polish in bulk, foi stovo dealers
T
w use.twelve cents
per pound—twenty-five and fifty
►» Foun(l, ,oxt‘?;
“Cheaper than any other Bulk Poliih
tor

Bale'bv105

july2fi-dlimo_

•

1 stove mMk polish;

,,

XSK

A Week.

bn

Physicians than any utherTonic 01
They are
SERE PREVENTIVE
d Aeue< Iaternntlente, Biliousness and

a

VZ
jili 1

AND

more leading
ant now in o>e.

relative to the

report in circulation that the aifairs of the Hanucmnnn Life Insurance
Company were in such condition as to compel re-insurance of its risks or retirement from the State, I may say that this
Department
had no reason at any time to distrust the financial
standing of the Company. Its re-insurance with the
Republic Life was understood to have been arranged
for the sole purpose of securing for its
policy-holders
the benefits of a larger capital and increased facilities
for busiucss,

boxes] 2000
KEK&WSffiW

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
1 •oxen, but larger and larger ones, up to immense in,
that produce sonnds as powerful as those
s
iruments
decll-deod&w4w50
*--—--- f a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
von at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tho
trge stock, so that it may

McKENNEY & CO
Exchange Street, Portland',’Me.

street,

Per Work.

On and after Monday. October 2d,
the Steamer New England, Capt.
iT
F. Field, ami the Steamer New
T*riinswi|.lr
Capt. J. H. Pike*, will
leave Railroad Wharf, f *>r of State
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6

Railway for

uiacy.

Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

them.

WHOLESALE ROOMS,
Sc

formationasa uutofmeat. HcompleteCrrr Diki-ct
Okies, for *1.50. Everybody wants it. Sont nost-naid

*

Railway

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

ForSalo by all First-class Dealers.

of the
Towns.

2

the

Insurance Commissioners,
Boston. Dec. 8,1871.
L. 0. Lowe, Esq., General Agent.

$i,iso,ooo

au

Trunk

via

OR EAT WEST.

Dear Sir:

and SOFT W. OD for
coin street. Also Dry

y.purchasing icket»

Do not be deceived bv “Old reliable office,” or
br« routes” advntised bv other parties but ca'I
at Graud Trunk Offl e under
Lancaster Rail, or at
rue Depot and obtain
prices, and sea the saving in
time and dis ance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secuied irom Poitland to Cl
icago.
I). H, BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress srreet, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

Office

\ct Assess,

•wSsate

SECOND CABIN.

Prp,f
Physicians, and 1

gage

HAIR

Trips

Two

fi{

°bstetriei anJ Diseases

any other point iu the

t*oiit»uiui«:ioii.

HALL’S

Company,

Capital,

Wood l

nov8-tf

CALIFORNIA,
Or

use.

BOSTON, BIASS.

J12 ]-2

Superintendent.
*

6,1871.

WINTER

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world,
doc 18 d & w c v e ry 3dw 1y

Manufacturers’

WAOTEDMlddr™s:P
H. A.

to St. John.

Superintendent
Asst.

FOB-

taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved*
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it aftords in sudden attacks, ana by its

BOSTON, Oclobrr 12th, INTI.

omv f 120,000.

day train through

LINCOLN,

V;

Grand

edy be

GCttJtf

*

LNov.

l

marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, ami given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well rounded, if the rem-

prepared under thi> undoubted security to take good business. There
will be an

Cash

x>ain ana in-

$5.00 SAVED

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the conlidencif of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
It
lias been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of

Tlic old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its h avy
losses at Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared. and assets amounting to oyer one million
five hundred thounand dollar*.
1 he assets ot fhe Hartford
Company on the lid ot
October were $9,785,877. It is estimated that
their losses by the Chicago fire will not
exceed 81 >■
900,000 which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future
obligations promptly and honorably.
is

.-Augusta,

EDWIN NOYES,

For BiacancM of the Throat and Liungn,
nuch an Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough,

Complete Official

eodly

dcl5

Ayer’sCkerry Pectoral

Fire Insurance Com/y

Company

u

except Mondays.
Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.3u P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
£3T*The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
1. M. connects at Bangor at 7.40 P.
M., with through
trains with Pullman cars to St. John and all stations
on E. & N. A. Railway same
night.
The night express from Portland connects at Ban-

J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical avd Analytical Chemists.

Bronchitis,

By Saturday Steamers,
Carrying Cabin
Steera«u 1>a88en«™-

™'1

380 Gold.
3150 Gold.

John, Rigby,

Ht.

Halifax.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

3100 Gold.
first cabin.
3-20 Gold. Single Tickets
380 Gold
Return Tickets 3150 Gold

Single,
Return,

l

nu

Windsor anil

FIRST CABIN

Single,
Return,

Irof ot

HERTFORD

Loss in Chicago

uo28

a

by all Druggists everywhere.
dcc9d& we very3dw ly

General Agents for the State ol Maine.
©ct7-dtt

The

iuuw iiiuu

FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsstou leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston, for Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. hi.
trains will be due iu Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Batli, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. hL, connecting therewith through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with
morning train
for Boston. Night express with
sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

Sold

&

m.

termediate stations at at 6 A. M.

prepared by

DR.

NATHU.F OKEHING, Agent
PORTLAND, ME.

everywhere.

at o.io x

Dropsy,
Debility.

Brat and Cheapest Pumps Iffadc.
adapted for Cisterns and any depth of
Well up to 46 teet. Easily atrrannd so a^ not to
irceze, and so simple m construction th.t any one
can pu* them up aud keep them in
repiir.

N. Y.

-A-Standard Preparation, endorsed
the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishingby
curative powers
attestod by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or iemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder.
Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bbwider, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medjcine

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Danville, and all intermediate stations,

Lewiston via

Neuralgia,

are

Kendall

Passenger

night except Mondays.

Eruptions
Anthony's

The

They

cure.

fpread on
Price

Durable,

TJiey neither Rust, Poison, or give the slightest
tasie to ilie water, hence, are mu ‘h
superior to
ijetal or other wooden Pumps.
Made by accurate
niaetiiuery, perfect in aP tbeir f art}-, raising a large
amount »f water with a Rifle labor; durable and
renaole, the> are acknowledged, atier yeais ot thorough trial

Piasters.

They will certainly

Most

Cheapest Dump
in

IN

Rheu-

only

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of com plaints, which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
be expelled from the blood.
Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
aml
whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla exi>els these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, tin?disorders they
produce disamiear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
and Eruptive
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs,
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease.
Dyspepsia,
With their deEmaciation, and General
parture health returns.

Asset",

matism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Wells’
machine-spread
Strengthening

joints

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

PUMP!

*

AND LANGUID
DOCONSEQUENCEWEAK
OF OVER EXERTION?

free to

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

Cue umber Wood

bottle.

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street, New York.

means of cure, be:
on the subject ever

By Druggists throughout the World*

may6dly

THE CELEBRATED

The

ARRANGEMENT.

0n and af,er November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
ml Cumberland will be opeu for use.
and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all
of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Dei>ot
in Portland.
trains for Bancor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

Address,

As

Enutport, C'alnU,

Limerick, Parsonsficld,

Passenger

will buy presents for the Holidays, and our inducements are unrivaled. 9100 easily earned in three
weeks, if you strike while the iron is hot. Address
II. A. ITIcKENNL'l & CO.,
44 1-4 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
no28deod2w
48-w3w

Insurance
THOJIPNON’S
POMADE
OPTIiUE,
used daily, will make it so. It is enl
irely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and sneciallv adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by
Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per

WINTER

MEDICINE.

Sold

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP ( 0.

3.
10.

Cabln^Piutsengera.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

MAINE

VALUABLE

Impurities of the Blood.
it has no equal.

JAVA*:15£ £CALABWA.«•
27.

CUBA.Dec.
ABYSINIA.Jan.
ALGERIA.Jan.

Stimu

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

a

YORK.
ON SATURDAYS,
as follows:

18.

"WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

Hundred.

work of its

12-d&w4w

Dec

Waterboro’ for

At Centre

junl4dlyr

BOOK!

JtKW

DAYS,

WB:

urdays, returning alternate days.

daily.

Mailed

M

a*’

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

and attractive.”
Per

Monday, December,

ARRANREBENT.

Stages

Price 50 cents.

are

startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
day. It is the best selling book published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

work

«JI
ON W

Limington, daily.

a new

comprehensive

B,2™.>aSSe',ger!'

connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco* River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

CRYSTAL,

LEE & SHEPARD,

“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
FOREscaped
Nun, whose disclosures
thrilling
and
a

I

Dr. Jourdain's Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, Hass.

J EH EMI AH VOW,
Agent,
NO.er EXCHANGE ST.

Agents Wanted

most

S»80,C°U..
embalk at the Cunard Wliarf, East

1871, passenger trains leave Portland
tor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
I

NO FAMILY

class out.” If you want
Glee Book examine the Crystal.
Price, $1,30; $13.30 Per Dozen.
new

by

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

On and after

o

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at J P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are tilted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making tils the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage In State Room 96. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to an 1 from Montreal, Qnebce,
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf. Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 3t<, E. R.. New York.
May 9-dtf

13.

Winter Arrangement.

Anatomy, Boston,

venereal infection, and the

no9tf

C

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at I I*. M., and leave Pier3» E. R., New York,

AND LIVERPOOL

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

OF THE

of

any address for 25 cents.

new

mu-

tual inter-relations. Love, its Laws. Power, &e.,
Prof. O. S. FOWLER. Send for Circulars and
specimen pages. Address National Publishing
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
dec5-4w

Portland, November 8,1871.

BY F. H. PEASE,
“The best

AGENTS WANTED FOR

SEXUAL SCIENCE

on

tag the

Song,

GLEE

THE

cure

yet published, comprising 150 pages.

more

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to
Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General
Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
4W

just published

OGDEN,

“Fresh, bright

NEW

few
engage
Agents to sell the
WEWorld Renowned
Improved BUCKEYE SEWa

Gallery

The most popular Sunday School Music Book of the
Price .33 ;

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland Btcamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Steamship

will,

tVia 7.40 A. M.
1TVia 3.15 P. M.

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full

an

N. Y.

perfect

PROPRIETOR

IN THE HAND
OF WIDEIS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
A'DTTJ'n
JJAXl/AlWAKE AGENTS if they take
THIS
with age, height, color of eyes and hair, you will
for
agency at
Elegant Gift Books. People

receive by return mail a correct picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,

a

♦Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Dr. B. J. JOI BD1IN,

Nearly 400 pages of new music, for Singing Sehools,
Choir6, Conventions and the Home Circle. Selling rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”
Price 91*50; 913.50 Per Dozen.

The Silver

who are
the blador burn-

remedies have been tried in
purely vegotable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent, to any part of the country, with full directions,
Dli. HUGHES,
by addressing
janl 1865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland.

unequalled church music book,

season.

TolmanCour'-

1870.
iortlaud, Jan. 24,l'JJ2^SEYf

r

STATE AGENT,

SEND FOR riRCULAR.
dc!4
TuThS
tf

4w

shot-guns, revolvers
Gun materials of every kind. Write fur Priee
Rifles,
to Great Western Gun

*

For twenty-five years I have suffered with Scro*ula and Sail R eem, (nr Tetter.) Have paid out
hundreds ot d liars, and been troa ed bv sweral
first-class physician* wiibout benefit. Some lour
we«»k» asro, I commenced using Ihe U- iversify Meoicine* —Ar Hi*- time my for-liead a»»d head were covered with sores and s^aidies* oi ihe
skin; ahsomy
longue was covered with '■mal' ulctrs. I ;im to-o»y
tree tiom ail the above t'O'ibles, and cao
heartily
recommend these medicines to 'be affined.
b*
27 Chestnut Street,

Treas. and Supt.
or

fur-

\h

from aldisa*
from
Otdisastrou* conflagration.

BUSWELL,

carriage

Samples free.

I have been afflicted (or twenty years will,
Chronic
Rlie mutism. 1 have spent huooreds oi dolla>a tor
medical trtafmenr without benefit, Tei.
daysmen
I commenced tailing flit* Uuiveisity
Medicines,
I can rruly say ii has been more b^uelit to m<*
n
all other tie* men* l ever receved. My pace of
busine s is 137 Pearl stroet. 1 shall be ph ased to
answer all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.

lards of

All partioa are warned
Extinguishers of any kln<\

A MONTH.—Horse and
nished: Expenses paid:
H. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.
no22

every

way well.

Mass. Horticultural Society Rooms,

E- w.

<1^00 K

*

A REMARKABLE CUR E! —I have been
troubled
with a bad ocrotul* Huuiora'l
my liie. A teanul
sore broke out on my neck.
F »r six months I
umlcr treaiuient o' the best mfdieal advices I
eouid
find in Portland, but a'l ilie libie grew
worse* my
apptlite tailed aud 1 b came fo w*ak and emaciated
tiiat Icould w alk but a
short distance without help.
1
l commenced .akina th. Un.veisiWtek 1,1 V a,,|,elite w“8 eo-d
f’a,n ,b my 8 omach vanished. In
w
hs
since eaiiicdm
",'y11180lc wa? 1,«I,I-<L I have
“
l,ouu'18
"eightand am now

tuc

thirty

after all other
structions
vain. It is

DODGE*' & FOSTER’S

4w

!? eiiihium“

THE

iuui

uciouj givcu

200,000 Copies

8 O’CLOCK.

no22

,ba‘ 1 Lad been
Tl.’ r'" 'S’ cer'lry 'or
fullering wnb
eve month-, and at that time
•*',
rlglu LlP ™" leg- down to 'i,e |,„>1.
I'eiTfh1
‘I'1
lot-the pliysteiaos exiled "Sciadc.” I tried

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Canal Nat’l bank ofPortland,” for the election of
■even

day

three yea's I

Catarrh,

hH.l'i'Jlw
A

pene

was badtv afflicted with
Asthma,
and a rear lui cmisumpiive conch.
penectly cured-with tee Unfieredy Midisix weeks.
For the past two mouths i have
been continually exposed to wel and cold, without
the least reiurn oi eymptoin- of tne above
diseasen
vr
,0AI'l'-A CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3,1870.

mHE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
the
National Bank of Portland, will be
S inking Room on
Tuesday, the Olh

Pn
n.
Portland,

was

ciy cured
wirn Hie University Medic’nes in ihree weeks.
A. '•!. M jtUr xN, ‘121 Cumber'an st. For land.
Conductor on the Portland A Odgensburg Itailroad
F bnnry 18. 1870
Since tiling ilie above certificate, I hive been
perkily tree Irom Oitanli, through 1 have been continual iv expo-ed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15,1871,
A. M. MORGAN.

THE

wrnc

a

uum huuvu 10

can

CHARLES E. BARRETT, Clerk.
_no30d3w_J. D. SANBORN, A gent.

individuals have reported tlia the
above certificate is false and my disease as bad as

evci, I wi>h to say, af the lime I gave the anove certificate, the s nry was uot ha'I told In addition to
the above, my leg and back were covered with sores.
L am now well and u el at least twuty years younger tnun 1 did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the ufiiiettU i» to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry ol hu nbug.
lieu cl me. it has cured many others. 1 t eli< vc
the extract, of cauoer plant will cure
jiiy blood disease in existence.
SC MUNSEV, 27 Chestnut street,

on

sent at the next session of the Legislature of the State
of Maine, a petition of which the above is a true copy.
Per Order.

As certain

2d. To decide what change, (if any,) shall be made
In their By Laws.
3d. For the transaction of any other
business, which
may legally be brought before them.
n

nov22-4wt

of the age of

BILLINGS, Agent.

-*

SAMARIA, Saturday, Jan.

Singes Connect

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob-

in a northeasterly direction to some
the line of its preseut railroad, either in the
town of Kennebunkport or in the town of Biddeford,
and to locote the same, with the usual and customary
powers, privileges and duties of Railroads in the State
of Maine; the said Railroad to be about twenty-seven
miles in length, more or less, between its termiui and
to pass through the towns of Kitterv, York, Wells,
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Biddeford; agreeably to survey by S. Nott, 3d in 1840 and 1841.

point

men

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Kittery,

towu of

many

L'

1 uo

...

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK!

BOSTON

S^'ragc:

run as

At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Raymoud, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and lsorter.1f
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgtou.1I
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.lf

by

Economy.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the
State of Maine:
Portland, Saco aud Portsmouth Railroad
Company petition for authority and Charter to
construct, operate and maintain, a Railroad from
some point on the line of its present railroad in the

x

INCLUDING

Chesfuut-st.

and

Saco ami Portsmouth” Railroad Company will pre-

18• 0.

For the election of Directors for ihe ensuing

1st.

And cannot be equalled for j

Parity, Brilliancy,

are

in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

AGENTS

School Street, Boston, Hans.

tak-

For Ady years I have been troubled with Scrofula
Some fifteen years ago a tearful ulcer bioke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extend'd tr m
iheaLkle joint near I v to the kr ce. I couid not
move witnoui great pain.
In th:s eonddion 1 commenced taking the University Medicine,
A
first it diove out a tearful humor all over me.
In a tew days the humor
beg*n to subside, and the
ulcer is unw healed and 1 be- like a new being
ELlZtBEiii
CHAMBERLAIN, 38
Portland, Aug. 30.

I

Pictorial Family Register THE

bad

a

in

use

we are

sfharting

120 Maiden Lane, New York.
4w
dc6

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an
entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album', with
a complete Family Hintory.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO.
MACLEAN, 3

side.

SETH MORSE.
Alie above case has been treated lor the past, leur
yeais by different physicians lor cancer.

THE

on

catarrh,

w tb
ui> reti

C

J. H. WICKES,

a

day passes but

will

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car
attached.

troubled with too frequent evacuations from
der, often accompanied by a slight
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or tlie color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS. *

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

long wanted novelty in the subscription
HAVE
line which will sell at sight in every family. The

....I.

innr

SOUTH PABiS, Feb. 2.1871.
Dr. Staples—Dear sir:- iue medieioe J goi at
your place, dan. 2d, has d»ne wonutrs for me. It is
all you ie oinmenu it to be.
You may ma.e any use ot the above you think
Yours Lruiy,
prox>er.

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the office of

ns,

a

Old 'lown

OCEAN INSURANCE COMPANY.

T™? a

luinar

J

for

^Vollows:

Middle-Aged Men,

There

nov24-4w

BOOK

ing the medicine wiih good success.
MRS, SVAl. J. LEWIS.

Third; To act on all matters which may be considered necessary for the interest of the proprietors.
Portland,

It

Cases Treated by belter.
£2 Dr Staples:—oli bottle of your extract ol Can
:er Plant cured my
little boy ot Scrofula ot 15
nomlip standing. If I should
wiiiealloayl could
not give a tud idea ofhis sufter ngs
We employed
five ph suUiis without *e»iet.
His,'■ores are’all
hacdanJhe anears persecily weli> We think it

proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation aro
hereby notified that their annual meeting will
be liolden at the Counting Room of the
Wharfinger
on said wharf, on the first
Tuesday, being the second day, of January, 1872, at 3 o’clock P.M., to act
on

PUPfil

Mill

I have been troubled with S ‘To'ula all my lifetime
and Ne-ialgia in the head for sevm vears and hate
C"L lulted good physic.aus from Maine to N. w Yoik
witnuut any benefit whatever. 1 h »ve taken six
bottles ot the cancer plant and one an
one ballot
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a liitle ol some oiher
kinds and 1 now led betrer than 1 tver was b< t.ne
in my life. 1 cannot say with Mr. Munsev. that I
leel Unity years younger, b iiig
only twenty eight,
butcansa> 1 never irit so young to my knowledge
in my Ibe.
I think the worth of the Medicine cannot be estimated in word or money.
MRS. A. 0. W. FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

in Suits,

or

our

Box 5G43.

P. O.

L.A. BU'1 TERFJELD, Waterville, Me.

1 luri
euiil..yed stveial hyfricians ard bave paid ihun
over $ 50 without tb: least benefit
I have used six
do'lais worth ol t >e Unneishy Muliciuea, and am
**enevtd irom ilie above tiouoles.
JofiN ad AW, W«.siC>>m' at. Portland, Me.

or

^_

Iff.

For five year® I have suffered
consuiup'ive couell and pum in

hep,

without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
wanted. Anp y corner Center and Free st. No

\lkf
▼ ?

ro

MRS.

_iyisn_.
ITH

Clubs.

a

notice, trains

further

Bainc

Saturday, Dec- .to.
iiiTivo1
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 0

Only

R. R.

o’clock,

..$1 50

May 1,1?G9-Utf

SIBERIA, Tuesday, Dec. 19.
I^I^pLI. Saturday, Dec. 23.

5?2K5E,24ay.
( Scotia& Russia steam«™;
excepted)

and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and

On

u

I9!f?:?E??!vf??Btintil

consulted by one or
young men with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are m^de to rejoice in perfect health.

ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
31 & 33 Vesey Street, New York.

I citic.

the Merchants National Ban*.

ai

SEND

dres-s you wiih a lew lip. s stating my cure with
your
wonderin' cUartb specific
1 h:tve been afflicted
with caiarih ever si« ce a ihdd aud liav
spent a
S' cat deal oi mone
among our first ibictoi*, and
haveuiedev rythii g 1 heard oi without
ohlainnig

To be Let,
part ot
TH Portland Pier.

for

up

Hardly

more

WICKES’

intended

Testify to This

OGDENSBURG

o’clock,

guck..
Freight taken as usual.'.

PASSAGE MONET*

♦Accommodation.
$Fast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

ranted.

dec9t4w

E L E C T I

(“-^Freight

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

&

r.M..(Su,"l»„Mcept«l.j
Cabin fare.

at 7
at 5

TO SAIL

QUEENSTOWN

Steamers fir New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
trains between Portland and Boston

follows:

season as

NEW

DIRECT UIIO.TI

1871.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Stal?!S!!??5?-!#!?S|t-ion, Portland, for Boston, *0.15, *9.10
M.f 3.3U$, 3.45*, P. M. ltetuming
*7.30, $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alrou Bay, *6.l5pA. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, G.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Liue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Spriuglield Route and Sound

the

ruu

MAIL STEAMERS

__,

By Tnhappy Experience!
Young men troubled* with emissions in sleep,—a
jomplaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

OIL!

New Price List and a club form will
accompany it, containing full directions—making a large saving to consumers and remunerative to
club organizers.

nt’is agi I

m

wai p°rcuaded by my
wile to
tt>e Pinveisity Medicnes
My health
and maid was so
ad y affected that my Irieims became alarmed f-.r my
fv. Iu a we-k a.tercominr-ni i g lo take t e Medicine i fidr
l
great relief
am mow as well as any other mau
My wife has oeeu
t r a h ug lime effl c ed »iih disease that has affls
the skdi of our b» st pbvsicians ; iou c oi wlii h proiimdi (ed bu oa-e incu«abie.
Undei treatment «f
the University Medi- ines, tier he ilth has g eitl improved. Any one douotiug will please ca 1 at No. 6
Lincoln street, or a lepm shop. Grand frunk DeGEjRGE KINGSBURY.
pvr,.

HE three and a haH rt ry house No. 6 Hamp1
shirt* street, known as the Aca -ia
Hous»*; coutnins&t finished ro -ru.s, and is weil-titted for a hotel or boarding House.
Also Dwelling Houses and Store* to 1st.
oi 8
Inquire
L.CAKl.TON,
m)3ldi»
Att’y at Law,8b Middle st.

I'O

By Getting

Hinny ThoiiNnndf* Can

IIow

Arrangement, Nor. 13,

new

Leaving Atlantic Wharf. Portland,
Wharf, Boston, every day,

FOR

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

PORTLAND

will

OLIVKK.

-OF-

_no9tf_Supt.

Mercury.

H.

Will
i1»*» Wett side of Portland Pier,
dail) tot
f rnlin' Inland at 8.45 A M and 9.15 I* M.
He urniug vi
leave Pc*»Inlnnd 9 15 AM,
ano 3 45 P M.
ftjpr**i’rfvate parties can be accora mod ted by app'yUffto tbe Captain on board
Farrt down and t»ac« 25 cents, children hai» pree.
P<.n>aud.June 23, 1871.
Ie23dtf

$Exj»ress.

Winter

and superior sea-going
FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expose with a large
number of beantiftilState Rooms,
The

steamers

EXPHK^S,
A.

BOSTON.

for

CUNARD LINE

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. It. R.

SEEK FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Che Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

BOOK AGENTS.”

$10.40 A.

STEAMERS.

Ntcninbont C'outpuuy
SITE AM EH

t’APT.

ly,

sleeping

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
tinging rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

rau/iia

Consumers

weapon, the

1 >us

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunlays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.l5A.
M., §9.10 A. M., $3.30 P. M., f3.45 P.

9

laving neither opportunity nor time to make liime*t acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pur1 ges one
system of treatment, in most cases malting
til indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and danger-

NEW

is

to

5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.,
M., t2.35 P. M., 15.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
♦Pullman
ear express train,
t Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

Book is ready for canvassers. It is a companion volume to Innocents Abroad. Don’t
waste time on books no one wants, but take one people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
“There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see clearly that time has come. For territory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH &. CO., Boston, Mass.

REDUCTION OE DUTIES.

Great Saving

tanding or recently contracted, entirely removing
lie dregs of disease from the system, and making a
] ierfect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
1 act of his long-standing and well-earned reputation’
1 arnisliing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., $8.30 A.
M.f tt2.l5 P. M., $3.00 P. M.. *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at i

MARK TWAIN’S

TO CONFORM TO

Resptctiuliv, Ac.,
H. A. WHITTIER,

Some three

this
with the

cent, more nower
than any boiler ot the same neat mg sunace in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with GovERNMENT BONDS.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come In contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the first water being gradually heated as it ascends
f om the lower to the upper compartment. Confining
o irselves to practice and not theory we invito all
pirties in want of Steam Boilers to give us a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dcl8

\ TTrjlT/A'Ar

1 have been afflicted with Scrofula and Sale
Rlienm all my Iue. 1 have been under treatment
eleven (m ss cal’ed) pb.,s cians and all the time
No longue ran tell what my
grew wor?e
sufferings
were, with catarih, diseased longs, a tearful
cough,
my limbs, wrist and hand ruunaig sores, no
petite, badly diseased incid ntal to my sex
Though
young. I fe't ihat liie was a bin den'to me. In this
oreaoiulcondi'ioii through the advice of a friend, I
called on ib* proprietor of the New York Uuiver
sdy Me licims. He told me my case was doubtful,
hut would do the bes he could. 1 comtnenetd taking his modi' ines April 17th, aud am tree from the
a *ove troubles.
MRS. HENRY JONES, We*tbiook, Me.
July 10, 1871.

•

Let

found anything to relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Wells' Carbolic Tablets."
Elizabeth T. Root.
Don’t let worthless artiV^xA AJ X X AXLl • cles be palmed off on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.
never

wi

t he medical profession, he feels warranted in GuaiiiNTEEINGA Cure lx all Cases, whether of long

Commencing Monilny, Nov'r 13th, 1871*

*

boiler will shew 50
same weight of coal

We will guarantee that

Peak'* Inland

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

generally
study

doing

power.

“TO

of

sep>6

to

re-

They are a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,
Hoarseness, Catarrh ami all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is
selected.
47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14,1871.
“For the last ten
years I have been a great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis, and have

cine can be bo beat
1 ed- ve it is wh it it is recommended. 1 believe that medicine is entith d t ► as
ranch pra se as any medicine th it was ever introduced to iM public. I will not write any more this

friisl-tlass Houses to Let.
NOT S)ld previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block "of tour, on tbe corner of

Union St.

COUGH!

COUGH!

Why will you Cough when you can be so easily
lieved* by using
Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets?

atuttuun

through
second'compartment,

ner

and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular. 4w

COUGH!

wat er.
The smoke and heated gases pass first
the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the
thence
descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated, gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While
average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated Inrse

again

going complaints

New Bedford, Sept. 10, 1871.
I>R. Staples, Dear ^ir,— ainf.eJing first rate.
I have not felt to we 1 lor years as I do at the
present time. If vou recollect when L wa^ at
your
place I was suffering wiih a very lame back, lhat
has all icit me and 1 never felt better in mv life than
at (he present time. 1 don’t believe ihat that medi-

Oood Rent!
lor small family,

convenient
YERV utfb’
Walk
W. H.

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

is offered to the public as a great
invigorator and remedy for all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

P£LEG STAPLE3,
Congress Si., Portland, Me.

Certificates of Cares.
I have been trounlod, more or less, for five
years,
with inflammaAo y Rheumatism. For the last six
months l have suffered teyoud desorption. My
limbs were bad'y swollen and iuflimed; it was with
-cvh.
great pain ana diffica ty that I c< uld
My
case \va- well known by thousands of citizens iu
Portland. 1 am to-day a well man, and 1 was cured
by the University medicine, and Acapuucturation.
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Giay St.

Thompson,*

board at 28 High
TWO

Abdominal Organs,

vitality

51, 53,-47,49

Third

for the State ot Maine and

rent $300
Mechanic, and Neal st t,

Waterville,

Hall1

PE LEG STAPLES.

street.

plenty of water;

ten rooms, "as and
Also rents ou
of six rooms each.

Congress

For Peaks’ Island.

M

know
1 hat remedies handed out for general use should have
1 heir efficacy established by well-tested experience in
1 he hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
1 ireparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
1 ulitl; yet the country is Quisled with poof nostrums
J Jid cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
.'hidi are not only useless, but always injurious.
Llie unfortunate should be particular in selecting
1 iis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontroverti1 ile fact, that many syphilitic patients are made lnis< rable with ruined constitutions by
maltreatment
1 foul inexperienced physicians in general practice;
1 or it is a point
conceded by the best sypliil< igraphers, that the
and management of these
1 daiuls should engross the whole time of those who
vonld he comiietent and successful in their treatment

diaphragms running through the boiler, r.n 1
forming three water compartments. By this ar-

is confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
i derangements of the system. It gives* health, vigor

PORTLAND,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

the terrible vice of self-abuse,
tnpure connection
J levoting his entire time to that particular branch of

Steam

tal

JURUBEBA

family without children,
No 55 State Street. Add y
TO
dc6d is
10 o’clock
a

THE

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

Congress Street,

Rooms,

STEAMERS.

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
lie can be consulted privately, and with
[*7HERE
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
v v
1 ours daily, and from H A. II. to 9 I*. M.
I)r. H. addresses those who are buttering under the
ffliclion of private diseases, whether arising from
or

Caution to tlic Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

Boiler conheating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely,that of
the vertical
stopping
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizon-

tants.

For Kent.

Medical

RAILROADS.

( ess.

of a
engraving
oi

above is an
taining 1200 feet

their Concomi-

The Greatest Success of the A»e

FOUND AT HIS

t
t

want of Blood, Intermittent or
Fevers, Inflammation of the
Diver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses,
Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

University Medicines l

ON

or

or a
Poverty
Remittent

BE

i

SVHS

New House for Sale, or Kent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout house and cellar, piped
fbr Sebago, cellar cemented, every tiling it) prime condition. Will be sold at low figure, or rented if not
W. P. MERRILL,
■old.
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

of

Private

JURUBEBA!

Free Street, Basement and first floor to let on
favorable terms.
Possession given January 8, 1872. Apply to
J. B. CUMMINGS,
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS,
dcPdtf
220 Commercial St.

A. M.

CAN

Col,Is nml Honrurnrsn.

It is not a physio—It is not
what is popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as
sueli. It is
a South American
plant that has been used for
meulcal faculty of those countries
with wonderful
elhcacy as a powerful alterative
and un'equaled purifier of the
blood and is a
Sure and Perfect
Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver aud
or Obstruct ion of Intes-

Let!

3

NO

DR. J. B. HUGHES

deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 ctB per
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, IS Platt St., N. Y.
box.
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular, nov24 -Iw

dlw dcl4*

Store to

OFFICE OF

Don’t bo

To Let!
No.*30 Elm St., containing nine Rooms;

has gas and Sebago water.
HOUSE
toe

Cough*,

_MEDICAL.

rilHESE TABLETS present the Acid in combina1- lion with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for tbe Cure of ail THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved an J statements
ate constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.
Caution.

HOUSE,

HALIFAX

miscellaneous!

_MEDICAL.

article'

171 Middle

J> t»*iU#

St:. U|, stain.

For Sale.

Plain
Fancv
Large Express Dung; nearly new, with doubrH-ill tin.) want
it
their advantage
and in line order. May be
tJcall onwi vf ONE
le
itKM,
the Daily Press Job
ol Mr. J. F,
in

01

or

i,,k

,0

>1 a

at

Gauge Street, Pot-'.land,

runners,

Ptutlog
uu£ OflWEx
9' Ll

the

Stable

ddSdtf

LIBBY, Cungres's

seeu

at.

a

